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PROFESSIONAL WRITING AWARD FOR
1988 AND 1989
Each year the Association of Alumni of The J u d g e Advocate
General's School presents an a a a r d to the author of the best article
published m t h e Military Law Rrvzrm dunng the preceding calendar year The Professional Writing .4ward acknowledges outstanding
legal a n t i n g and IS designed to encourage authors to add to the body
of scholarly legal writing available to the legal comrnurury. The award
consists of a citation s i g n e d by The J u d g e Advocate General, an
engraved plaque. and a set of quill pens.

.~

Caotam David C. Radearmel received t h e 1988 award for hic arfide, M i l m ~ p L a win C m m u n u t China Daelopme7it, Stnicture and
Function, which appeared at 110 Mil L Rev 1 (1988) Captain
Rodeamel's article 1s an excellent survey of the history. development,
and structure of The current military justice system ~n the People's
Republic of China. His research 1s outstanding, and the paper is well
organized The article 1s especially noteworthy because of the difhculry encountered in researching military legal developments in
China. Captain Rodearmel's article contributes significantly to the
body of literature concerning legal systems of other countries. This
issue of the Military Law Rerieu' contains a reply to Captain
Rodearmers article, In which General Zhang Chi Sun of t h e People s
Republic of China compliments Captain Rodearmel's article and pravides additional information on Chinese milltar) law
~~

h l q o r Daiid L Hasden received the 1069 award for his article.
Shriuld mere Be a Pspchothempzst P r i ~ t l e g ein Ifililltary CourtsMarlirri?, uhich appeared a t 125 b11I L Rei: 31 (1989) h l a p r
Hayden's article is an excellent surre) a i the history and development of rules of privilege in Criminal cases, specifically those rules
involving patients and their communications to their therapists His
reisarch included an n n g m a l survey of Army psychiatrists His arti~ l 1,e well '.witten and clearl) organized, and his analpi$ contributes
iignificantly to the hod? of literature concerning privileges

THESIS TOPICS OF THE 38TH JUDGE
ADVOCATE OFFICER GRADUATE COURSE
Nine students from the 38th Judge Advocate Officer Graduate
Course. which graduated m blay 1990, participated in the Then8 pro^
gram The Thesis Program LS an oprional part of rhe LL \I. curriculum It prmides students an oppolfunny to exercise and ~ m p r o i e
anal>mcal. research. and wrntmg skills and equall) important 10 pro^
duce publishable articles that will contribute rnaterialii to the
111111mry legal Community.
All graduate cuiirse rheses, including those of the 38th Graduate
Couae. are a\ ailable for reading m the library of Th.? Judge Ad, m a t e
General's School They are ex cell en^ rfsearch S O U K ~ S In addition.
man? are publistzd in the Military Lnic &Ireu

The following 1s a listing b? author and title of the rhese, of the
38rh ,Judge Advocate Officer Graduate Couise
Major John F Burnette. A n Argu~ne~ilfol'Parlznl
Admissibilit!, oj
Polygraph Results i n T r i a l s 61 Courts-Wnrtial

Captain dames P Calve. E m ironmvntul C m n e s axd the Fpdrml
Eniployee E,im,unmenfnl Cmiplionce is h n r t mjthe M i ~ s i o n
Majm Robert L Charles. k y d Representafron,forHeolthCare Proriders u t Adverse Priiilegiiig H m r m g s

Captain \lark J Connor, Goceriirnent Owned-Contmcto, Opmnted
ntal Compliance and Liabi

Major Jeffre) 5. Davis. .UZlifn?yPol~ryTuicordHo?noseolois. Screritific, Historzc, and Legal Ptrspectri,es

CAN WE AFFORD THE BILL OF RIGHTS?
by Honorable Arthur J. Goldberg'

EDITOR'S NOTE: Tnis ispart ofthe Military Law Review's confnnuing s o i e s of articles in celebration of the Bicentennzat ofthe Constitution of the United Sates Justice Goldberg delivered this Law
D a y address at the ~ n i t e d S a t e s M i l i t a rA
y c a d a y . West Bbint, N m
York, on May I , 1989.
This Law Day commemorates the 200th Bicentennial of the approval of the Bill of Rights. You, of course, recall that our Constitution would not have been ratified were it not for a commitment by
the Founding Fathen that a Bill of Rights would be included. The
Bill of Rights, therefore, i s to be regarded as an integral part of the
original document
Adlai Stevenson said of the Blll of Rights: "Our farms and factories
may give us our hvmg. But the Bill of Rights gives us our life ' ' I And
President Truman in his direct way said, "The Bill of Rights, contained in the f i n t ten amendments to the Constitution, is every
Amencan's guarantee of freedam."*
The revolutionaries who founded our republic had no doubt that
"[tlhe God who gave us life, gave us liberty at the same time ''EAnd,
m defense of hberty, they pledged their lives. them fortunes and their
sacred Honor.
lbday, unlike the thirteen colonies. isolated and without material
resources, we are the greatest superpower in the world. Vie are
possessed of a nuclear arsenal. which as a deterrent has kept the
peace far more than forty yean. Despite intolerable pockets of poverty, most of our people are affluent far beyond the dreams of the
creators of a new and unprecedented democracy. And yet a recent
Gallup poll shows that a majority of Americans doubt that ~e can
afford the liberty guaranteed by the Bill of Rights and proclaimed
by our nation's creators as the guarantee of our freedom. Why is this
SO?

'Former Arrocmfe J u t a e of the Suprrme Court of the Lmted States

The Papers of A d h E Stevenson 2E2 (5%' Johnson ed 1972 19701
12 H TTuman Memom 269 (1956)
#ThamaiJeffenon, y'loiedznJ Bartlert. FamiliarQuofafionsliO(E Beck l l t h e d
j4

1968)
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There 1s a crisis in American law a crisis reflecting the uncertaint~ of American Society today We are undersrandably concerned
about the prevalence of crime This growing concern Wiih The rising
rate of crime has led to a search for solutions that has yielded only
fmstratlon. and frustration has led to drastic measures Among them
have been various proposals LO amend the Constitution or to
leglslat~velyo~erruierecent Supreme Court merpreratians of the
Bill of Rights In the hope that law and order may thereby he
"restored." Some of the proposals have been convened into conven~
ient slogans such as "Take the handcuffs off the police!" and have
caprured the imagination of the public. Even more sophisticated s u g ~
gestmns are based on the idea of "hheraang" officials from constnutional restraints Critics propose LO alter the fundamental balanceestablished m the Bill of Rights-between the power of goiernment
and the autonomy of the individual The Bill of Rights. we are told
shouid be "adjusted" to meet our concern with crime

W e more or less see how the first amendment protects us all But
The rights of a suspected criminal guaranteed h3 the Blll of Rlghts
seem less personal His or her rights are often characterized as selfimposed restraints that the lawahidmg members of Society ha\e
adopted only out of an exaggerated sense of fair pia? When a con
fession or illegally-seized evidence 1s excluded from a criminal trial.
or when an alleged Criminal IS provided the right to counsel, or, after
careful review, LS granted bail pending trial. we hear that we cannot
afford to @ \ e such an advantage to the adversary But the Bill of
Rights 1s not just protecting someone else It protect3 us all. for
to trim the privileges the Bill of Rights accords IS to trim the
autonomy of every individual, nhich LS the essence of the Blli of
Rights
The fourth. fifth. sixth and ninth amendments are some of the
most effectire and visible means of restricting governmental ~ n t r u sian into the p r l ~ a c yof the individual. Yet the most vocal attacks
on crime take shape as artacks on rhese amendments The rising
crime raw 1s associated with Supreme Court rulings enforcing the
privileges against self~menmmat~on
and unreasonable searches and
seizures and erecting the right of p n r a q to canit~tutionaldlmen
s o n s Crit~cs.in the name of "law and order, seem to believe thar
if these privileges were eiimmated or weakened. there would he more
confessions and better evidence and that therefore there aouid be
fewer crimes and we would all be bettei off But the? offer no
eiidence that limiting these amendments would substantially reduce
cnme They real13 propose thar we speculate mith the liherti weenJOY m order to receiw benefits that may not exlit
2
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The privilege against unreasonable searches and seizures protected
by the fourth amendment derives from our Declaration of Independence and from the abuse in colonial times of the invasion of
p n t a t e homes and wntmgs by use of the general warrant. The
prmilege not to 'be compelled in any cnmmal case to be a witness
against himselr' derives from a n earlier, more cruel age than ours.
Those familiar with British practices, before our Revolution, do not
wonder at the necessity of a privilege to remam silent in the face
of a criminal accusation. Scholars are too familiar with torture and
long imprisonment then practiced as a means of acquiring information The Bill of Rights erected a privilege to bar such medieval practices. But the Middie Ages are past. Why do we still have the fifth
amendment? One reason is the fear that without the privilege, extorted confessions would continue to piague US.
Even with the fifth amendment, much coercive interrogation stili
takes place If this is doubtful, read recent decisions of the Supreme
Court Actual physical brutality is not the only means of coercion
ernplosed Threats and promises can be equally effective in breakm g the will of a suspect For the state to dose around a lone suspect
and to intimidate him into confessing 1s not only unseemly, but It
is also dangerous If a little fear makes a guilty man confess. a lot
might move an mnocent man to admit guilt. More iikeiy. it makes
a minor cruninai exaggerate his criminal activities. cleanng the police
files of unsohed crimes These realities are too common, as the
reported cases show, and judicial enforcement of the fifth amendment and the sixth, making counsel avaiiabie, is the primary means
of controlling their occurrence.
Perhaps the best way to appreciate what the privilege against selfincrimination and the nght t o counsel really mean 1s to imagine a
system without them There are, of course, countries that have
neither the fourth, fifth. nor sixth amendments. They have developed
intolerable restraints 1" dealin@ between state and citizen The proven record of coercion m totalitanan countries estabhshes that there
is no subsritute for these amendments and their enforcement. Repeal
in the present context would hardly provoke a search for substmtes.
If we "liberate" our officialdom from the strictures of the Bill of
Rights. It will not be because the officials hat-e 80 internationalized
It5 value as to render it superfluous Rather, it will be because we
have decided we can no longer afford the restrams it imposes
Politlcalig. repeal would represent posmre encouragement to do u-hat
formerly the amendments prohibited. What could happen w t h o u t
the amendments mould Seem to many to be a whole new order of
government behavior One can magme an investigator calling a

3
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citizen in for a chat about the eients of the last few days. weeks.
or years "Come down to the station. .4nd bnng your dm-y with you."
What crimes have been committed in the vicinity in the last month?
Undoubtedly, there have been many One's ahereahouts every
minute of the time is therefore relevant to a whole list of unsolved
crimes. "Do you take a mammng walli? N'hy that route?" 4 t this point
the citizen may keep silent. which w-ill no doubt interest ajury. or
he w l i have to defend his innocent private habits.
But the Bill of Righrs does not protect us only against embarraisment or fear of prosecution It keeps us out of jail. More than four
hundred years ago Montaigne wrote. ' There 1s no man so good u ho.
were he to submit ail his thoughts and actions to the laws. wouid
not deserw hangmg ten times in his
In the intervening centuries the number of crimes far which n e may "deserve hanging"
has been reduced, but the number for which a e may be rnpnaoned
has multiplied Tirtually a hundredfold Haw man) tax underpayments are the result of unwitting errors by the taxpayers' How
much simpler prosecution would be 11the taxpayer could be )merrogated alone. with neither lawyer nor records on hand. When one
m fact declares too little and refuses to talk. that refusal nill most
likdy indicare the eustence of fraudulent intent to ajury. Yet silence
may be the result not of fraud. but of innocent bewilderment
There are more insidious possibilities for law enforcement in the
post-fourth, fifth. and s u t h amendments em Instead of investigating
specific crimes in u hich a suspect might hare been mphcated. the
%ate could call m Its citizens for general mterrogations. Who has nor
wittingly or unwnrmgly exceeded the speed limit. littered the sidewalk. or walked against the red light? When asked, "Have you conimitted ang crimes?" what does one say'? To sa: no 1s to lie, If this
E done in court. Lt is perjury, and Out of court It may very w?ll canstitute the crime of obstructingjustice h confeii means thar one
ail1 be found guilty and punished smply because same official. far
reasons that will never be known, has singled one out. In effect, the
state can make either a criminal or a perjurer out of almost angone
It chooses Pity the unfortunate man a h o falls out of favor w t h 111s
local disrrict attorney'
€\en those who fall on the right side of the prosecutors discret m today aught nor to be 50 sure that they can get d o n g better
wnhout. for example, the fifth amendment Mare than forty )ears
ago the clamor of McCarth)ism threatened the prlnlege against self'Ouulrd

4
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incnmmatmn. That campaign was not directed against street crime,
but against the right to haid one's own paliticai beliefs, the right to
differ with Senator McCarthy's credo without having to suffer public
harassment and blacklisting McCarthy 1s gone, and we and the fifth
amendment have survived, but that IS no assurance that another
witch hunt wlll not occur. The flfth amendment, even if it sometimes
pinches, 1%a n essential part of our insurance for that today
It is notjust the fifth and s u t h amendments, but our whole heritage
of individual liberty that rejects undue inqulsitonal law enforcement.
It 1s argued that it will be more difficult to catch cnmmals if we cannot make them confess. Of course, there are times when na other
evidence is available, although not so often as is frequently asserted.
I must emphasize, however, that liberty 1s worth this small price We
should not rush to abandon our autonomy as individuals just because
it creates inefficiencies in the apprehension of criminals. When it
1s said that democracy is an inefficient means for determining policy,
we should not rush to abandon democracy. We are justifiably cancerned with crime, but the power of the criminal 1s nothing compared t o the power of the state. As a great statesman once said,
"democracy 1s the worst form of Government except all those other
forms."i
But proponents of new measures argue that to "adjust" the fifth
and Sixth amendments is not to unleash the entire force of the state.
They argue that the Bill of Rights that protects us against arbitrary
intrusions by the state is something different from recent judicial
interpretations, as Some have recently asserted. It 1s said that the
courts have enacted a new code of cnminai procedure under the
wise of interpreting the Constitution It is true that the Supreme
Court has prescribed rules of a specificity that are undentandably
not present in the Constitution. But such rules are the only way to
make the Constitution areality When Wo(fv,
Coloradd left enfarcement of the fourth amendment to the States, Lt was too widely taken
as a green light to search and seize a t wiii The specificity of Napp
v. Ohm,' Mirando u
and Escobedo v. Illznots' has been
necessary t o assure a fair trial and justice when the states refuse
to enforce the exclusionary rule, to provide counsel, and to ensure
17UinsfonS Church11 HnComplefeSpeechesi566IR Jamesed 19741[hereinafter
Churchill]
'338 U S 26 (1840)
' 3 6 i L1 S 643 (1961)
'381 U S 436 (19661
s 3 i 8 U S 4 i 8 (1964)
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that one 15 not compelled to be a witness against himself or herself
The test of the constitutionality of a confession has long been roluntanness. A canfesaon cannot constitutionally be beaten out of a
suspect It can, however, be extracted through more subtle pslchologxai pressures playing upon the fears of the suspect What the
Court did in Miranda and Escobedo was to apply the same standards
to the reality that confronts the poor and ignorant defendant
Organized criminalshave their lawye6 and know enough to call them
when they confront the lau When they bolunteer a confession It
1s the result of a bargain-they exchange their help t o the police for
lesser charges and lighter sentences But a lawyerless defendant facing the law for the first t h e is unaware of the ponibihtiei for b a r g a n
ing. For him. the Orwellian model of law enforcement I have described 15 too often the reallty. Ignorant of hls nghts, the SUSpeCt sees
no limit to what h1s captors can do. Indeed, interrogation manuals
suggest creating this ~mpressmn And even if there are limits. who
enforces them against the pohce? The suspect in this position frequently has no real choice m his behavior. This produces results for
the Inquisitor It also provides an mcennve to violate other rights
It i s clear that It would be the poor disproportionate numbers of
whom are black, and other minorities who would be affected If
M i m n d a . Escobedo. and Gidean c Waiainu7ight1°were overturned.
Organized criminals do not talk, e i e n in the face of illegal threats
The police are usually careful not to harass well-to-dosuspects who
have lawyers anyway. So, in effect, a separate slstem of Interrogation IS established far the poor and minorities The counter-argument
1s that all that is sought 1s a n efficient System of criminal lnreitlga~
tion. which accidentally affects the poor and minorities somewhat
differently than others It 1s a fact of life that they suffer in many
ways This may be a fact of life. but not one we can orerlook when,
in the name of practical necessity. a change of rules is proposed I t
1s a change that will affect the poor more than others and a change
rhat will put greater pressure on this already disadvantaged group
without really affectlng the rights of the more affluent
It IS argued that questioning only residents of high-crime are= wll
uncover more street crminals than questiomng only residents of low
c r m e areas This ma) be true. but we cannot ignore the fact that
rhe discrimination occasioned by the uie of thesQ Separate s?stems
of law enforcement will not he perceived by the poor and minorities
as either Justlfmble or reasonable They know that wharever hap-
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pens to the fifth and s x t h amendments, business crime Suspects are
unlikely to be grilled at the station house without advice of counsel.
And this may explain why proposals to weaken these amendments
come mainly from the more affluent members of society.
Critics a~sertthat the protection of the fourth, fifth, and sixth
amendments exacts its price through crime But there has been no
showing that abrogation of these amendments will significantly affect the crime rate Interrogation is a technique for solving crimes,
not for preventing them. Even in solving crimes, confessions are not
usually essential. Several district attorneys and a recent report by
the Dash Commission have concluded that the Mzrando warning has
not significantly affected the conviction rate. I venture to say that
the same 1s true of the safeguards of the Code of Mihtary Justice.
And I am sure that the safeguards of the Code have immeasurably
improved the morale of our armed forces without weakening them.
It is not the Supreme Court that has caused the startling rise in
urban crime, but rather the way our society handles the availability
af addictive drugs, handguns, and semi-automatic guns, and the way
our society fails to provide jobs or to eliminate discrimination. In virtually all of our cities an appalling proportion of certain crimes 1s
committed by the poor and deprived. drug addicts, and minorities
These are sources of criminal conduct about which we can da
something constructwe. We can and must do better in dealing with
unemployment and eliminating discnmmatian The cause of crime
by addicts is almost always the need for m o n q to support a habit.
Simply prescribing maintenance doses of the addictive drug with
methadone and counseling, either free or at a nominal cost, would
eliminate a substantial cause of crime The English addict population has remained both small and law-abiding while receiving legal
maintenance doses of drugs, along with treatment. And impartantly, such a program eliminates the exorbitant profits now extorted by
pushers, e ~ e nat the high school level
Uncontrolled ownership of handguns and semi-automatic rifles,
neither of which are hunting guns, also contributes to violence. as
we have learned from the assassmatian attempts on President
Reagan, Robert Kennedy, and other innocent persons. The mere
availability of such a gun has turned more than one disturbed person, drug addict, or quarreling family member into a murderer. Easy
BCC~SS
to such weapons paves the way for assassms,termmts. armed
robben, drug addicts, and the mentally ill This is again a problem
about which we have the power to do something. yet we have cantmually failed to enact adequate measures. It 1s immc that some of
7
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the most vociferous opponents of the Supreme Court also oppose gun
control legislation If they really wish to control crime and preserve
liberty, their poatlons should be reversed an both issues
Experimentation with such steps and efforts to elimmate underlying causes are practical approaches to the crime prabiem If these
kinds of proposals do not work out in practice. they can be modified
or abandoned. But constitutional experimentation 1s far more dif
ficult and dangerous Constitutional restrictions s e n e a more complex function than statutes and judicial decmons The constitutional
rule by instructing officialdom about its primary duties t o the citizenry educates it as to the p a h c m underlying the rule It inculcates
a basic respect for Individual dignity To alter the rules too often
devalues the social policy underlying them The entire relationship
between citizen and state is altered, with results neither foreseen
nor easily corrected Perhaps for these reasons we h a i e never fun^
damentally altered the Constitution And we have never even
tampered With the Biil of Rights Establishing the basic relationship
between the citizen and the state 1s the most important and difficult
task of the cansntutummaker The arrangement must laSt far beyond
what the wisest man can foresee

In fighting crimes. we must not orerlook the plight of victims of
crime. In a very real sense. they are being denied by the state the
protection af Its laws. And because this E the case, the state should.
as far as possible and practical, compensate victims of crime for the
failure of the law's protections. Some states and the Federal Gmern
ment have done so. but not adequately
Times of stress, even more than bad times can make bad law It
would be bad law and bad policy to weaken the Bill of Rights or
Supreme Court decisions enforcing the palladium of our liberties. It
1s even truer today than it was some two hundred years ago that we
can afford the Bill of Rights and its guarantees of our hberty
Finally, I r o u i d like to conclude wxh a quotation from that arch
comernative, Sir Winston Churchiii This seat British Prime M~lnister
said in a speech delivered in the House a i Commons, on July 20, 1910,
when he was Home Secretary
The mood and temper of the public m regard t o the treatment
of crime and criminals LS one of the most unfailing tests of the
civilisation of any country .4 calm and dispassionate recognition of the rights of the accused against the State. and even of
8
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convicted crminais against the State, a constant heart-searching
by all charged with the duty of punishment, a desire and
eagerness to rehabilitate in the world of industry all those who
have paid their dues m the hard coinage of punishment. tireless
efforts towards the discoven. of curative and regeneracing processes. and an unfaltering faith that there is a treasure. if you
can only find it, m the heart of every man-these are the symbols which in the treatment of crime and criminals mark and
measure the scored-up strength of a nation, and are the sign
and proof of the living rirtue in it."
Sir Winston was saying more eloquently what I have been attempting t o say in this address, that we can indeed afford liberty and that
it LS the mark of a civilized society to protect the rights of alleged
criminals even when protection of these nghts IS regarded by many
to be detrmentai to an ordered s o c ~ t yThe
. achievement of liberty
safeguarded by the Bill o i Rights 1s not repression; it IS the proteccion of the principles that, even at some cost, have been the ultimate
safeguard or our freedoms.
Edward Everett, the great orator of the Civil War era, said: "Teach
us the love of liberty protected by the law."

This IS the profound teaching of the Bill a i Rights. This 1s why we
are commemorating this great charter of our liberty and freedom
in Its Bicentennial year.
" 2 Churchdl, supra note 5 . at 1598
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MILITARY LAWYER ETHICS
by Dean John Jay Douglass
Dean, K'anonal College of District Attorneys and
Professor of L a y University of Houston School of Law

The Kenneth J Hodson Chair of Criminal Law u'asestablished at
n e Judge Advocate Generalk School o n J u n e 24, 1971. me chair
was named after Mqor General Hodson, tcho served as The Judge
Advoeafe Generaljmm 1967to 1971. General Hodson retired i n 1971,
but u'as immediately recalled to active d u t y to serve as the Chief
Judge of the A m y Court of Military Reuzew.He s m e d 1% that position until .Waarch 1974 Generat Hodson served owr thtrty years o n
active d u t y D u n n g that time, he was active tn the American and
Federal Ear Associatiom, and he authored m u c h of the federal
military justice tegzslotion esisting today He ?cas a member ofthe
original staff and faculty of The Judge Advocate General's School
zn Charlottesrille, Virginia. When the Judge Adwcate General's
Corps was actmated as a regiment in 1986, General Hodson was
selected as the H o n o m v Colonel of the Carps.
On February 22, 1990, &an John J a y h g l a s s delzvered the nineteenth Kenneth J Hodson Lectwe. Dean Douglass nceiued anA.B.
(with distinction) f r o m the L'niaersity of .Vebraska, a J D (with
distinction)fmm the Uniaersity OfMichigan School oflaw, an M A .
from George Washzngton L'niuwsity, nnd an LL M from the L'ni%ers i t y of Virginia School ofLnw He was a member of the L!S. A m y
Judge Advocate General's Corpsf m m 1952 until he M i r e d in 1974.
Hts assignments zncluded S t d j J u d g e Adcoca&, Ft. Rstey, .Military
Judge, Senior Judge Adweate, Vietnam; and Commandant of The
Judge Advocate General's School W i l e he wosseming as the Commandant, he establtshed the Kenneth J. Hodson Chair m Criminal
Laic His m i l i t a r y schooling includes the Command and General
StUJ College and the C.S A m y War College. Dean Douglass 2s the
Editor of Erhical Issues in Prosecution and of a series of hooks, R o l e s
and Functions of the Prosecutor. He has also published several a r ~
t i c k 'm the Federal Bar Journal, Hastings L a w R e v i e w . Journal of
Legal Education, International Lawyer, bhlitary Law Review-, and
other publzcatiom.
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I. INTRODUCTION
I am delighted be back at the School and to visit Charlattesrille
once again My s o n ~ ~ n - l aLE
w on the faculty of the Universiry of
Virginia and I have a family here, and we hare retained our farm.
The Arrows in Albemarle County I look back on my assignment as
Commandant as one of the most eqoyable assigzments of my military
career The pleasure comes from rhe opportunity the Commandant
has to he a lawyer, diplomat. educator, administrator, and post
commander
It was particularl) pleasurable for me to be asked to give the hod^
son lecture I remember clearly t h e establishment of the Hodson
Chair in Criminal Law dunng my tenure It is interesting that the
first occupant of t h e Chair was the recently retired Judge Advocate
General. Hugh Overhalt
It 1s must fitting and appropriate that my topic for this Hodson lerture 1s on the subject of military lawyer ethics I knou of no officer
mho marc exemplified Integrity and professionalism during a long
and distinguished career than Kenneth Hodson
A lawyer's professional responsibility includes the responsibility
to work to improve the law and to work through bar groups to accomplish these improvements This includes the lawgers m uniform.
who have a special responsibility m this regard because of their
peculiar knowledge of the military application of the law. It IS unfortunate that too few have accepted this responsibility and camequently have left It to the uninformed to change the law. All too few
laxyers m uniform are members of the American Bar Association
or other professional associations. and elen fewer participate actirel)
in the work of these organizations
S o one has ever done more than General Hodson. both while in
the Army and subsequent to his retirement. to carq- Out thx lawyerl?.
responsibility Within the American Bar Association. he served for
many years as secretar) of che Criminal Justice Section. worked
diligentlg as a member of the Cnmmal Justice Standards commit^
tee (these Standards are a monument to his work). was a member
of the House of Delegates representing the Judge Advocate Aisocia~
tion, and recently was named by the President of the American Bar
Assoc~ationto chair a Special Committee on Programs for Public Service Lawyers I am pleased to s e n e on that committee under his
leadership U-henerer there 1s a big job. they call on Ken Hodson
General Hodson has a l a a p fulfilled the directions of Rule G 1' urg-
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ing lawyers to render pro bono public sewice by offering sewice to
improve the law, the legal system, and the legal profession

I have long had an interest in legal ethics and more particularly
those of the Army lawyen. When I was named Commandant twenty years ago, in my first orientation of the faculty I suggested that
each lecture include two items: 1) an example as to the litigatmn
aspects of the lecture and, 2) a reference to the ethical implications
of the lecture.

I am not sure that this was always accomplished but it seemed important at the time For several years following my retirement I
traveled the country speaking on ethics problems of military lawyen.
At that time, my lectures dealt mainly with trial advocacy ethics and
the professional responsibility of military judges.
In the 199O's, one cannot be limited in discussing the ethics of
military iawyen to the criminal iaw field The concerns of military
lawyers include many areas of the law other than cnminal justice,
though criminal trial advocacy remains the one area that generates
far too many ethical problems. The legal acrivities of the Carps in
the 1990's have far broader application than they did even fifteen
years ago Consequently any discussion of ethics and the lawyer in
uniform must cover a far broader field. The extent of participation
of military lawyen in contracts, environmental law, war powers, or
administrative law far exceeds anything we believed possible a few
short years ago.

11. PROFESSIONAL ETHICS
It 1s well to b e a n by taking a look at the role of ethics m the professions. Every prafesaon is iookmg more closely at this important
subject Business schools are emphasizing the topic, as are law,
medicine, and accounting schools. The military profession has taken
a closer in-depth look at the ethics of the officer, especially since
Vietnam.
At the outset you are reminded that even before you are lawyers,
you are first officers in the Armed Forces.As military lawyers you
do not face the terrible dilemmas of the combat officer. You do not
send men to die, to destroy c i t i q or to order fire on civilians. Nevertheiess, as advisors to those who do make these decisions, their
ethical dilemmas are yours This is so at least vicariously %day each
new weapon and its application are reviewed by military iawyem for
legality, to include its relation to international law. Are there ethical
implications to the review of these operations?

1s
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The ethic of the officer corps does apply. It 1s well to recall as a
first amom that the "essential attribute of the Army and its members
''2
1s megrit>-. It 1s the personal honor of the individual ,
You have been encouraged to include in your reading list works
a n mihtaq ethics. including those by Richard Gabriel and Yalkam
h k i n 3The book edited by Wakin includes some of the best known
writers on mihtar) ethics and is w-orth study and consideration
There aas a time when a reminder That military lawyers were a
pan of the military profession would have fallen largely on deaf ean
I hope those days are gone forever. At thar time there was a j o k e
that the civilians did not believe we were lawyers. and that the
military did not think ne were officen During the 1950's and 1960's,
there were man) in the Corps who resented being considered as part
of the Officer Corps. The military is an honorable profession equally as honorable as IS the profession of la^ and you are fortunate to
be a part of both
Colonel Dennis Coupe4 and M a p Bernard Ingoids m published ar
tides have set out the background and history of the Rules of Professional Conduct far Army Lawyers, which were promulgated by
TJ.4G in 1987 Credit must go to them for their research and analysis.
1was not surprised to read that the impetus for consideration of these
rules came from Colonel Bill Fulton. no- clerk of the U S A m y Court
of lllilitars Review Colonel Fuiton \\-as Director of Academics during my term a~ Commandant, and this foresightedness is typical of
him
4lilitary l a a ? e r s must bear m mind thar they are also subject to
the disciplinary rules of the junsdicaon in which they are licensed
to practice 0 Obviously there will be occasions when the ruies or the
states' inrerpreratmn of them conflict or at least vary from Army
Rules. Military Lawyers could face a contradiction in appropriate action Though the A m y Rules state that the Army rules mll supersede
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those of the state, the state grievance board could well take a contrary view. At least The Judge Advocate General has not sought t o
mmunize you from the MModel Rules as the Attorney General recently
sought to do for the Justice Department lawyen.'
Those who have studied and commented on the Army rules are
generally pleased with the results of the Army effort and that the
rules as developed face up t o the unique problems of the military
They discard areas more specificslly directed t o lawyers in prmate
practice and include matters of direct concern to lawyen ~n the
military service
There i s all too often a tendency by lawyers to look to the rules,
the codes, the canons, 01 the ethical considerations for Specificity,
Lawyers keep hoping somehow there will be a black letter code for
the lawyer that, if followed, will ipse d i d t make one ethical. The
thought i s that if one somehow manages to stay within the parametem of the written word then there is no problem in one's behavior.
The rules are not law, but like the law the words da not fit each and
every possible fact situation that may occur

Professor Hazard, reporter for the Model Rules. has said that rules
of ethics and law
should be seen as general principles of conduct, not a corpus
of specific rules, as a group of pnnclples that conflict with each
other in many applications and extensions, not an mternally
consistent code; as qualified Imperatires that always have to
yield a t some point t o competing considerations. as resultants
of encounters with tough practical choices m real life, not
abstract mandates l a d down in advance; as products of personal deliberanon, not emanations from some outside amhority: as the e x p r e s s m of self-fulfillment and self-control. not
subordinancy to external discip1ine.n
Ethical rules are written by individuals who draw on their own
experience (and rheii own draftsmanship). From that experrace,
committees and groups promulgate codes based on what ~n the end
are their personal beliefs m a morality to fit the profession and in
language not alwagi totaiiy clear Even accepting the sincerity of the

-ltrornei General of rhe United Sfafei 'Communwarmnr r i t h Penonr Represented
b! Couniel June 8 ,989
'G Hazard Ethics I" the Practice of Lau 1(18i8)
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consideration that goes into the various codes, no set of rules can
cover every set of facts At best they can but i l l u m a t e prmc~plesby
which the reader should act.
Individuals too often say. even those a t high levels of government.
when accused of ethical violations, that they "were within the l a u "
This. in the field of ethics. is simply a cop out To follow the language
of the law 1s not necessarily to carry Out the spmt of the ethical pnnciple that is to be followed. What 1s demanded in our ethical b e h a lor
IS not sterile compliance with narrow rules. but acting w t h m the
spirit of the principles on which the rules are based This IS nor t o
denigrate the codifications that have grown up through the )ears
a recent example of which are those rules drafted for members of
the Corps. BUTone must be mllmg to acknowledge that ethical problems arise out of fact SLtuationS for which there may be no exact rule
or lax' and for which the drafter had no concept There are nuances
that may change the ethical spirit of one's a c t m u The judge advocate
is called upon to became familiar with the rules and to analyze and
understand the reasons behind the rules in order to act properly
when faced with new and unique ethical situations.
This being so, it would be ridiculous and redundant for this article
to merely repeat the rules. It would be dull as dishwater, it would
not be long remembered; and finally, there are far better methods
of becoming familiar with the rules of professional responsibiht)
Members of the Corps have studied the rules in far greater depth
than called far in this article

111. PROFESSIONAL IRRESPONSIBILITY

IN GENERAL
Rrst, one should determine why mdwiduais are professmnally II
responsible Why do those admitted to the practice of law and those
who are commissioned a officers of the Vnited States nor perform
their duties and funcnons ethically7 \ly study indicates that rhe
reasons may be subsumed under fire rubrics for which I hare an
acronym

A-E-I 0 L
A stax& f o r arnbLtion. which Comes in many forms Professor
Flammer cites example after example of the effect of ' careerism iyndrome" on ethical performance He quotes General Yon Hoffman,
who s a d "The race far power and personal positions seem3 to
destroy all men's character" And Lidell Hart 1s quared as lamenting
16
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the "growing obsession with personal career ambition "*It was durIng and after the Vietnam period that so much was heard and read
of careerism in the Amencan military and the Steps officers took to
be sure each had touched all the proper bases and pushed all the
nght buttons (It was called ticket punching).
It may be easy to recognize those reaching for the ''stars;' but there
are those whose ambition may be in smaller things. to win a court
verdict, to turn in more opinions than any other in the branch; to
have an asslgment that IS plush; to have one's own lecture pubhhed.
Ail have then own ambitions. It IS important to recognize when ambitions become so overwhelming that the standard of behavior IS
overcome and the principles of ethical conduct are ignored.

Estandsfor emolion, w h s h has two facets h r s t , there IS provocation. Litigators especially need to be reminded that there LS no titfor-tat rule. It IS easy to become provoked by an adversary in the
courtroom. It is equally possible to he provoked by an opponent
across the negotiating table, by the unfarrnessof an efficiency report,
by the nit-pickmg of a superior, or even by an associate on a brief
or paper Provocations can cause some people to seek shortcuts, to
manhandle the fact situation, to stnke back, or even to misconstrue
the law
The second prong of the emotional cause for misconduct LSthe reaction of lawyers arising out of personal acquaintance with the parties and knowledge of the facts. This creates an undue concern for
the outcome of the case or legal problem. This IS especially so far
defense counsel who become concerned for the defendant, for the
prosecutor who gets emotionally involved in a child abuse or sexual
assault case; for the legal assistance advisor who seeks to help a
soldier evicted from his home or a dependent who needs legal help
while a spouse is overseas There are examples of those lawyers who
become over-excited in the courtroom, who improperly pressure
landlords or business firms with threats of off-limits actions, who
raise biased and prejudicial arguments m court, or who attempt to
intimidate a soldier's spouse to secure a settlement
Military lawyers maintain constant relationships with commanden
and staff officers, and they must be aware that non-lawyers, too,
become emotionally involved in legal matters. In fact, the lay officer
may become more emotionally concerned in a case than the attorney
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and It will be the role of the attorney to maintain an objective stance
An attorney repeatedly addresses the personal problems of others
and should be able to remain unim olved a layman ~ 1 1seldom
1
hare
O C C ~ S L Oto~ become involved in the personal legal relationships of
others
Shortly after the end of Amencan direct involtement m Vietnam.
while emotions were still at a high pitch among both military and
cinhans m the rnited States, there was a publicized criminal pro^
ceedmg alleging a mutiny that resulted m much adverse publicity
for the Arms and the Judge Advocate Generals Corps At the conclusion of rhis affair, the three star general who was the convening
authorit1 was invited to speak to the Advanced Class of The Judge
Advocate General s School to discuss his view of the case The author
was acquamted a i t h this outstanding militar) leader, as well as with
the officers who i e n e d as his staff judge advocate and chief of
military justice in the command. It was unfortunate that these three
officen were all assigned at the Same tune at the same place. all three
had became emotionally involved and it was a disaster asking to occur. Had any one of these outstanding indinduals not been in posi
tion. perhaps more objectivity would hare prevailed and the Ann)
would have been spared unfortunate publicity. The officers mighr
have been spared much trauma as well

istan& bathfor igiioraiice and iirompetenee For a lawyer to cammit an unethical act and to excuse the act on the ground of "I did" [
know 11 was wrong" reminds one of the excuses one hears from
political figures.
It must be acknonledged that law schools and the profession real
ly do a poor job of teaching professional responsibility Most lax
schools have not learned how to teach the subject of ethics and "11til recent years hate not reall) cared The mandator? CLE states have
made some effort but It has been more Cosmetic than substantial
and ethics credits are s v e n freely far attendance at Seminars
Some of the faulr can be laid on the Codes or Rules themselves.
which have been less than clear Much of what was written was
aspirational and failed to provide real guidance Too much ink h a 5
wasted m dmusslng the issues of advertising and control of trust
funds These are Issues of little interest to government attorney including the military
Incompetence may be the greatest single sin of l a y e r s The ter)
18
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f i n t rulelo speaks to the question of competence and adjures each
lawyer to use legal knowledge, skill, thoroughness, and preparation
reasonably necessary for representation
The profession need not be as concerned about legal ability as it
should be about the failure of many lawyers t o perform for their
clients in a workmanlike manner. Records are replete with evidence
of lawyers who fail to prepare or who fail to mestlgate the facts
or the Ian: who miss filing dates, who refuse to Shepardize the law,
or who are really not a b r e m of current law and legal developments.
Most lawyers observe the language of Rule 1.1on competence, making SUE that they know enough about the law to Sene a client or
to find someone who does; the unethical ones are those lawyers who.
though legally competent, fail to perform because of laziness or indifference
Judge Quinn in his concurring opimon m Gnited States z'
McFarlanelLsaid, "defense counsel here conceded everything, explored nothing, was unprepared on every issue, and made the least
of what he had Hopefully there are few lawyen within the military
establishment about whom this could be said in 1990.
I '

A lawyer's duty 1s to the client and to the public. to fail to perform, as some lawyers (and some judges) do out of concern for personal comfort, is unconscionable.

0 standsfor the sin of ouerkill. It seems unlikely and almost inconceivable that a lawyer would commit an act of professional irresponsibility by doing too much when most do too little. Unfortunately, this is often the case in the courtroom where a prosecutor,
having presented the case and u m m n g easily, cannot resist pounding one more nail into the coffin. "hk is done by attacking witnesses,
by denigrating opposing counsel, or by resorting to matters of bias
and prejudice to make certain of a win. This sin of overkill comes
in part from emotion and ambition but also
a result of
thoughtlessness and not knowing when enough is enough
There IS always an Abraham Lincoln story to illustrate any point.
It 1s said that an one occasion he mas walking with a friend when
they came upon a man beatmg a dead dog with a club .\lr Lincoln
remonstrated with the fellow and asked if he did not know the dog
was already dead The felloa replied. "Yes. I know but I belieie in
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punishment after death " Sometimes lawyers are observed in court
who seem to follow this same principle in presentation of a case
Finally. L'standS for those latq,ers who are simply unethical for^
tunately. there are few of these in the profession and even femer m
the Corps These few individuals seem never to have developed a
personal code of behavior or morality that should be expected as the
hallmark of all who call themselves lawyen
in this connection I recall an madent mnvolving a young captain
who appeared before Colonel Paul Tobin, the military judge. The
young man had admitted in court that he had altered the date on
a check he submitted m extenuation for his defendant Judge Tobin
called him to the bench and said, "Young man. I understand that
you are about to lea^ for Vietnam. I suggest that you take a slow
boat and take the time to thoroughly read the Canons of Erhics.'

IV. THE EFFECTS OF PROFESSIONAL
IRRESPONSIBILITY
All attorneys, especially those in uniform, are advised to recall the
statement of Solicitor General \Villiam Fnerson. r h o said,

In such a profession there is no room for feilawhip with the
dishonest, the unfaithful. rhe untrustwrthy or the unpatriotic
and no useful place for those who are ignorant or inadequate^
ly prepared It is our duty to the public, to the government and
to ourselves to guard jeaiously professional standards and ideals,
and to see that they are kept high and clear?>
When individuals for whaterer r e a m commit acts of professmnal
misconduct or engage in unethical activities, t h l ~can have long range
effects on The mdividual. the office and the client
The Army Rules make very clear that the client of an Army lawyer
1s the Department of the Army acting through authorized officials
The exceptmn covers those situations when the military lawyer 1s
sening as defense counsel or in a legal assistance ~ a p a c i t yIt' ~goes
without saying that when a member of the Judge Advocate General's

'"menonAddre% LO the 5th Session Conference on Legal Educarran 1823 )PPTIr*d
tn 6 A B h J 1565 (1822)
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Corps serves as defense counsel, government prosecutor, or legal
assistance counsel, the cost of misconduct to the client IS quite
apparent
When the Department of the Army IS the Chent, the attorney may
be sewing in one of several capacities m a n advisory or consultative
role, as a negotiator; or in an advocacy role In any of these roles,
the client will suffer when the lawyer performs irresponsibly. The
actions may result in wrong advice, insufficient assistance, or a loss
or defeat m the courtroom, the board room, or across the negotiating
table. It 1s unfortunate but true that in some of these capacities the
cost of professional irresponsibility may not aiways be readily noticeable
Situations will develop when clients learn or suspect that a lawyer
LS operating in a n unprofessional manner This impression quickly
spreads throughout an office or agency or even throughout a n entire military installation When this happens, there occurs a lass of
faith not only as to that particular attorney, but also in the entire
office and all the lawyers of that office. The old cliche about the bad
apple in the barrel applies perceptively also t o ajudge advocate affice. Court members, commanders, staff officers, legal assistance
clients, and accused become wary of the advice and assistance they
are provided from any lawyer m the organization or agency.
There has been a growing tendency in recent yean to disqualify
entire offices far the possibilities of conflict arising about one lawyer
m a n office. This has been expanded to situatmm where courts recuse
entire offices for the threat of unprofessional conduct by one member Such disqualification is not limited to pnvate law firms, but also
includes government legal 0ffice8.l~Both the offices of prowcuton
and of public defenders have been subject t o such rulings There IS
no reason to expect that the courts might not apply these principles
to legal offices within the military establishment. It would be hoped
that the disqualification would never extend throughout the Corps.
though such an order may not be beyond the fertile imagmatmn of
Some members of the Judiciary

In the early 1970’s the mihtary justice system and the C a p s became
suspect Criticism of the w t e m was wdespread, and the controvemy
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%as aired by the COUrtS.15in books". and in the media in general

Bar orgamzatlons %erecritical. as were many members of Congress
This distrust of the management of the system permeated the seivice officers and enlisted personnel claimed t o have little assurance
of Justice As a result the system was of limited assistance Io the A r ~
my a t a time when discipline was already at a low ebb.
History should not be meread to make one think that unprafessionalism was the cause for this dirtrust although it did pla) a part
Distrust fed on low morale in the Corps. and the 1011- morale lead
t o ineffecti\e and careless act? It was clear that a counter action
was required and that the Army needed to take remedial action on
Its own before the problem was remot-ed from Its aurhonty by outside forces

Major General George Prugh, The Judge -4d~ocateGeneral. gave
the School the responsibihtl of coming forward wirh a program to
re establish the credibility of the system m the eyes of the Arm? i n
general This operation a a s entitled "Crisis in Credibility ' The en^
tire facult) and staff were mobilized to develop programs to accomplish this important ~ I E S L O L IThe
.
goal was to convince the Army as a whole and midenrally the American public that militarb
lawyers and military law met the highest standards expected of the
cnmmal justice ,)stem and of the lawyers who were respanslbl? for
operanon of the system
As has been typical of the JAG School, the staff attacked the problem with vigor, m a s n a t i o n . and determination. From their efforts
came a series of books. pamphlets. and w e n a cartoon book 11lustrating the ~ r i n i i n a l j u s t i ~
system
e
Special attention was paid to
senior KCO s and senior commanders From the 'Crisis in Credibility" emerged the SOLO course (Senior Officerj Legal Onentation),
designed to explain fully to commanders at battalion leiei and abme
the legal problems faced b? every commander Tnese programs
helped ro re-establish the professionalism of the Corps in the eyes
of the Army from piitate to general office, hlareorer, the? helped
to re\itahze the professionalism within the Corps The Carps once
again began to stand tall This was the beginning of an entirely new
look far lanyeri in the Arm? and an extenbion of the legal actiiities
practiced far b q o n d rhe field of criminal Ian and discipline.
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As significant as an unethical performance may be a n the client,
It can be even more devastating and have greater implications for
the attorney When others become aware of the misconduct or the
shading of action. the credibility of that iamyer 1s thereafter Suspect.
One must hoard and never squander personal credibility far chis is
the stock m trade of the individual who seeks t o practice law
Depending to some extent on the status and concern of one's
supenor, improper ethical action can result m a variety of unfavorable
and unpleasant reactions. These mag vary from oral or written
reprimands of varying intensity to a change of assignment or a n official report, including an unfavorable efficiencg report In reference
to the young officer described above who was repnmanded by the
mihtarg judge. it should be added that his efficiency report inciuded a sratement that he should never be tendered a regular or reserve
cornmasion. In fact, the officer did seek to remain in the Reserves
and this efficiency report was effective in denying him that opportunity
What is, of course, most disastrous for any lawyer is disciplinary
action that affects the right to practice iaw. It is enough that a lawyer
is privately reprimanded, even worse 10 be publicly reprimanded
These punishments hurt not only the lawyer's ego, but also the
lawyer's career. Public knowledge of the reprunand can rise to haunt
the mdinduai in relationships with orher lawyers and with chents.
More disastrous are suspensions and disbarments Such procedures
can be applied to military lawyers as well as citiiian practitioners.
It 1s well for those in uniform to be reminded that there is a life after
JAG.

V. SPECIFIC TROUBLESOME ISSUES
There are several areas of behavior relating to professional conduct that are worrhy of special attention. Within the military service the relationship of subordinate to superior is always belieied
to be a special problem. There exists a recurring mg-th in military
c~rcles.and even more so among cirillans unacquainted with military
policy, that the chain of command system 1s somehow uniquely chilling on the independence of subordinates Thls 1s believed, for reasons
unknown, t o be especially true for military lawyen The idea has
been often expressed that a line colonel or a general officer, either
as B convening authority or commander, has such power that any
attorney in uniform automaticalig cringes and is somehow reduced
to jelio, becomes unwilling to speak, and 1s unable to offer an independent reasoned legal op~mon.The truth 1s that military lawyers
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should be no more constrained by rank than are associates and staff
attorneys in law firms or the offices of general counsels Those attorneys are disquieted by the power of senior partners. of CEO's, and
of Board Chairmen Salanes, bonuses, promotions, and partnerships
are as important to those in civilian clothes as brilliant efficiency
reports are to uniformed attorneys
It 1s a myth that judge advocates are particularly apprehensive
about senior line officers but it is more likely the case that they are
fearful of the authority of older and mare senior military lauyers
The influence of a staff judge advocate may be far more Intimidating
to a junior member of the Carps than that of a general officer, who
has little If any knowledge of the law. and who 1s likely to reli totally on the advice of a young lieutenant shortly out of law school. An
olderjudge ad7ocate will sag that he has "forgotten more larv" than
the youngster yet knows Granted, same seniors have forgotten a lot
of law, but this 1s no reason to be Intimidated.
Experience dictates that there 1s nothing more disturbing and chi&
ing to ajudge advocate seming in the field than to receive a call from
the Pentagon whether It be from The Judge Advocate General (a
highly unlikely caller) or from an underling from the inner ring of
that famous building An) call from Washmglon 1s disconcerting and
usually 1s accompanied by a sense of urgency transmitted through
the lines Such calls can be finessed in an offrce ~nterviewwith even
the most senior of the post or command offriala. but hardly m e r
the long distance w r e .
If m fact there IS a genuine concern for 'command influence' ex
erased by senior legal officials. 111s ~ w lto
l look at the Model Rules:'
which non for the fimt time along with the Army Rulesldimpose
liability on s u p ~ ~ " ~ sfor
o r sviolations of the rules of conduct corn
mitted by subordinates when the mperior orders or ratifies the
wrongful conduct There is as yet rem little precedent far the application of this philosophy and as get it 1s not clear uhether the
fact that the supervising attonier "shouid have known" of the misconduct will be sufficient t o justify a discipline of the senior There
may come a time when the rules w l l be interpreted to require a
S U P ~ ~ Y ~ StoO become
I
so ml-olved with the work of subordinates that
any misconduct of the subordinate 1s imputed to The superior This
may arise out of a failure to instruct or to oversee the activities of
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subordinates. The subordinate can take little comfort from this rule,
far the subordinate will also be subject to discipline far violations.
There 1s no Nuremburg defense.18
The disputes with "on-lawyer senior commanders seldom involve
questions of professional judmnent, but usually relate to matters of
office policy 01working conditions. In the "aid days" most disputes
arose when commanders sought to impose military duties on lawyers
(far which most were unsuited or at least believed they were)
Elihu Root, one of America's great lawyers at the turn of the century, told of the cry of clients, "don't tell me what I cannot do, tell
me how I can do it " This plaintive cry is still heard from commanders
who became fmstrated with lawyers and their iegaiisms. An ancient
saying provides, "though clients sometimes are more pleased with
having their views confirmed by an erroneous opinion than their
wishes thwarted by a good one, yet such mentation is dishonest and
unprofessional." Haw the military lawyer handles this problem can
well become a question of ethics if the lawyer's answer is to find
what he terms an available loophole that nevertheless LS contrary
to the spirit of the law Unfortunately, it IS the nature of many attorneys to be negative. Though not strictly an ethical issue, lawyers
might be well advised to think positively when deahng with supenors
and clients in general Apositive attitude would serve lawyers well
A current matter af ethical concern is what has been termed the
Rambo theory of litigation, and it hardly seems likely that mihtary
lawyers are immune to this terrible virus. The Rambo approach to
the piactice of law 1s to ride rough shod over witnesses, apposing
counsel, and, if possible, the judiciary. One judge said recently, "Zealous advocacy IS the modern day plague which infects and weakens
the truth finding process."ao One LS well advised to bear in mmd that
twelve hours a day of bile 1s not good on the health and that most
people recognize that hardball begets hardbail. Do not misread me.
this is not a call for wimplness. One can be zealous without being
unpleasant.
The matter has become so endemic that our courts and senior
judges have become greatly concerned. The fifty thousand lawyers
of Texas received from the Texas Supreme Court a Lawyers CreedA Mandate for Professionalism. The Houston Bar Association sent
leModel Rule 5 2 . Army Rule d 2
?%anna 1, Sat1 Bk and Trust Co of Chicago. No 87CH 4561 (Clr Ct Cook County
1888) m ' d 531 N E 26 861 (111 .%pp Ct 1988)
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an illustrated copy of the Mandate to each member for framing, aikin? that lawyers eliminate the term "Ramba" from their rocabularv
The Mandate calls for candor, courtesy, and respect for clients
counsel, and the courts
What is and apparently wili continue to be a problem area 1s the
relationship of members of the bar with the media I hope this 1s of
lesser concern to military lawyers. Concern for fair trial versus a free
press remains an arena for conflict The rules for communication b?
the bar with the media are quite clearly set our in the Code.22Rules 13
and standard^.^' Yotwithsranding, the profession seems prone to
nolate rhe law and spirit all too often The errors can often be put
a t the door of members of the media. who are not gmerned by a
sirn11a.r standard of conduct and a h o . bj- their miistence. encourage
ethical violations by attorneys-albeit unknowmgly. Unfortunately,
few are able to resist the temptation t o appear in a fifteen second
bite on the tube or to see their names m print Though frowned upon
as a violation of the freedom of the press. most lawyers. when m
doubt. might do well to follow the simple axiom-Shut r p .
\Then I !vas Commandant. Lt was my practice to address each banc
class on %hat I considered standards of conduct for newly commw
smnedjudge adrocates. Among the subjects I covered in those lectures was a reminder that much of what we do as l w y e r s m r a h e s
a confidential relationship This reference was not to be confused
with security classifications but a hat IS learned from clients or witnesses or from Imestigationa This matter continues IO be of special
concern to lawyers m or out af uniform
There was an old World \Tar I1 saying that loose lips sink ships"
Talkative attorneys may not sink ships. but often they can violate
the confidentiality of their relationships and cansequentl? violate
the privacy of those with whom they deal The ob, IOU cmes involve
judge advocates performing as legal assistance advisors 01 defense
counsel, but the problem IS far deeper and far more complex The
problem ~ n m l v e srelationships with defendants and witnesses with
office policy or personnel matters and w-ith a m)nad of other pieces
of information that are nor for an attorney to make public Too Often
the release of mformation is believed to involve only interviews wnh
the media or publications Breaches of confidentiality go far beyond
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the legal questions involvmg free press and tree speech. Breaches
arise inadvertently as well as deliberately when they occur during
discussions of legal mattem either mthin the legal community or outside Of

It.

Such discussions come about when a lawyer seeks the assisrance
of another on a legal problem and sets out a fact situation or when
a n atrorney talks at home with the family without reminding them
of the nature of the profession. It also may arise inadvertently an
social occasions when a good story seems appropriate. These are but
examples of instances when the hearer has less than a need to know
Court memben. convening authorities, witnesses, board members,
and the families of legal assistance clients also go to the club and
to the church
It is important for lawyers to bear m mind that they also have a
responsibility to restrain the release of information by office pemonne1 who may not be covered by the rules of professional conduct.
Breaches by "on-lawyers who work for lawyen can be as disastrous
as the indiscretions of lawyers The Rules impose a speciai responsibility an prosecutors for insuring that persons assisting the prosecutor m a criminal case observe the same rules on release of mformation that the prosecutor observes j S It behooves u~ all to ensure that typists, paralegals, or any orher assstants understand the
importance of maintaining p n v a ~af the files and discussions
overheard in the office

VI. A PERSONAL CODE OF MORALITY
An attorney may give intenshe study to the codes and rules and
standards Many h o u n may be devoted TO ethical trammg and education in professional responsibility. But in the end a personal code of
morality and decency 1s the most perfect answer to performing ~n
the highest standard of the profession. The personal code will enable
the lawyer to decide on an ethical stance to take when faced with
a question of action to be taken.
Certainly a m q o r pillar in building a pemonal code for a member
of the Corps 1s Duty Duty 16 directed t o the United States, to rhe
client. and to the profession Perhaps Abraham Lincoln pur it best
and SUCCinCtlJ, "I do the best I know how, the very best I can d o ' '
This statement applies TO every profession and especially to rhose
m the military and m the law.
"'Model Rule 3 S(ej
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Part of the code LS loyait), loyalty should he dlrected to the nation. to the Army. to the Corps, and to one's supermrs wnhm the
ilmltations of Integnty and honor Words to hve by for the military
lawyer are Still those of General George Marshall. n h o said that an
officer's ultimate and commanding loyalty at all times 15 to his country and not to his service or to his supermi Hoaever. It should be
remembered that loyalty includes that due to those who work for
us. Loyalty 1s in gning and receiving. There is a )mg" and "?ang'
of loyalt) that is a touchstone of relations with subordinatrs

To conform to a perional code, ultimately one musr h w e courage.
Judge B-illiam Sessions, Director of the FBI, in a n address t o the
Umversit? of \hchigan Law School. said that the most important requirement far any attorney 1s courage 2 6 Courage includes standing
before the desk of a senior general officer or a presidential appointee
and giving a legal opinion frankly and honestly. albeit with knees
knocking Courage includes a willingness to attempt new legal
measures heliered to he valid but as yet untried Only a few- short
years ago. lawyers were afraid of arguing uncharged misconductarguing that the concept w a s unethical In effect these attorneys
were restrained by fear of being wrong. Taday there is a n apparent
unwillingness to use imaginatire demonstrative exidence far fear it
Will not fly.
Obviously all that has been discussed 1s of iittle moment 11the individual who seeks to perform wirhin the ethical and moral code of
his profession does not h a x the courage to foliow what 1s known
to be right Knowing the rules and undemanding the SPITIT of the
code LS for nought if one is "nu illing to stand up and act within those
rules
Ethics and professional responsibihty demand that those ~nthe profession not onlr refrain from doing wrong. hut a l that
~ they
~ positively perform One has to be willing to do as Ken Hodson and others
have done by giving of pemonal time and effort to imprme the
system. There must be a willingness to perform pro bono service for
those in need of legal adrice and advocacy. Talents must he used for
those in need without regard to personal convenience. Military
lawyers tend not to utilize the UIIUSUBI opportunity they have to
reform the law
Finally It is the responsibility of every one who 1s called attorney
to be willing to stand up for the rules and KO report V101atmns of those
of Urbipan Schnnl of Lau Lau Quandranele hniei. Summer 19%
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who do not observe the code of professional conduct. Maintenance
of discipline must not be iefc solely to the members of thejudlciary,
to senior lawyers. nor TO The Judge Advocate General It is the responsibility of each member of the Corps. This does not mean to be
a tattler, but to be w d h g to document the ethical errom of associates
who contaminate the system Each LS responsible for maintaining the
ideals of the profession
As officers of the Army, as military lawyers. you have the luxury
to be right and to do to jusnce. You h a w no clienr who may seek
to fill your mind with bad ideas because he pays you.
The words of Justice Jackson. speaking to a g o u p of United States
attorneys m 1940. apply today to military lawyers:

The lawyer ~npublic office is justified in seeking to leave behind
him a goad record. But he must remember Ihat his most alert
and severe. but Just,judges w-ill be the members of his own professmn, and that lawyers rest their good opimon of each other
not merely on results accomplished but on the quality of the
performance. Reputation has been called "the shadow cast by
one's daily life.'' Any (prosecutor) who risks his day-to-day professional name for fair dealing to build up staTiscics of success
has a perverted sense of practical values, as well as defects of
character.Z1
*'.iddress delirered b) Roben H Jackson Second .Annual conference of Lnited Slates
Attorney? (April 1, 1040)
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CHINESE MILITARY LAW: A BRIEF
COMMENTARY ON CAPTAIN RODEARMEL'S
ARTICLE
by General Zhang Chi Sun'

I. INTRODUCTION
The article Militcw Lazc in Communisi China: Denelopmeni,
Stmciure and Function, by Captain David C Rodearmel. appeared
in volume 110, Milziary Lau,Review (Winter 1988). This article IS,
so far as I have ever read, surely valuable, although the subject 1s
a tough thesis to be worked out by a westerner. 40foreign scholar
m this field has achieved such a depth as Captain Rodearmel has
achieved. The primary problem in studying China's military law IS,
perhaps, the acute lack of information available either inside or outside of China. Nevertheless. Captam Rodearmel collected hundreds
of pieces of material from every possible source to build his thesis
upon steady and strict foundations His article coven a wide range
of various issuer in China's military l a w and affmnatively IS an informative, objective, and scientific work as a whole. It helps western
schalan LO understand the military law of People's Republic of China
(PRC) systematically, contributes much to t h e research of campararive military laws af the world, and promoter in some respects
t h e friendly relationship between our two great countnes, as well
as their armed forces. Finally, It @ves us, Chinese readen, an outline
for learning what and how much foreign speciahsts know m this field.

As Captam Rodearmel notes in his article, several difficulties exist in the research of the military legal SSStem of the PRC It 1s thus
' Chinese People P Liberation Army (Retaed) l f l e r ha retiremenr General Zhang
was reappointed as a c i ~ l l i a n
legal adiisor of the General Logisrics Department and
concurrenfl?, n Deputy Chief of the CaunielChamberaf fheGenpralIagsricsDepan
ment Prev~ourl) a s s w e d as President Mlhmn Coun of the General Logsllcs Depanmenl. Prendent. Millran CouR of the Public Health Depanmenr of the PLA. Member
Drafting Committee for 'Provamnal Regularions of the People's Republie of China
on Punishing Serucemen Rho Commit Offeiises Against Their Durier ' Member of
the Board of Directors of the Laa Society of China Gueir Pmfeisor, China Po
Sclence and Laal Lmiemf). B e l ~ m gAuthor and translator of numerous books and
B R I C I ~ Sla*
O ~published inChina from 1976todale Graduate of XaqmgUm>ersti
(formerly the Central Lnlve-erjlr) of China) The author uishes to thank Professor
Timoth) P Terrell of Emory U n l i e m f y and Colonel Davrd E Graham of The .Judge
Advocate General E School for thew encouragement and assirtame ~n the writing of
this commentaiy Addlrmnalli. General 2hang desirei to thank Professor We1 J l q u
of the China Legal Coniulfancy Center and Engineer Chou Mln of the China Coal
Cherniifn Research Institute for supplilng technical support n %ell as reriewing
and commenting on ponions of this cammenrarg
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no wonder that the author would make some errom in his paper some
of which are misunderstanding% some statements are disputable. and
some facts quoted by the author are questionable. All of this, hawever, can be attributed to the shortage of information and reaearchers in this field For the purpose of expanding this area of military
legal research. some brief additions and I ~ Y L S ~ made
O ~ S by a Chinese
veteran of m ~ h t a wlaw may be appropriate.

11. THE DEFINITION OF MILITARY LAW
The article cited a defimnon of military discipline in China from
"the authoritative Chinese military dictionary Ci Hal ' ' I The author
here adopted the quotation from A Comporaline Engluh~Chtnese
Dictionary oJMiltlary T e r n (R. Dolan, US. Defense Intelligence
Agency. 1981) This 1s. however. an incomplete explanation First. Cz
Hai (Word.Ocean Dictionary) 1s not a miltaw dictionary and second.
the U.S dictionary defines only the term for "military disciphne,
rather than for "military lax'. ' There 1s no definition for the term
"miiitarr law" m Ci Hai a t all Perhaps the reason for this absence
LS that the authontatwe explanation of military law has not yet been
made A s)mposium held by the People's Liberation Army (PLA)
Military Academy in mid-summer 1088 was aimed at discussing the
definition of military law The author of this cornmentaw attended
the meeting. but no conclusion was reached. A draft manuscript of
"The Mihtary Encyclopedia of China defines the term " m h t a r y
law" as fallows
Y~litargLaw LS a branch of laws, enacted. authorized and en^
forced by the nation It integrates a specific legal system. w h s h
includes the iegislanon and amendment of military laws and
acts hy the National People's Congress the promulgation of
military ordinances and rules by the State Council and the Cen
tral Militaly Commissmn. and the enactment of mhrar) iegula
tmns and directives bg executive organs of the central gwern
ment and b> ihe militan general departments All of these laws.
rules. regulations. and directives must be based upon the Con
stitution of China. and are mainly concerned with matters of
national defense and [he operation of war

In my opinion. many questions remain unresolved by this definition
It is still far from satisfactor?
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111. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
TRADITIONAL CHINESE LEGAL CONCEPTS
AND CURRENT CHINESE MILITARY LAW
Miiitary laws in various countries. as a cultural heritage m their
own right, derive their concepts from different historical backgmunds. One can trace contemporary Chinese military law to Confucianism. to Sun n u ' s The APt of War, and to Marxist-Leninist concepts of law. This is just as natural as the fact that one can trace the
Cnited States Uniform Code of M h t q Justice back to the Amelican
Anicies af War of 1776 and to England's Mutiny Act of 1689. All
military legal heritages have developed divergent charactenstics. and
China's military legal system has its own characteristics. Some of them
are illustrated m Captain Rodearmel's anicie, buc others are not.
Among those that Captain Rodearmei neglected 1s chat the PLA has
emphasized the concept of indoctrination and political education of
service members much more than that of punishments. either disciplinary or penal. The Chinese proverb of "learn from past mistakes
t o avoid future ones. and cure the illness to save the patient" 1s well
known and accepted by each level of commanders and judges.
There are stnct differentiationsbetween the measures adopted m
accordance with military discipime and those pursuant t o military
law. A n s i e 2 of the "Promsional Regulations of the PRC on Punishing
Servicemen Who Commit Offenses Against Their Duties" states.
'Any act of an actwe duty PLA seniceman that infringes on his
duties and endangers the State's mihtary interests and IS punishable
by law 1s considered a serviceman's offense against his duties " That
is to say, unieis ail these requirements are met. the accused will never
be punished in accordance with military iaw Article 2 concludes by
stating that "in cases of markedly mild offenses and when not too
much harm has been caused, the act is not considered an offense
and will be dealt u i t h in accordance with military discipline." This
clearly states that punishment under miiitaly discipline does not
equate with punishment under military law.
One does not find the same differentiation in the United States.
Some offenses, disrespect coward a superior commissioned officer.
for example. are offenses punishable under the Uniform Code of
Military Justice, but which usually merit nolyudiciai punishment.
Nevertheless. this offense is assuredly a violation of U S mihtary- i&
In China, however, this is not an offense in the sense of the Chinese
concept of military law, and 1s thus not subject to either judicial or
n o q u d n a i punishment. Rather, this IS a breach of mihtary disciplmne,
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regulated by discipline and not b) "law" Disrespect would become
an offense in a case where the accused not only was disrespectful
toward the superior commmsmned officer, but also resorted t o
r m l e n c e or threat to obstruct the s u p e r m in the performance of his
duty This would never be disposed of by noqudicm.1 means under
China's military lam, it would become a court-martial Therefore. I
do not think It 1s precise to clawfy the process of China's military
law and disophne m t o j u d n a l and noqudicial punishment categories
as Captain Rodearmel does in his article. although that is quite nght
in the L- S military system

One thus finds that only a surpnsmgly h m m d number of servicemen who commit breaches of mditary discipline w i l l be tried
before courts-martial. Mast of them are dealt with by daciplmary
punishment or by education and criticism handled by both commanders and political cornmissam There are no more than one thousand cases per year handled by the mhtary courts of the P L h That
1s indeed a small ratio of Judicial cases for an armed force of three
million'

IV. THE STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF
THE MILITARY LEGAL SYSTEM OF THE
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
Because information m English concerning the military legal system
rarely revealed from mainland China. it LS not surprising that so
many narrative errors relating to the structure and function of
m i l m y courts and procuracies exist in Captain Rodearmel's article.
The military courts and milmry procuracies of the PRC are authorir
ed b) the COnStLtutlOn as an integral par1 of the State Judicial q s t e m
They are organized under The Organic Law of the P e o p l e ' s Courts
and The Organic Law of the P e o p l e s ' s Procuratorates and are defined
as Special P e o p l e s Courts and Special P e o p l e ' s P r a c u r a c i e i attached
to the armed forcer The Organic Laws stat? that the functional and
organizational details of the mihlaq courti and procuratorates will
be prescribed by s?parate enactments of the Standing Commmtree
of the Bational P e o p l e s Congress: but these have not ye1 been
enacted. nor even drafted This 1s the onl) reason r h ) these lam
have not been published rather than their being claisified undei
military secrets regulations as Captain Rodearmel
E

'lil a t 5 4
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The Miiitary Court of the People's Liberation Army is the highest
military court. The rank of the President of the hlilitary Court of
the PLA corresponds to the Vice President of the Supreme People's
CouR, and that of the Chief Procurator corresponds to the Deputy
Chief of the Supreme People's Procuratorate. The President of the
Mihtary Court of the PLA is named by the Standing Committee of
the National People's Congress At least two presidents hare been
named since Tian h a (whom Captain Rodearmel mentioned m his
article) held this post: this LS also true of Yu Kefa, the former Chief
Procurator.
Military courts and procuracies exist a t three levels 1) the PLA
level, the highest ievei, 2) the higher lwei courts and procuracies,
which exist for military regions, for each armed service within the
PLA (including the navy and air force) and for each general department (unified staff. political, and logistical departments supporting
all branches of the PLA); and 3) the primary level courts and procuracies at the military provincial district level (also a t navy fleets,
air farce regions, and missile bases). These are not extended down
to regimental echelons, as Captain Rodearmel m d ~ c a t e dThe
. ~ milltary
judges and procurators are named, except far the President of the
Military Court of the PLA and the Chief Procurator of the PLA, by
either the Central Military Commission or by different levels of
military authorities, according to their respective ranks They are
never named by the Ministry of Defense, as Captain Rodearmel
reported.'
The operation of the military courts is summarized by the term
'courts of three levels and tnals of two instances" The three levels
of military courts are 1) the highest level, the Military Court of the
PLA, whlch hasjunsdiction over cases in which the accused is a commander of high rank (at least division commander or senior colonel).
It also reiiews cases appealed by the defendant or procurator from
the courts of higher level, as well as any serviceman's sentence of
capital punishment, whether appealed or not. 2) the hlgher lwei
Courts (military r e a m armed serv~ce.and general department).
which have jurisdiction over all cases in which the accused IS of a
rank of divisional vice-commander or colonel and lower, and which
review cases appealed hy the defendant or procurator from the
primary level courts; and 3) the primary level courts (military provincial districts, navy fleets, air force r e a m s , and missile bases),
I l d at 56

'Id
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which hate jurisdiction mer all cases 111 which the accused IS of a
rank of battalion commander or senior captain and lower. t o include
soldiers and c~rilianemployees of the armed forces
The t x o mstanceb of trial are 1) the trial of the first instance, held
at the court af the appropriate level according eirher to the rank of
the accused or to the importance of the case. and 2) the trial of the
second instance. nhich takes place at the next higher level court t o
the trial of the first instanc? reviews the lower court's decision. and
takes final action on the case The accused i n cases of first instance
tried b) the Military Court of the PLA may appeal to the Supreme
People's court
Sentences to imprisonment are not sen ed solel) m m i i t a q prisons
Those cnm~nals$5 hose sentences include dismissal from military
status usuzIIy s e n e them terms in local prisons
It IS a fact that the system of military courts and procuracies was
"dismantled," though not formally abolished, during the Cultural
Revolution. However,serious mhtai-y cases nere handled b) rnilitar)
security organs in the name of military courts, and not h) " T ~ V O I U tionary committees" nor by Part) organs, as Captain Rodearmel
relates Yarearer, the military legal system could not extend its
authority t o civilians dunng the Cultural Revolution hecause the
military courts and p r o c u r a c ~had been wholly dismantled and
mihtar, legal officers were all exiled by that time The cases C a p
rain Rodearmel cites were neither handled by courts-mama1 nor tiled
under milirai-y laws: they were m fact tried by Kung-ChimFa (public
securlty police. procuratorate, and people's courts) in accordance
with Party p o k ) under the leadership of military Control Commit
tees (later the revolutionar) commttees) headed by The extreme lefrLsts dunng the Cultural Rerolunon. There are significant differentiations between the extension of milltar) jurisdiction over civillan~
and the control of civilian authority b) a few uniformed leftist5 The
situation was 1%holly abnormal. absurd and unConstitut1onal
Pending rhe drafting and enactment of the hlilirar) Judicial Pracedure Law in the early 1990 s. eiery step m military a@udlcation
follows the process bet forth h) the Criminal Procedure Lan of rhe
PRC No separate charactensrici of the nulitar) judicial proce5, can
be found. as one finds in the Uniform Code of h1ilm.r) J u ~ t l c eand
~n the Manual for Courts-hlartial of the United States Thus. there
is nothing narrhy of being reported This IS why Captain Rodearmel
.I<! ac 1;
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complains ~n his article that English ianguage reports of actual cases
and the procedures employed therein are very rare (This is also true
of Chinese reports, for that matter)

V. SOME REVISIONS AND ADDITIONS
The following quotations from Captain Rodearmel's article are of
questionable validity; the subsequent sentences are revisions or supplements suggested by the author of this commentary
1. "There was little differentiation between c m h a n and military
law in the imperial system No specialized militaly courts or tribunals
existed."e There were in fact considerable differences between
civilian and military law in the imperial system. Neither civilian
courts nor specialized militarg courts or tribunals existed.
2. "In 1927 Mao wrote of the need for excesses, even terror, to
break the hold of tradition by revolutionary action"? I would
substitute the word "violence" for ''terror" here. I do not believe
the word "terror" here is precisely expressed In its original meaning, especialit in ~ i e w
of the present connotation of the word "terransm "
3. "The first rudimentary rules of discipline for the Red Army were
formulated by !dao in the spring of 1?128."~In fact. these were formulated in October 1927
4. "Six 'points for attention' were developed in the summer of
1928."0 These were developed in January 1928

6. "Red Army military tribunals were formalized on 1 February
1932 when the Central Executive Committee of che CSR pmmulgated
the 'Provismnal Organizational Regulations far Military Courts of the
Chinese Soviet Repubiic.' These regulations. although in force for only
a short period, established models for the Chinese Communist mihtary legal system that have continued. in many respects, t o the present day"LnActually, Red Army milltary tribunals were formalized
prelimmarily a half year earlier on 1 September 1931, when the Executive Committee of the Hubei-Henan-Anhuai Somet Region promulgated its "Proviaonal Organizational Regulations for Military
Courts.''

'Id
"'Id at 20
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6. "The 1951 case had cited as its source of jurisdiction Article 20
of the Statute on pumshmg counter-revolutionar,~~.
which permitted civilians to be tned by military tribunals while military control
comrniftees were admmistenng the civil government As military adminiStrstion was no longer ~neffect in 1964, the jurisdictional basis
for these cases is unclear."" While the jurisdictional basis for these
cases was unreported, it may he assumed that jurisdiction was based
on the ruling made by the Supreme People's Court that m any case
the laws should be applied retroactively to the time the offense occurred

7 "The military procuracy offxiall? resumed operations on 2 5
January 1979."12Actualiy. the milltar? procuracy officially resumed
operations effectwe the same date that the PLA militan, courts were
officially revived, 20 October 1978
8. "The PLA issued 11sown implementing regulations an state and
military secret6 m 1966, and again in 1978."L3A new version was introduced in 1986
9 An additional paragraph should be added to the PLA hlilitars
Secrets Regulation "10 iiieiei carry secret videotapes, recording
tapes, or any other media carner~
IO public places or to V i s n relatives
and friends''

10 "Death sentences are to be reviewed bg the Supreme Peoples
Coult. whether appealed or not ''I6 This p r o v ~ m nof the crminal Procedure Law has been revised by a decree of the Standing commit^
tee of the iiational People's Congress. nhich authorizes rewew of
most death sentences by the Yihrary Court of the PLA. whether appealed or not

11 "As The mllltary procuracy had not yet been restored the case
was mnvestigated by a special party study @ O U P " ' ~ In fact. the militaq
procuracy had been restored by that rime

Man> other questmns mlght be rased, hut II IS better to draw near
to a conclusion m such a short commentary.
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VI. PROGRESS AND PROBLEMS
It 1s doubtless true that all of the progress and problems of China's
military legal system today could not be fully described in Captain
Rodearmel's article The progress of the Chinese military legal system
has apparently achieved a new stage since senior leader Deng X a o p
Ing urged the strengthening of sociahst legality. Yang Shangkun. the
President of the People's Republic of China. has also pledged "ruling the armed forces by laws"
The attainments of military legality in China during recenc years
have been well recognized. Among the mast sigmflcant developments
are: 1) the establishment of the Military Legal Adrninistrarion under
the direct leadership of the Central Military Commission, which is
playing a more and more important role in Chinese military legality;
2) the establishment of Counsel Chambers and law advisers, which
provide legal assistance for military units as well as for service
members, 3) the recruiting of many well-educated young legal officers from the law schools Even post-graduate candidates far The
LL D degree are being conscripted. As a result. the quailty of mihtary
legal officers has greatly Improved; 4) the founding of the Military
Law Society is currently ongoing, 5 ) research of foreim military laws,
which was neglected and even prohibited m past decades and which
was once dominated by the influence of the Savliet Union. has greatly
expanded in recent years. Foreign legal sgstems, especially U.5
military laws are now studied and recommended for their scientific
approaches As an example, the author af this commentary wrote
an arricle entitled A n OiLtline of CS. Mzlitary Lau,, which was
pubilshed in Low Research Daelopment. a legal periodical of the Law
Institute of the Academia Smica. on 4 March 1981. Additionally, the
author of this commentary has written a series of articles concerning the U.S. military legal system that appeared in the Liberation
Army Daily on 13 October 1988, 10 Yovember 1988. 17 November
1988, 16 December 1988, 29 December 1988, and 12 January 1989.
The series is expected to continue The Chinese translations of the
text of che U S Uniform Code of Military Justice and of the book
Mdztary Low in (1 Sutskell, written by American Professors Charles
A Shanor and Timothy P Terrell, have also been accomplished by
the author of this commentary All of the above-mentioned efforts
have helped to break the blockade of exclusmmsm, and have drawn
more and more attention within Chinese military law research circles.
The author of this commentary is convinced that the experiences
of legality in the developed countries can surely benefit the mprouement of the Chinese military legal system in many respects
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Enormous problems remain houeier The Chinese military legal
system is far from complete Many important military regulations re
main undrafted The structure and function of the juridical organs
are worthy of reassessment Additmnal talented judge advocates,
military counsel, and legal researchers are obviously desired The
dilemma posed by the fallowing question remains Is law superior
to political power or vice versa? Statutes promising judicial independence do not mean that administrative interference no longer ex
ists. Military legal research has not yet received enough attention.
The lack of financial supporr the shortage of research information.
and the difficulties of international exchanges are all obstructions
that may affect future progress in this area

Again. these comments are not offered t o detract from the value
of Captain Rodearmel s article in the siightest The author of this
commentary appreciates very much the excellent work that Captain
Rodearmel has done Further international exchanges of military law
research are eagerly anticipated
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THE US. MILITARY DEATH PENALTY
IN EUROPE: THREATS FROM
RECENT EUROPEAN HUMAN RIGHTS
DEVELOPMENTS
by Major John E . Parkerson, Jr.,' and Major Carolyn S. Stoehr-'

I. INTRODUCTION
Recent human rights developments in Europe are creating an ironic
dliemma for an American milit- justice system that generaily pndes
itself in its success in securing broad protections for the individual
rights of its accuseds. Tensions ~n Europe between US. military
authoritled and host nation justice officials oier the ability of
American military courts t o impose the death penalty for capital offenses committed by U.S.military personnel are disturbing the
previously tranquil arrangements concerning exercise of jurisdiction
over offenses by American m i l i t w members ovemes. Speclfic cases
m vital YATO countries, such as the Federal Republic of Germany,
The Netherlands. and Italy, are warnings that the hitherto virtually
unlimited ability of U.S. military courts to pronounce any punishment permitted by U.S.military law 1s being curbed significantly. By
taking account of the 50wmg European consensus agamst the death
* Judge Advocaw Generals Corm United Stale3 Arm? Currenflv an LL Y cm.
didate m international law at National Lax Center The G&ge W z s h k o n U n i v e n ~ .
t? Wk5hmgon. UC Formerl) &waned w Associate Professor, Depanmenf of Law
Unrted Stater \lilllar) Academy West Pomr. 1886-1888. Legal Liaison Officer CIN
CCSARELR LXO. American Embassi.) Bonn,Federal Republic of Germany, 1883-1865
Attorney lofernallOnal Law Dlilslon, HQ USARELR, Heidelberg, Federal Republic
of German), 1881-1883 and &3ArsIsfanfStaff Judge Advocate HQ CECOM, Ft Mommouth Yen Jeney. 1878-1881 B A , magna Cum laude. Emory Lnnerslt). 1874 kl A
(Diplamatie H~Jtorsl.Emory Umvensy, 1875. J D Emory Lmrersny 1878 M A (Internatlonal Relarlonrl Boston U n l r e n l o 1886 Member of the b a n of the State of

.

'' Judge .AdvocateGenera's Department. Unfed Sfares Au Fane C m n l l y 8mmed
t o A a Force lo~tifufeof Technolog) as an LL iil candidate in lnfernarlonal law at
Xatlonal Law Center, the George Wwhmgton Univenlfy h'whmgran D C Formerly
asrgned 85 Srafi Judge Advocate, 7241sl Air Base Group lzrnir Turkeg. 1886.1988.
Asl~ranfStaff Judge Advocate. Headquanen Eighth A a Farce, Barksdale AFB, Laui
slana 1884-1986, Area Defense Counsel A l Force Legal Services Center, iVunamlfh
Am. Michigan. 1983 1884. Chief. Adverse Actlong 341if Combat Support Gmup, WuRsmith AFB Michigan 1881-1883. and w Maintenance Control Officer 17th Defense
System8 Evaluation Squadron hlalmifrom AFB. Montana, 1875-1878 B A , Unlrenlt) of Maryland 1872. J D Kmvenify of Montana 1881 Member af the b a n of the
State of Montana and the United Stater Court of Military Appeals
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penalty. U S milirary accuseds stationed in Europe could soon utilize
an avenue through European courts for compelling the European
host nation' to reiuie to relinquishjunsdicrion to the United States
In patentla1 capital cases
This article demanstrares that the European challenge to the U.S
mihtary death penalt) E real It examines recent cases mvolvmg the
death penalty in the civilian extradition arena and m the context
of ongoing cases m o l v m g military personnel stationed in Europe.
showmg how European regional and national human rights standards
concerning the deaih penaltb ultimately ma? apply t o U S soldiers
stationed m Europe The article focuses on the S.YI0 Status of Farces
Agreement (SOFA],Jrhe treat: framework that regulates the Stationing of U.S farces in Europe and that proiides in article VIIJ an arrangement concerning the exercise of cnmmal jurisdiction The ar
tick explains how that meaty scheme 15 Increasmgly constrained by
changes m European attitudes. a5 revealed in Europeanjudicial decisions and political actions. that may result in a diminished C S capaci~
t) IO impose the death sentence

$Ye discuss se\eral examples that illustrate the challenge to the 51 S
military death penalty These include instances 7%here the Federal
Republic of Germany either asaened or threatened to assert Junsdictmn over U S military penonnel in potential death penalty cases erpress15 because of ns opposition to thar sanctmn: and a murder case
from The Netherlands in which a Dutch court not only hlacked the
U S from exercising Its treaty prerogative to try a 51 S. military
member but also in contravention of tieat) abligationi refused to
permit U S authorities to retain custody of the mdn-idual pending
tnal Finally, discussion of an important recent case from the European Court of Human Rights demonstrates the 7 ulnerabilit) of L s.
treat) arrangements in the criminal lam- iield to regional European
human rights obligarions that are pwcmred Io conflict with those
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arrangements That case 1s particularly interesting because I t apphed
regional human rights obligations to constrain Great Britain from extraditing to the U.S., in accordance with an extradition treaty, a
defendant who might become subject to the "death row phenomenon

These c u e s suggest that a h e n the death penalty 1s at sue. emergmg international human rights trends are likely to be ilyected more
frequently into our mast basic tool of military discipline, the military
justice system. and will continue to affect the ability of the U.S.
military to abide by its policy t o maximize jurisdiction over its m e m ~
bers for offenses committed oremeas The mihtarg legal communlty needs to understand the mechanism by which international or
domestic tribunals. by applying the criteria of international conventions to which the U.S. may not even be party. can effectively p r e ~
v e n ~the US. from exercising jurisdiction over military personnel
By focusing attention on the death penalty problem, this article
e n d e w o n to prompt U.S military authorities t o plan carefully considered responses to actual conflicts with host nations over apphcanon of the death penalty it could BSSISC United States military attorneys who are stationed in Europe to better understand host nation and American concerns and to de\ise tactics TO avoid conflict
over the death penalty question with local host nation officials. Fin&
ly, demonstrating to the European host nations that the subject 1s
of sufficient concern to United States lawyers as to warrant this kind
of examination may benefit allied relationships and facilitate m
resolving the question
Until recently, Umted States mfitary unposition of the death penalty in Europe was not especially contravenial. Europeans generally
appeared unconcerned about the prospects of Amenean military personnel receiving the death penalty so long as it was not carried out
on European soil No senow effort was made to deprive U.S. milltary
officials of the exercise of criminaljunsdiction in capital cases involving American rnliitary personnel In fact, the consensus among
U S mdltary members and policymakers favored a situation where
the United States retained jurisdiction to the greatest extent
allowable by the treaty jurisdictional scheme. A number of factors
contributed to this consenws Nationalistic feelings caused some U S
Critics to maintain that relinquishing U S jurisdiction somehow 1"-

dSocrz?~g
CUP 161 Eur Cf H R (ser I)(1088)
lSee inJm text accompanying note 30
Lazareff Status of Ylhrar) Forcer I nder Current International Lax 213 (19711
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fringed United States s o v e r e i g n t y . to permit foreign c o u r t s to try L- S
milltar) memben when those p e r s o n n e l were in that s t a t e to contribute t o its defense seemed the ultimate mgmtitude ' Further, U s
misconceptions about foreign law led o t h e r s to believe that an
accused-especially an American accused-is presumed guilty and
has the burden of proving his mnocence. Moreover, some Americans
believed that many judges p a r t i c u l a r l y in France and Italy. were
Communists c o n s e q u e n t l y , fair trials for American military personnel in those hostile courts were considered unlikelyBThe lack in
European jurisdictions of clear, American-styled bills of rights was
a rallying cry for many L'S poiqmakers against trial of American
military personnel by European judicial systems that were p e r c e i v ed to be inferiorg
Yet. from The individual military member's p e r s p e e t i i e , t h e s e
American arguments favoring application of a kind of bill of rights.
whether derived from L S constitutional principles or from a r t i c l e
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VI1 guarantees:O may not be valid in view of recent developments
concerning the death penalty. In those cases, a military member who
faces the prospect of trial by a U S . military court for a capital offense may consider trial by European host nation courts preferable.
As European courts and policymakers became more vocal against
the death penalty, one reasonably could expect host nation
authorities and counsel for accused military members to explore
possible methods for ensuring that the capital offender 1s not subjected to the jurisdiction of an American military court

11. THE SOFA FRAMEWORK
A. THE JURISDICTIONAL SCHEME
A primary concern among Europeans and U.S authorities should
be the extent to which the jurisdictional scheme established by the
NATO Status of Farces Agreement allows host nation assertions of
jurisdiction based upon opposition to the death penalty. A brief examination of the K.4m SOFA Junsdlctionai arrangement, fallowed
by a discussion of some particular cases, will address this concern.
The issue of criminal jurisdiction over members of forces stationed
in the host nation ("sending states' forces") generally LS regarded
as the key focus of the NATO SOFA?' Article VI1 of the treaty resolves
issues of Jurisdiction caused by the traditional conflict between the
concepts of the immunity of a risiting foreigm sovereign under the
"law of the flag doctrine" and terntorial sovereignty of the host
state?%
It estabhshes a nght and precedence of member states to exercise criminal jurisdiction over the allied farces stationed in their
territory Article VI1 accomplishes thsfirst by distinguishing between
exclusive jurisdiction offenses and concurrent junsdictmn offenses.
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E i r l u v ~ ~ ~ u l - i s d i c toffenses
ion
are those crimes that are punishable
solel) under either the laws of t h e sending state or the i a a s af the
Relatmely few offenses fall within this categov
Red States-host nation relations, U S sending
State exclusive jurisdiction is limited as a practical matter to those
offense5 that are purely military in nature under the Uniform Code
of bhiitary Justice (I C1I.J)" and that are committed by U.S mihtaq
pelsannel?' For the host receii ing state. the provision applies pnmanIy to Certain offenses against host n a ~ i o nsecurity that are committed hy anyone, military or civilian. who is Ptacioned in the host
s
nationla and also to a l l offenses committed by L 5 ~ i v ~ l i a nand
dependents w h o riolate host nation laws17In peacetime. case5 falling w'irhin I'S exclusive jurisdiction n i l 1 not m s e death penalt)
question$ because of the unavailability of that sanction for purei)
rnllitary offensesl~

In most cases. both 5tates have concurrent jurisdiction because the
offense violates the l a w of both states Article VI1 resolves the conflict between the twc orerlappmgjunsdicnons by dn-idingup junadict i a n d rights with a system of priorities based on the nature of the
offense?@The primary right to exercise jurisdiction IS granted to the
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sending state in two categories of cases: offenses solely against its
penannel (including civilians and dependents) or its property-socalled inter se cases, or when the offense arises out of the perfarmance of official dutyZoTheoretically, in these two categories of
cases the sending state has the greater interest in asserting jurisdictimxZ1As previousl? discussed. in the context af United States-host
nation relations, U.S sending state jurisdiction extends only to offenses that are committed by U.S. military penannel.2zThe receiving state, that ia the territorial sovereign, has the primary right to
exercise jurisdiction in all other c a j e ~ As
. ~ a~ general rule, each
peacetime offense for w h s h the death penalty is authorized for U S.
military courtsZ4E a concurrent jurisdiction offense 25 Conrequently, the process bg which both states in practice exercise their primary
rights to try these offenses becomes especially relevant

Since both states in concurrent jurisdiction cases are competent
to prosecute, the State having the priman nghr to exercisejurisdiction has the ability to @ve up itsjurisdiction to the other state.ZsThis
possibility, formalized by the K.4m SOFA 2i provides each state the
option either to exercise the primary right to prosecute or to "waive"
the right by allowing the other state to assume jurisdiction over the
case.zBThe only obligation upon the state receiving a request from
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the other State 1s to give 'sympathetic consideration' to rhe request The possibht) that the United States might actualli i w v e
jurisdiction m response to a host nation request. however, was extinguished domesticall) bg a declaration expressing "the sense of
t h e Senate" as part of the Senate's resolution of rarificarmn 10 the
YA'K SOFA that 1s interpreted by U.S militaq authorities as a requirement to maximize 11sjurisdiction to the greatest extent possible This means that not only will host receiving state requests for
wawers to U.S.military authorities be refused.'l but also that m cases
where the primary right rests in the host nation, the U S routinel?
would request that nation to naive Its jurisdrtion so that L-.S
authorities could try the accused l2 The practice leaves only the
Dossibilitv of receivma state waivers in resoonse to U S r e w e s t s

.

. .

suitable alternahre corrective action or x here ~f appear? the accused ma3 no1 receixe
a fair t r l d AR 2 5 50 para 1 i l b )
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Responding to American pressure to "institutionalize" the U S
policy of maximizing jurisdiction, several BATO receiving states
agreed to generalized waivers of their primary right in concurrent
jurisdiction cases.33 A bilateral US. agreement with The Netherlandsa4designed to implement article VI1 of the YATO SOFA represents one kind of general waiver agreement. It requires The Betherlands authorities to waive its primary right upon request of US.
authorities, except in cases where The Netherlands derermines that
it 1s of "particular importance" that the) retain jurisdiction 3 5 A
multilateral agreement between the Federal Republic of Germany
and those NATO States having forces stationed in Germany3. represents a similar kind of waiver agreement. It "auromat~cally"~'waives
the primary right of the Federal Republic to the pertinent sending
state The waiver may be recalled by the Germans. however, where
"by reason of special circumstances in a specific case. major interests
of German administration of Justice make imperative the exerc~se
of German jurisdiction 1 ' 3 8 These agreements supplementing the concurrent junsdictian arrangements in article VI1 of the BAT0 SOF.4
thus revem the system of priorities, allowing the U.S.. as sending
Late, to exerc~seJurisdiction in the vast majority of cases that occur
in the receiving state The receiving state then retains only the exceptional cases, regardless of the state that has the greatest interest
in trying the offense
... .

..~
...... ., .. ... ..

J'AE7eeemenf rlfh Annex Betreen the Uruted Smtes of Amenca and The Uetherlandr
regarding Stationing of United Stares Armed Farces ~nThe Netherlands. August 13,
1954 6 U S T 103 T l A S Uo d l i 4 . 2 5 l L ' U T S Bl[herelnafrerNetherlandr*greeme"fl
'ild at annex, para 3 The Luted Slates concluded a simlsr amement irilh Greece
T I A S Na 3640
s8.4E7eeementt o Supplement the Ameemenr between the W r ( c t o the North Atlantic
Treat) regarding the Status of their Farces with Respect to Foreign Foreea afafioned
I" the Federal Republic of Germany with Protocol of Signature August 3 1969, 11
L S T 531, T I A S No 6351,181 K I T S 262 [hereinafter German Supplementary
Agreement] Both this agreement and the PATC SOFA pro note 2, entered inlo
force for the Federal Republic of Geimany on July 1 , 1063 Bundergesetzblatf [BGBll
1963 I1 S 745
'-Geiman Supplementary Agreement (Protocol) Re art 19, para 1 No request far
i a l Y e r IS "ecensary
"German Supplementary Agreement. an 19, para 3 The sendlng rfafe noflfler'
German authonliei of panlcular c u e s that fall under the waiver pmv1s~oniGerman
Supplementan Agreement. an 18 para 2 The Germans then have 21 days within
which I o exerctxe a recall Id nrt 19. nara 3 lndlvrdual Sendins states and Laender
(StBteS1 mag make arrangement3 dispensing w f h both the notice and 21-day le.
iuiremenfr Id an IS, para 7 Files maintained by t h e U S Army, Europe and the
Offlce of The Judge Adracafe General. U S Army indicate that no anangementi con.
cernlng the penod far recall exist Several arrangements do exm howeier, that
dispense with the nOfificafmn obligation concerning specified. pnm8nly minor, of
feorei Federal states harms these arransementi include Baden-Wuenrembere.
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B. GENERAL PRACTICE UNDER THE SOFA
FRAME WORK
These arrangements historically have aorked well. Close cooperation between the sending states' militan authorities and host receivmg state justice ministries resulted m host nation wai\ers of all but
a very f e n cases Department of Defense statistics show that within
NATO for the 1988 reporting year, the last year for which complete
statistics are available the number of receiving 8tate primary concurrent jurisdiction cases mrolvmg U S military personnel was
Of these. a w m e r of jurisdiction was obtained m 12.269
of the cases 41 Focusing more narrowly on the offense that
carries the greatest potential for a death sentence, seven of thos?
offenses were murders. and oniy one of rhore cares was not waned
to the sending state Of the KA'K receiving state primary concurrent jurisdiction cases. 11,833 occurred ~n the Federal Republic of
Germany. where wairem were recalled in only in e. or roughli 0 I "<
of cases Involving Lr S military personnel 43 All seven murders from
t h e 1988 report. including of course the one recall occurred in Germany44 Just ten years earlier, Germany had recalled waivers in 72
cases involving U S mihtary personnel * 5 Comparable percentages
reflect the practice in The Kerheriands. for example, which a a l r e d
9 i 8 % of its primar) concurrent jurisdiction cases mralving L S
m i h t q personnel 36 Looking at u a n w statistics as a whok including
all offenses, L S authorities undoubtedly are @ox ing even more successful m obtaining host nation waivers m receiving state primary

ed i\irh rhr FRL is

less I S iuccess ~n a b t a m n q host

occurarrhererulrai
n a f m policies regardl
airh the itare and d
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U S authorities in 1957 had a 57% sucjurisdiction c a ~ e s . While
~'
cess rate m obtaining waivers within NATO, the percentage had increased to 93 4% by the end of 1 9 W 8and to the 96 8% reported
in 1988 49
U.S. military authannes advanced several explanations for
American success in securing waivers: growing confidence of host
nation prosecutors and courts m the U.S.rnilitaryjustice system: better sending state-receiving state communications in these matters;
the fact that U.S. mihtary courts generally deal more f h l y than local
courts with military accuseds, particularly u-ith regard to youthful
offenders, as well as the natural desire to allow sending states to handle their own citizens and thereby conserve local judicial and law
enforcement
Yet. with respect to cases that potentially
cain the death penalty, a trend m the opposite direction from routine
waivers clearly 1s developmg. Receiving state justice officials who
once may have used the naiver mechanism as a means of avoiding
prosecutorial responsibilities. or indeed who may secretly have envied the availability of the death penalty in the American military
justice s)stem. are increasingly finding waivers in potential capital
cases politically unacceptabkbl With groumg frequency, European
host receiving states are clalming potential capital cases t o be of "particular importance"s9 or that the) affect "mqor Interests" in their
administration of justice

The stationing arrangements offer little guidance regarding the
kinds of cases that are of "pamcular importance" or that affect "major interests ' m host nation administration of justice. They do not
in any event require or even encourage host nations to refuse to
waive jurisdiction in potential capltal cases The only reference to
the death penalty is in article VII. paragmph 7(a): "A death sentence
shall not be carried out m the receiving State by the authorities of

I

.

..
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the sending Stare If the legislation of the receiving State does not
provide for such punishment in a similar case.''j4 Kotice that the
United States. then. IS prevented only from carrying out adjudged
death sentences on host nation territory The negotiatmg history supports a conclusion that m no respect can the provmon be interpreted
to bar a judgment prescribing the death penalty or the carrying out
of the sentence in the United States j6 Although not conclusive w t h
respect to other receiving state?. the arrangements with the Federal
Republic of Germany support this COIICIUSIOII. They state that "major interests of German administration af justice" are determined
by "careful examination of each specific case
However, certain
kinds of cases. such as homicides. robbery. and rape, "may make miperanve the exercise of German jurisdiction,'' unless the ~ i c t i m are
s
sending states personnel j 7 The focus. then. is not on the potential
sentence that each of these offenses tames. rather It IS upon the kind
of offense m each indi-,idual case As a result. officials in the host
nation who are responsible for the administration of justice ma? nor
when making m-aiverdecisions be guided by whether a U.S military
court might impose the death sentence in particular cases

C. CASE STUDIES
Seierai recenr cases disclose thac host nation officials now have
a different VLBW of the practice concerning capital case waivers of
the primarb right to exercise jurisdiction under the NAKI SOFA
framework A look at the most iisible receiving state. the Federal
Republic of Germany. 1s illustrative Recent pronouncements in German legal publicationsia and m the presss*express a growing opimon
that "imposamn"--not "execution"-of the death penalt) on German territory violates the conititutionai abolition of the death penal15 I" the Federal Republic of GermanyR"German governmental of-
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ficials also are expressing the opinion that for cnnsfitutional and
polltical K ~ S O Mmilitary
,
courts should discontinue prescribing death
sentences in the Federal Republic.B1No less a receiving state official
than German Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher wrote a personal plea to then-Secretary a i State George Shultz in July 1988 expressing concern over a U.S. military death penalty case in GermanyeZ German officials have advised justice authorities in the
federal German states ( L e n d e r ) to consider the constitutional ban
an the death penalty when examining German "maJor interests" for
purposes of recall.68And ~n marked contrast to previous
at
least three cases recalled by German authorities during 1989 had
death penalty " ~ v e r t o n e s "Sirmlar
~~
attitudes recently surfaced in
The Netherlandsi8 and in ItalyB7and are threatening t o surface
elsewhere. What these cases appear t o have in common is that they
are attempts by the host nations to create a class of cases based on
their potential for imposition of the death penalty, rather than to
make a case-by-case waiver decision based nn the type of offense
and the surrounding cmumstances.

"Id leifms the minion of Federal hlirusfer of Justice Peter Caesar1 Letter from

punishment m the Baric Law makes I[ pdlficallg and ~ ~ m - t i ~ ~ L l o n
desrrable
ally
that
sendlng states militan c o ~ r t not
s impose the death penalty for affenies committed
m Germangl Amnesty Internafronal also IS piesiunng government officials t o Lake
itepstOllmlIeXelC1Se ofjurridlctmn b y U S mlhfar) c~urtilncaplml
cares Sralsand
Stnpes. O m 11 1986. st 0 . CoI 11 'Amnesty lnlernati~nalwdl put its weight behind
savlng GIs from the death penalty' 1, Letter from Brlglfe Erler SecretGeneral.
Amnesty Intelnatlonal FRG section, 10 Wolfgang Kahn Senator for Just~ce.Bremen
W a y 6 , 19861 IreQueitinEinformation from Bremen M i n i m \ of Jusrrce c ~ n c e r n i n i
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If any single caie galvanized German. and perhaps European
public opimon and caused hosr nation officmls to re~examinewaivcr
arrangements as the) pertain to capital cases. I t would be the
Yovemher 1984 court-martial of Private Firsr Clash Todd A. Dock *"
The nineteen-year-old U S . Army soldier was sentenced to death b)
milltar) court for the murder and robber) of a German ram driver 'l
In Germany a court can applyjuvemle law to the case of a crirnmal
accuaed between the ages of eighteen and twenty-one If the i o u n
derermines that the accused's moral 01 mental developmenr was
equal to that of a juvenile or if The offense n a i one charactemtic
of youth T If the court decided to apply juvenile law to the case
the maximum sentence would be ten )ears Othernise. if tried as
an adulr the maximum sentence in Germany for murder 1s life ~m~
pnsonment The divergence ~n potential penalties caused by rhe
aiailability of the death penalty in court-martial murder cases
regardless of the soldier's age was the focus of considerable at ten^
tion from the nea5 media the German public and host government
officials Intereitlngl> it appears that German aurhonties who
otherwise may have heen rempted to recall the w a i ~ e rof jurisdirt m m this case apparenrly felt unable to ex~rcisethe right because
Dock iefused to cooperate with them
The Dock case raises far the United States military the interesting
ancillar) issue a i the extent to which U.S milaary defeme a t t a r n e p
111 S A T 0 receiving itatei should attempt to influence host n a r m
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authorities not to waive jurisdiction in a particular case Whether
or nor the effort was considered bb- defense counsel in Dock's case,
the facts represent a prime example of a situation where a mhtai-y
member might benefit from some kind of challenge in host nation
fora to a potential receivmg state
Any challenge, however,
must be made before the waiver becomes effective and the U.S
military authorities actually exercise jurisdiction follawng the waiver.
Once jurisdiction 1s exercised, the accused loses standing ~n a U.S.
court to object to the waiver of primary juri~diction.~'
The receiving State aim is barred from aasertlngjurisdlctlon m cases where L1.S
authorities, acting m reliance on the waiver, have taken actions
toward exercising junsdstmn
'$See D a i s supm note 4: at 34 D a u i canrend- thar d m e f contact h) defense
counsel with host narion;u~tice aurhoririer for the pu~po" of lnflumcing their waiver
decuroni m w he banned hg mhtar) regulation and the Lagan k t Id IcltlngCS.4REKR
Reg 550-56. para b b (1). and 18 1 S C 853 (198211 He points out howeier that 10
interpret those p m v l s o n i I" this manner r m p e r m m b l i a l l o i a the anomalou~result
of den)mg an accused the ri&t to effeerrve Cmnsel amng m the client Q best interests
In any eient. these U S prahiblrions do not preienf host nation altorneii or pmmare
citizens from uwng receiumg m f e retention of pnmari jumd8ctmn Id
"PFC Dock recentl)
spared the death penalf) In M a g 1988 the Arm? Caun
o f i l ~ i l r a r y l e i ~ e(ACMR)oveeRurned
w
fheconvicfiononIhpsoundithar Docksguilly
pleas to unpremeditated murder and robben r e r e mproperlr accepted ai trial AT
t i c k 4.5 af the Lniform Code of Jhhfar) Justice prohibar a plea of guilty to B charge
for a h i c h rhe death pendt) ma> be adjudged Because Darks pleas amounred to a
plea of guiltb I o felon) murder, far u h i c h the death penalty IS authorized alri~le46
_a;l violated ACMR PI= coniidered nealy dlscowred endenee regarding Doekr alate
If remanded the case far retrml 10 German) Cnrted States
M R 1988) The Coun of Mllltary Appeals affirmed the Army 1989 Cnifed States \ Dock. 28 \I J I17 (C 41 A 1889)
3Temorandum from Colonel Sieien Lancasler .4ccting Judge Miocare. HQ KSARELR
& 7th Arm>. for Commander ~n Chief. LSARECR & 7th l r m ) (\lsv 22. 1969) (concerning setting aside of c o m ~ c t i o nof PFC h d d A Dock) See olso Arm) Times. Sep 4
1989. at 10, col 1 3 At the new m a l m Hanau in Nowmher 1889. Dock i s s convicted and sentenced 10 life in p m a n Stars and Striper hug 18 19S9, at 28. c o l
1. 2. Wash Port Dec 5 , 1989, at D1, c d 3
"Because the exercise of jurisdiction IS babed on international agreement and

becauie the h.4U SOFA pro\?des a srncfli diplommc machine"

for r e u h n g disputes

R 19831 Kmted States j. Euam
239 (CM A I0791)

PrLmaV JYllsdlCflon enher formally or hr expllallon of the twenrg-one day recall
Period the) cannot unilaterall? ieas~emt h e n pnrnav rlghr to exerclae ;urlidlellan
e ~ a hne r e dirpoiiiron by L S authorities doen not result I" a~qulttalor c o n r ~ c f ~ o n
hy COUif maifla1 Knlted States 4rm) Europe & 7th Irmy, lnlernariand Affairs D i w
smn Recall of Jurisdiction Following Wairer ( \ a 103 05 45) cited m D a n a sunn
note 47, at 32 At least three German Superior Stare Courts sffrimed this p & m
DaVlS, = F a note 47 P t 32 See S Larareff. Sup70 note 6 , at 208 (' The aaiier being
considered irrevocable and uncondmonal the State formerib hax,mg the p n m a n nghr
t o exerclreJundlctlon l o i e s an) legal mtere3ror w i c e m an7 Subsequent action taren
in the m e ' 1 Larareff eiter at some length an ~niererfmgearly case fmm France 10
Wlilngab S Air F o r e Mqor Whitley wholoSf Control of hisautomabile a n d c n i h e d
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killing aCanadlan A a FoneM14lorwho ubs his passenger Inresponseto an.4mencao
request France waired I ~ Spnmaw right t o exercisejvnsdicfion LO the C a r e Amencan
authorities rubrequenlly decided not t o fake an) judicial action The Canadian of
ficer J m d o a then inmtuted P criminal action b e d on her prnafe complaint The
enminal coun held that the French pmsecutar 1 waiver covld not direst a prI\Ble
citizen of the nght to secure redress 10 the ~ r l m m acourt8
l
The Coun of Cassation
ultimalel> reversed b) d i n g that the *elver Of JunSdlCllOn by the state haimg the
primary right 13 final and no longer permits the criminal courts of the reee>\m€state
t o arrertjurirdlcfian oiei the subjecr matter of the waiier Id at 2W 08
An interesting c-e that arose I" the eantext of extradinon IS Moyer Reed P l a t e r
Y Lnifed Starer. 780 F 2 d 289 (4th Cir 1886) The r e l e i ~facts
t
in this h a b e a corpui
a c t m concern a U S mlllfary promise af ~ m m u n n gfa P l a t e r I" exchange far his
festimmv amma another soldier a h o x a s i m o l i e d u i l h PIuJIermfhe 1063 murder

Coun-martial charges against the roldlen meanwhile
ng Plarer's re1e-e from canflnemenf L" Wliransln German)
n lor the fax1d n i e r muder The I S took Plater L O ~ cusfod)
O
n hearing xhereupon Plaster filed for habeas ~ o r p u r*mer
ring the pcmr pmmlse of ~ m m u n a xThe Coun of Appeals held that the toml lie of
immunity UBI a sufficient exenme of C S iunsdlctmn over the erne u It penained
to P l a t e r so that the German request far h a eafradlfmn would be barred Id Some
haie-nedtharevenuithovrel?radltlan
the KAlUSOFApmrldeia basliforretum'"8 a soldier to B recelr.lng slate 1here rhe
aconcurrentiurisdictioncase See, e y , Sorra
.Method ofEnrodzizon2, 5 Ga J Int 1 Camp L 1 I10751
' s h e Leifer from Mla~orJoseph Hall Chief
Corps TO Office of the Judge Advocate HQ
'%l;marandum from Brigadier Generd D
LSARELR & i l h .Amy farCammandermChE1. CSARELXB 7 l h A m i (Ocl 17 1988).
~ l e c o m m u r u c a t m shl-ge
fmm kcretar? of State IO .hencan E m k s The Hague
( C ) 1Sep 12,1088) [hereinafter Message Short Caie] (citmg SOFA arrangements u l f h
The Xetherlands gmemment u the apphcable legd framework, and C S unulllinpeis
IO establish the precedent of maximum sentence guarantees I" partleular CLIPPI See
R C Y 504(b)(l) Iconcernlng x h o ma) PXerclse general Court martial lur~sdlctlonl
Referral II the order of a canwnlng aufhonfy that charges agalnst an accused ulll
be tried by a specified court mania1 R C 11 601lal
"The declllon t o refer capital can be made only after cenaln prellmlnary ltepr me
completed. such as a formal pretnal LmeiflgatlOn
t o confinement in V'licansin
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arrangements that allow waiver in all but exceptional cases, determined by examination of the offense on a case-by-case basis s% Nevertheless, the question of advance U S. guarantees represents a dilemma for the U.S. forces. It ultimately can force the United States to
choose between two incompatible alternatives. The U.S. could continue its pohcy of maximizingjurisdiction over U S soldiem who corn
mit crimmal offenses at the cost of agreeing to host nation demands
not to try a case capital. Or the US. could stand by its treaty rights
and either refer the case capital or not divulge its intentions regarding whether the US. plans to refer the case capital, and thereby run
the considerable risk that the host nation will not give up its primary
nght to exercise jurisdiction over the military member83
In piactice, United States refusal to provide advance guarantees
m potential capital cases to host nation authorities is resulting in
fewer receiving state waivers in these cases A n April 1989 capital
case from the German state of Rheinland-Pfaiz mvolvmg the attempted rape and stabbing death of a seventeen-year-old Turkish girl by
a U.S. soldier in Mainz was not recalled, despite unsuccessful attempts by the German public prosecutor handling the case to obtain
U.S.assurances that the case would not be referred
Hawever, for the first time, Rheinland-Pfalz authorities in May 1989
recalied them waiver m a murder case involving two U.S. soldiers
rather than allowing the soidien to face a potential death penalty,
The victim in the case was a woman holding dual Braz~hanand West
German citizenship. The soldiers left a bar in Idar-Oberstein m the
company of the woman, later unsuccessfully attempted to rape her,
and then killed her by standing on her neck and stabbing her eleven
times.8sTheGermans requested from U S military authorities B letter stating that It was unlikely that the soldiers would be sentenced
to death by a court-martial; in exchange, they would not recall the

"See supra text accompanying notes 56 57
'lSee Major Joseph Hall.Memorandum far Record iubject Bavarian Recall of
Jurisdiction m Potential Capital Referral Cases (Feb 5 . 10861
"See Memorandum from Wul J Conderman Chief ISTERCRIM & C i v i l Proceie
Branch. International Law Dlrmon for the Judge Advocate, HQ. LSAREGR & 7th
Army. subject Horr SafmnIntere~fin Potential DeathPenaby Cases(0cf 14, 1058)
The soldier, Specialist E m e n L Franklin. received a life sentence when the jury did
nor render B unanimous vote m his guilt Stars and Stripes l u g 18, 1888, at 25 eo1
1. 2 Sfan and Stnpes, Sep 4. 1080. at 10, co1 1. 5
' W a n and Stripes, lug 18 1888 at 28 eo1 1 , Stan and Striper, Sep 4. 1880, at
10 ea1 I
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z a i ~ e iin the cases. L S authorities refused and the cases were

recalled
The threat 10 the U.S. military ability to impose the death penalt?
does not extend m l d ~to cancurrent jurisdiction cases in which the
recewmg state has the primary nght to exercise jurisdiction It appears to he broadening to t h e classes of cases that prenously were
regarded b? American officials as untouchable-those C ~ S z
~ here
S
The U S.has the primary nght to exerase~unsdicnonThese ddftcult
so-called inter se cases hare the potential for creating lasting tensions with host nations that station L S forces The U.S.palicy against
granring ~ v m e r of
s its primary nght m concurrentlunsdlct~oncases
to receiving states That request Ll S. waiversa- ebentuali? may force
the U S . . because of host nation palirical and judicial pressures. to
tr) its death penalty cases outside of E u r ~ p e . ~Alternatively.
”
the
U.S. m q find itself ar some point required to modify its position of
declining host nation requests for !vai~erswhere the United Stares
has the primary right to exercise jurisdiction
l i \ o recent iiite? se caies in Itall and The Xetherlandi illustrate
the problems that the death penalt? can create, even though by article VI1 of the NATC SOFAogthe United States clearly has the p n r n a n
right to exercise jurisdiction mer these casesgo Both cases tom
plicated the death penalty issue because in each case. host nation
courts initially refused to aliow return of rhe accused military
member to U S custody until The United States agreed not to execute
the individual in the e\enr that a Court-martial imposed t h e death
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penaity.sl This action was in d e a r vialanon of agreements ~mplernenting the NATO SOFA that granted sending states authorities the right
to retain custody of their personnel pending final aaudicatmn of the
criminal ca5e e2
The case from The Netherlands most glaringls exposes the potential for U.S -host nation conflict mer the death penalty. U.S. Air Force
Sergeanr Charles D. Short, serving at an air base near Soesterberg,
The Netherlands, killed h e Turkish wife and CUI the body into a large
number of pieces, which he then dumped along a deserted roadside.
He was arresred in %arch 1988 by U.S. milnary police at his base and
then was turned m e r for nvestigatmn LO Ducch pahce LO whom Short
confessed.e3Stili m Dutch custody, Shorts Dutch defense counsel
entered a Dutch court m Tne Hague and ~n>fay 1988 obtained a court
order instructing Dutch authorities not to release Short to U.S.
custody until they f i n t attempted to secure a U.S. waiver of jurisdiction, and If that failed, to open negotiations with U.S. authorities
about a guarantee that any death sencence thar may be adpdged
by courr-martial in the c u e aould not be carried out O4 The Dutch
judge stated that wnhout such a guarantee, turning Short over t o
U S. military authorities would be contrary to the fundamental p r i n ~
ciple of Dutch law that capital punishmenr must be a o i d e d as much
as poss>bkgS
Foliowing the mandated approach by rhe Dutch Mrostry
of Justice to U.S. military authoritiesse and subsequent meetings between U.S. and Dutch officials, the United States in September 1988
dehwred a diplomatic note to Dutch gavermenr officials categoncai-

#,The 1987 Italian case lniolved an Arm) sergeant stationed at Camp Darh) Ifalb.
who killed another soldlei Diplomaric intervention finall) secured return of the a?
c u e d to L S custadi hlemarandum from Biigadier General Dulanei O'Koark. Judge
Adroeate. HQ. USAREUR %I i t h Army far Commander in Chief l-SAKELKB 7th Ar
m), suhlect LSAFE murder suspect in Dutch custad) (>la3 Li 18881, hieisage Dutch
Status Report =pro note 6 7
D'Seehelherlands AlreemenT. ~ a r a3. German Suoolemenrarr Ameemenf. art 22
s8SSfarsand Stripes, his? 11 1888 Shon murdered.hns urfe be&"& she Threatened
to leave him and *&e the couples eight-month-old son Stam and Sfripen. Ocf 12 1988
Wharler Donald Short x, The State of The helherlandi No 88 611 and 88 615
(Dlslnct Coun The Hague, May 8 1988) See aiio Sram and irnpes. May 11 1988.
Message Dutch Status Report supra note 67
Thls i a s the onlv lezd arnumenr a m m l man, wbmiffed h r Short I defense
Counsel. that the eoun aceepfedkmong the arsumentr &rmlreed by t h e p d g e n e l e
those based on anlcle 13 of the 1nlernarrona.I Covenant on C i r l l and Palifrcal Rights
andarticle 6 ofrhe EuropeanConientionfor LhePiotectionof the Kiihfiof Manand
Fundamental Freedoms See the Short c u e , Fo 88 614 and 88 6 1 6 ~ T h ecourt slso
rmafed that the pnnclple concerning the a>o!danceof Capital purushment le what make3
the i m p of particular ~mportance as a proper b u i s for the Dutch to requeif rhe
0 S to waive 116 primary right and to gibe ' Sympafheflc consideration' 10 the Dutch
request Id FAX) SOFA an YII. para 3(cj b e s
u
m note 29
mihleisage Dutch Status Report. m p m note 6 i
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ly declining either to waive the C S primary nght to exercisejurisdictlan or to make commitments concerning how a death sentence If
adudged by a court-martial. would be carried out.@'With the j u m d i c ~
tlonal conflict stdl unresolved, a Dutch court tried Shon and returned
a homicide conviction in October 1988, sentencing him to S I X years
in pnson and commitment to a mental institution
These cases reveal the vulnerability in Europe of the TJ S military
death penalty Although no death penalty adjudged by C S military
courts m NATO receiving states has erer been executed,eeEuropean
pressures against zmposttzon of the death penalty on European territory continue to mount

111. THE HUMAN RIGHTS FRAMEWORK
The cases just discussed highlight the legal problems that arise
when a recdnng State determines that application of provlsians of
the NATO SOFA conflicts with that state's constitution or other
domestic l a w Addmonal legal problems arise 11 there 1s a conflict
between the provisions of the KATO SOFA and another treaty to
which the state LS a part1 The problems that surface when two
treaties conflict are illustrated by a recent death penaity case that
the European Court of Human Rights decided involving an extradition treaty and a human rights treaty known as the European ConrentionLonThat case. Soering!OL did not ~nvolvea C.S mihtarg
member Yevertheless, It points out yet another avenue by which
NATO countries apposed to the death penalty may try to prevent
the U.S. from Imposing that sanction It will be useful to examine
the structure of the European Convention and the Soering case to
see haw human rights treaties might affect the ability of the TJ S
milltar) to impose the death penalty, even when the U S 1s not a
party

U S Arms, Europe

""'European Canientmn for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms. Uaiember 4 1860, 213 11 N T S 221 ihelelnafter European Conienrlonl
""SoPrrrty cur. N,"U note 4
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A . THE EUROPEAN CONVENTION
The European Convention of Human Rights is a multilateral treaty under the Council of Europe that sets forth its aim to Secure
univenal recognition and observance of human rights contained in
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.LaZThe European Convention denotes these rights as fundamental freedoms and sets up
an enforcement mechanism t o protect them through t h e
Committee of Ministen, the European Commission of Human Rights,
and che European Court of Human Rights.Lo3The European Convention entered into force in 1963?04Eleven of the thirteen parties to
the NATO SOFA have ratified the European Convention Only the
U S and Canada have not
The European Convention itself does not prohibit the death penalty. Article 2 allows capital punishment when carried out in accordance with the provisions of law?o8Article 3 of the Convention prohibits inhuman or desadmg treatment or punishment?0' An Optional
Protocol No. 6 to the Convention, however, abolishes the death penaltyrosThisProtocol entered into force m 1985 and now has thirteen
ratifm.tions?Y* Several of the countries that have ratified Protocol
6 are memben of
'02AmerieanDeelaiafmn of Rights and Duties of M a n , May 2. 1848 The memben
of the Council af Europe are Auustna, Belgum, Cyprus, Denmark. France Weif Germany, Greece. Iceland, Ireland Italy, Liechtenstein. Luxembourg, Malta The
Netherlands. Porwa?, Panugal, Spain, Sweden. Switzerland Turkey, and the United

'""Wmes Lo the h ATC SOFA include all memben af S A D except Iceland Italy, and
Spain Memben of KAT0 me Eelgum. Canada, Denmark, France Iceland. Italy, Luxembourn, The Netherland%Noway, Ponugd United Xingdom. Cnlfed Stale% Turkey,
Greece '#est Germany, and Spain Welton, svyra note 11 at note 48
Io* 'Evewone's right to life shall be proreefed bi law Po one shall be depnved of
his life intentionally save m the exeeufmn af a ~enlenceof a coun folloaing h a eonvictim of a crime for which this penalty 18 provided by l a w European Convenrron.
mpm note 100, an 2(1)
'O'id an 3
lo'Piotmol No 6 to the Cornentian for the Pmtecrlon of Human Rights and Fun
damentnl Freedams Concerning the Abolmon of the Death Penalty, A p ~ i l28, 1888
E T S 114 'The death penalty ihall be abolished No m e shall be condemned Lo such
penally 01executed ' I d a n 1 'A state may make pmwalon in ~ t law
s for the death
'
penalty m respect of a m committed m Lime af w a or
~ of m i n e n f threat of war
Id 811 2
jooArof 1889, there were 13 parties TO Prolocal ha 6 S o m q Cose sup70nere 4,
at pam 102 Tho* panres include among orhen. The Netherlands, AurVla Denmark.
Luxernbouig. Spain, Sweden. Iceland. and Switzerland 5 Yearbook of European Law
343 [18S6), 7 Yearbook of European Law 362 (18S7), The Netherlands Yearbaok of
Inrernallonal Law 322 (18871
''Tho= pBnies m,
among ofhen The Netherlands. Denmark, Luxembourg, Spmn,
and leeland
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An individual who alleges a violation of the Camention cannot
SLmpiy file a petition to be heard before the European Court of
Human Rights."l Not ail members of the Council of Europe accept
the right of individual petition, airhaugh all the memberj of SARI
that have ratified the Convention have also accepted the nght of ~ n dividual petition i x e However, the right of Individual petition means
only that an mdnidual can petition the European Commission of
Human Rights after first exhausting domestic remedies?la Only the
Commission itself OT a state party to the European Conrention can
request the European Court of Human Rights TO hear the case. an
individual cannot."'
Under the Conrention the contracting parties agree to secure to
' evenone within theirjuriadstmn" the rights contamed in the Convention 115 As a result n aouiri Seem that all the members of X&'K
that h a i e ratified the Conrention are obliged to secure rights
guaranteed under the Conrennon to everyone w t h m their junsdiction, including t h e forces of a sending state stationed in their ter
rltorg, men if the sending state has not ratified the Comentlan Ham
the rights guaranteed under the European Convention might be applied t o a Ll S military member stationed in Europe 1s illustrated by
the Sae-rrny case. a 1989 extradition case decided by the European
Court of Human Rights." Although the accused was not a military
member and the case involved an extradition treaty rather than the
SA'K SOFA, It nevertheless illustrates how the European Conrention might affect the ability of the U.S military to prosecute a poten
tial death penah) case in those NATC countries that have ratified
the Comemion

B. THE SOERING CASE
Mr Jens Soenng IS a German national a h o was in custody m Great
Britain pending extradition to the Lmted States on charges of murder
in the State of Virgmia.ll. The extradition treaty in force between
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the United States and Great Britain contains a provision common
t o many of the extradition treaties in force for the United States.Lxs
The treaty provides that if the offense for which extradition 1s requested is punishable by death m the requesting state but not in the
requested state, then extradition may be refused unless the requesting party g x e s assurances satisfactory t o the requested state
that the death penalty will not be carried outL1*The death penalty
was abolished m the U.K.120The attorney for Bedford County,
Virgmia, certified to the government of the Umted Kingdom that if
Soering were convicted of capital murder, a representation would
be made to the judge in the name of the United kingdom that it IS
the wish of the Umted Kingdom that the death penalty should not
be imposed or carried out This is the form of certification that the
U.K accepted without protest in the past'22No fugtive extradited
to the U.S. from the U K. after such a representation has been exec~ted.1~~
Soering did not attack the death penalty directly Instead, he
alleged that by extraditing him to the U.S.where he might be subjected to the "death row phenomenon;' Great Bntain would violate
its obligation under article 3 of the European Convention. which pro
vides that no one shall be subjected to torture or to inhuman or
degrading treatment or punishrnent.lz'
Soering's complaint was not against the United States, because, as
a nonparty t o the Convention, the U S has no obligations under it?25
Instead. his complaint was against Great Britain with respect to its
obligations under the Convention As interpreted by the European
Court of Human Rights. that obligation extended to not surrendering Soering to the U S where he might become subject to the "death
row phenomenon." which the court said violated article 3 of the Conventmn.L26Thus. che interests of the United States were affected bs

"~SOOing

cms

SUP70

note 4, para 16

""Id
"lid para 20
' l " l d para 3 i

'Emlid
Houeier rhe effecfrieness of the undenaking has nejer been rested Id
"'European Convention, s u m n o t e 100 Y e inlmtext accompanvlngnafei 133. 131
"~SoeriwCose, m ~ note
m 4 para? 86 and 81 For a dmcursian of the general p c m
cipleofinf~rnstionallau
fhatireafiesdo nofcreareobligationson nonpamesnifhouf
then conaenl see Restatement of the Lax T h r d The Forelgn Relations Laa of ,he
Lnifed States 5 324
"'Sawing Cos@,sugra note 4. para 91
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the possibly conflicting treaty obligations of che U K under its extradition treaty with the U S. and under the European Convention
Similarly. as we shall see. the interests of the U S mihtarg could be
affected by a receiring state's possibly conflicting treaty obligations
under the N A l D SOFA and the European ConventionJ2'
The Soerzng case reached the European Court of Human Rights
after Soenng's mdi\iduai petition to the European Commission
resulted in an opimon bg the Commission that rhere was no breach
to article 3 of the Convention relaring to inhuman or des-ading treat
ment. but that there uas a breach of an article unrelated to the issues
discussed in this artiCle12s The Commission then brought the case
before the European Court of Human Rights The United Kingdom
asked the court to find among other things that extradition of Soer
mg would not breach article 312*
The European Court of Human Rights held that, although the European Conventmn did not prohibit the death penalty itself. exposing
Soering to the risk of the 'death row phenomenon" would be to erpose him to ' treatment going begond the threshold set bg Article
3" of the ConventionIa" By extraditing Soenng. then, the Llnited
Kingdom would violate Its obligations under the European Conren~
tion. despite the United Kingdom's contention that iurrendering a
fugitive does not amount to subjecting him to whatever treatment
or punishment he ~vil1receive after conviction and sentence in the
extraditing state'jl The court a a s also unpersuaded bg arguments
similar to the rationale of noninqumy that U S Courts use ~ne r r r a d i ~
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For example, the U K. argued that not only did the
tion
holding interfere with mternatmnal treaty rights, but also that I t conflicted with mternatmnai judicial process. delved into the internal
affairs of foreign states not parties to the Convention, and entailed
difficult evaluations of alien s p t e m s of law and conditions in foreign
states?33

In deciding that the "death row phenomenon" violated article 3
of the Convention, the court looked into such matters as the length
of detention prior t o execution, the conditions on death row, and
the applicant's age and mental
Soering's application cited
the delays involved in the appeal and review of his case If the death
penalty were adjudged, increasing tension and psychological trauma;
the conditions on death row in the p r m n where he would expect
to be held, including the expectation that h e wouid be subjected to
violence and sexual abuse because of his age, color. and nationality;
and the constant specter of the execution itself, including the ritual
of e x e c u t m ~ !With
~ ~ respect to the conditions on death row, the court
relied on evidence uncontested by the United Kingdom and said it
did not find it necessary to pass on the reliability of the risk of
vmlence and homosexual abusels6Instead, It concerned itself with
the conditions associated with extra security for death row prisonen
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that alrhough justifiable in principle lasted on average foi s n
eight y m i '-

IO

Two cwdennar) aspects of thc COUII'S reasoning are particularl:
mrerestmg. The first conceriis the court's acceptance a i part of the
'death row phenomenon thc 'anguish and mounting tencmn of h i ing in the ever-present shadow of death.' 13* even though the i o u r ~
said it did not find it necessaiy to determine the reliabiht) of thp
apphcanr-adduced but strongly contested evidence of the "extreme
stress, pi)cholo@cal detenaration. and nsk of homosexual abuse and
physical attack undergone by pnaoners an death OW''^^^ Excepr for
evidence as t o his state of mmd at the rime rhe murders aere committed!4" the only ps>chiatncevidence discussed in the opinion con
cerned an evaluarion that Soenng's dread of violence and homosexual abuse on dPath row were having a profound psychiatric effect
on him Yet, the C O W T seemed to accept that 'anguish and m o u n ~
ring tension of living m thr e ~ e r ~ p r e s e shadov
nt
of deat1i""'eristed
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and amounted to inhuman or degrading treatment If the court did
not consider the applicant-adduced evidence of extreme stress and
psychological deterioration. then it is dlfflcult to determine what
evidence the court used to decide that such stress constituted inhuman treatment so onerous that merely surrendenng a fugitive to
possible expo~ureviolated the European Convention. Presumably,
the standard the court used could be rebutted by evidence that the
longer the time between sentencing and execution of the death
penalty. the less anxiety and tension there is for prisoners who know
the execution will not take place until )ears hence.
By basingits decision not o n the death penalty itself but an pnson
conditions, the court also may have opened the door to petitions for
relief from extradition, even in nancapitai cases. based an the prison
conditions discussed in this case, such as cell size. amount of recreation, procedures under maximum security conditions, and risks of
violence and homosexual a t t a ~ k . LThose
~ ~ conditions could conceivably apply to any prisoner in any maximum security prison,
whether on death row or not. 4 s a result, the European Court of
Human Rights could concemably affect KAm SOFA jurisdictional
issues eien m noncapitai cases. partsuiarly where the accused might
he treated as a juwnile under recenmg state law
Germany's posmon in the S o m n g case LS particularly relevant m
light of the Federal Republic of Germany's InvoiL-ementin the YAM
SOFA cases discussed earlier in this article'4s Germany, which has
abolished the death penalty, opposed the extradition request of the
United States and asked the U K far extradition to Germany based
on Soenng's nationality, w e n though the crucial U.S witnesses cannot be compelled to testify in a German
The Geman govern^
ment represented to the European Court of Human Rights that the
form of assurance the U S gave to the U K. with respect to carrymg
out the death penalty would be msufficient for Germany to extradite
a fugitive under Germany B extradition treaty with the U.S?4' It was
Germany's position, unlike that of the U.K.. that arncle 3 prohibited
not only causing inhuman treatment. but aim putting a person in
a p m t m n where he may suffer such treatment."P The holding by
the European Court m this case gives Germany a second prong with
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which to manifest its distaste far the death penalty in future recall
of waiver casesi1* Distaste for the death penalty can in the future
he couched as an obligation to prevent inhuman "death row phenomenon" treatment
The decmon in the Sowing case would appear to put Great B r i ~
tain in the position of either having to breach Its obligation to the
United States under the extradition treaty or to breach Its obligation under the European Convention In this c u e , however, the euro^
pean Court of Human Rights held that refusal to extradite would not
breach the extradition treaty. because that treaty permitted refusal
to extradite unless the requesting party gave adequate assurances
that the death penalty would not be carried out The court said
the United States certification m the Sowing case fell short of adequate aSS"ra"CeS'Sl
Unlike extradition treaties, however, the 6ATO SOFA does not have
an "adequate ajsurance'' method of opting out of Its jurisdictional
promaans where the death penalty is ~ 0 n c e r n e d .Therefore.
l~~
If a
NATO receiving state were to go before the European Court of Human
Rights on behalf of a U.S.
military accused alleging that to turn the
accused over to the U.S.would violate that receiving state's abiigatmns under arricie 1 of the European Convention. the conflict be
tween treaties would be direct Thus, complying with the provisions
of one treaty could cause the other treaty t o be breached E w n a
successful rebuttal t o the "death row phenomenon" as a n article 3
violation still leaves open the possibility of a direct conflict between
treaty obligations for those NAlO countries that have ratified Pro
tom1 6 to the European ConventionL53Thata s u m e s the European
Court holds, as m Soenng. that the violation comes from the act of
turning over a person who then becomes subject to treatment prohibited under the conventlon!j4
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IV.PRINCIPLES OF TREATY CONSTRUCTION
The cases discussed above require us to examine the legal issues
that arise under the faiiowmg circumstances: 1) when there are con.
flicts between obligations under a domestic constitution or other
domestic ie@siatmn and a treaty such as the NATO SOFA; and 2)
when there are conflicts between obligations under a prior treaty
and a subsequent treaty

A . CONFLICTS BETWEEN DOMESTIC LAW
AND TREATY OBLIGATIONS
Several parties to the XATO SOFA have domestic constitutional probar the death penaltylKsSome other parties to the NATO
SOFA prohibit the death penalty through leg is la ti or^!^^ Under the concept of pacta mnt s m a n d a , It 1s a basic tenet of international law
that nations that have entered into treaties are obliged to give them
effect'%' On the international piane, the fact that a treaty may conflict with domestic legal considerations does not excuse a country
from its international obligations under the treatyLS8However,
domestic law may provide otherwise
V ~ S L O that
~S

In the United States, for example, both treaties and legislation are
the supreme law of the land.ls8 The U S Constitution does not give
either one a higher rank than the o t h e P o When a treaty conflicts
with US. law, U.S courts have generally tried to reconcile the conflicting provisions to @veeffect to both, unless it ISclear that domestic legislation IS intended to averride the treaty, in which case the
later-in-time-rule preyails'61 However, because of the supremacy of
"#For example, Portugal k l g i u m . Luxembourg. Ita$, Spam Germany, and The
Yetherlands all hare ~ ~ n s n f u ~ mpmvaloni
nal
that bar the death penalty See ConS l l t U t i m S of the Counfner of the World (1986)
'BIForexample. Luxembourg abaliihed the death penalty by legl~lafronin 1879
Hoaever the House of Wrlmment defeated a pmposal Io put the abolllion m the conItltYLIUn Sea 8 ConslllullonJ of the Countries of the World 10 (1885)
'6'YlennaCawenflon antheLaa of Treaties,Ma) 22 1868 mT 26 lhennafrer Yien"a Comenrmnl The Cnsed Stews IS not party t o the I
ienna Conienlion hove\er
approximately 60 rrater are an) Its substantive rules generdlg are regarded bj
Eprenentlng CYSromary l"ter"aflanal11w see iri*e7pro*atw,zQflYeaiws 75.4 d I L
147 (1881)
"Lilenna Camention art 27
' 6 T s canst a n \? C I 2
'#"Id
'"IForan extreme example of a domestic cnun I l e e ~ n e i l i s f l ~
ofna E S freatr obllra-
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the C S Constitution, Courts do not attempt to reconcile treat! pro\ m o n s nor legislation that IS at odds with US. cmmtutional pro
teCtiOn~Lbi
Thus. m the L-nited States the hierarchy of precedence
IS 11 the Constitution and 2 ) on a lower plane but equal to each other
legislation and treaties It 1s worth remembering that it %\.asbecause
of a conflict between the provisions of international agreements and
US. constitutional guarantees that the U S milaary no longer tries
civilian rnditar). dependents by court martial for cnmes committed
"VelSeaS

183

Other countries do not necessarily use the same hierarch> when
there are conflicts between their constitutions or domestic legislation and treat) obligations For example, the Constitution of The
Setherlands allow6 a treat! that conflicts with Its constitution IO
'take effect.' and thus presumably prevail, providing that the treat y IS approved by a t leabt a ~ R Othirds vote of the Chambers of the
States General"' The Constitution of The Netherlands also prorides
that h hen domestic legulatmn conflicts with a treaty. the domestic
legislation doe? not apply!65
It seems clear, then that nations use their domestic law to decide
how to resolve conflicts between their law-s and treaty pronsmns.
even if the hierarchical principles the) use are not the same To deter^
mine how a NATC recen mg state s courts would iesolve conflicts bet u e e n that states domestic law and the N.4m SOFA would require
a careful anal!sis of each receii mg state's constitution. or equivalent
and legislation. as interpreted by Lts own Courts.

B. CONFLICTS BETWEEN TWO TREATIES
When two treaties conflict. domestic law has less relevance than
p r i n r i p l ~ of
s international lair in deciding how to resolve the conflict Internarional la\\ principles of consrruction would gnrern m
potential U S rnilirai) death penalt? cases x here a receiring srate'\
prohibition against the death penalr) arises from LLSiatificatmn of
Optional Protocol Yo. 6 t o t h e European Comentmn
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The Vienna Convention an The Law of Treaties 1s generally recognized as embodying customary law with respect to treatiesJo7When
there are subsequent treaties an the same subject matter, the Vienna Convention provides for different rules of construction depending on who the parties are to the treatiesie8Under article 30 of the
Vienna Convention, if the parties TO the first and second treaties are
the same. they are bound by the later treaty, unless The treaty provides 0them1seLenIf the parties to the treaties are not the same, lhen
for those who are the parties to the first treaty but not the second
their treaty relations are goierned h?. provisions of the farmer treat ~ ! ' ~This E the case that exists with respect to the parties to the
NATO SOFA, the European Convention, and Optional Protocol Yo
6 They are not the same parties. because the U S is not party to
the European Canvention nor Optmnal Protocol No. 6. However. the
principles of article 30 to the Vienna Convention apply only to
treaties that relate to the same subject matter1" It is not entirely
clear whether "the same subject matter" of article 30 refen only
to entire treaties dealing u i t h the same subject matter or whether
It might also apply to pTOV1S1OnS concerning the Same SuhJect malt e r m treaties that. as a whole. perram TO different matters. If u t i cle 30 applied 10the latter, the jurisdictional provisions of the XATO
SOFA, rather than any Conflicting provisions of Protocol No 6 to the
European Convention, would govern the treaty relations between
the Llnmted States and a X.4TO receiving state that has ratified pro^
tocol No. ti?'2 However, that would not excuse the European receiving state from 11s abhganons to the parties TO Protocol KO.ti of the
European Convention Therefore, whether or not article 30 of the
Vienna Convention applies to conflicting provisions of the NATO
SOFA and Protocol No 6. the recening state can end up in
the same position where complying with one treaty puts The state
in breach of the other treaty.
As a result. it appeam hkely that in cmes anslng ~nEurope in which
complying with one treaty. such as the European Convention and
Protacol No. 6, leads to the abrogation of another treaty, such as the

"TlennaCanientlon ~ ~ p t ' a n m167
e Resfaremenfof the Lair Third The Foreign
Relafioni Law of the Cnited States, § 102, cornmeal E
'b'\'ienna Comenfmn, mpm note 157 art 30
'""id art 30, rubpara 3
'"'Id art 30, subpaia Nbl
"l,,j

"'See rnfra text

aecornpan)ing notes 104-10

'-'The Vienna Convention doer not pmwde for excusing performance *hen the
obllgafiom under m e treaty conflict a i f h obligations under another treaty Sesg-aily

v,enna crrnrentmn "'p7a

""LE

167
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XATC SOFA or an extradition treaty. the European C O U ~ K Ewill be
faced with a construction decision where there IS no clear principle
of international law a6 guidance"* In determining which obligation
the state must satisfy m death penalty cases, emerging trends in
human rights law as embodied m the European Convention and Protocol Yo 6. as well as domestic abolmons of the dearh penalty. are
likely to aeigh heavily"e

V. THE DEATH PENALTY IN THE NATO
JURISDICTIONAL SCHEME
The European states that are parties to the NATO SOFA are bound
by the European Convention t o adapt effective remedies for violations of the Convenrion's righrs?76Consequently, decisions of the
European Court of Human Rights and those of European national
touts that implement those righrs are highly relevant to U.S. military
personnel stationed in Europe

"'An ill~sfiafionof the res;roningused fa I _ to reml\e thir dilemma occurred in
the S h W c e &cussed mvm at l e a accompan) ing notes 84 98 The Aftarnei General
~"TheUetherlandrirruedanopinionin t h e S h v r r c e inahieh heeonrideredahether
there ivi- a wai to establish a hierarch! of eomrnifmenfr between the NATC SOFA
and Protocol Yo 6 ~n the European Cornention If ws;r h s o p m m that neither the
Vienna Canvention nor an) other pmciple of inrematma1 la* gorerned Fu
~f wa* his opplaon that the irreconcilable differences of the t i l o different oblig
then gaie The Yetherlands the choice as to r h i c h obligation 10 satisfy Trans
of Special Attorney General Sfrikwerdas pinion a i January 2 6 , 1990 t o the
Supreme Coun maintained I" the files of The Judge Advocate General L S Arm?
On March 30. 1880, The Fetherlands Supreme Coun ruled char the conflicting hATC
SOFA and Protocol \ a 6 obligation3 *ere mutually exclu~iieIt balanced the interest
of Short noL being exposed t o the death penalty against the Ifale I LnIerrSt in C B r v
mg o u t IC) Y&TO SOFA obligations The court found Short Iinterest Lo predominate
and ruled that he could not be turned mer to American authorities unless the U S
pmrided a a n a e n guarantee that enhe1 a possible death sentence would not be c a r
ried out or rhiI Shoe would not be prosecuted for B cnme carrime the death penal
i y D i p l o m a t ~Note Apnl4 1990 transmitted br the Dutch Embi-rg to Stare Department. subject March 30 1880, Netherlands Supreme Court Decision Charles Donald
Shon Y Klngdom of me Yetherlands In June 1890 U S and Dutch a ~ r
on an arrangement uherebg Short would rubmif to a L S mihtarg alf
maerfigafmnand apsychiatneeialuarionihilefechnicaUyremaining~nDutchCurody
If the U S court marrial eonvenlng authorif) determined not to refer the case BQ a
capital ease, the Dutch then would re1e-e Custody Lo the Lniled State3 Telecom
municafions Message from ALIEUBASSY THE HAGLE Io SECST.4TE W6rhington (U)
(June 8. 1900) rubject SGT Shofi Murder Care Rychiarric Eialuafion Status Report
"#For a dlicuslan of the contention that there hi- been a drfnclo abolition of the
death penalty in all member stater of the Council of Europe accompliihed either by
abollriun or b! nonuce of the penalty, see the Soering cme, supra note 1,at paras
101 and 102
"'European Coniention. supra note IW. mt 13 I Everyone whose rlghrs and
freedoms as set forth I" the Convention am walared shall h a i e an effectlie remedi
before a nari~nalaulharltv
1
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The Sowing case, therefore, cannot be Ignored. The fact that extradition in the Somng case from the United Kingdom to the United
Stater was barred not because the U S allows the death penaity,17'
but rather because of the "death row phenomenon;' i s immatenal.
The Lmportant message is the clear indication Thai European fora
and human rights standards are available to prevent a transfer of
an accused in a capital case from a European Jurisdiction to the
United States because of the prospect that he will be subjected in
the U S . to a punishment that 1s inhuman by European standards.
While the European Court of Human Rights did not rule that the
death penalty itself violates European human rights standards, its
unmstakable implications extend to the availability of the death
penalty because of the 85smated and, for the American judicial
system, apparently mextricabie, "death row phenomenon"l'B
Ironically, in this respect, the courr's apmman appears to require
speedy execution in order t o cure this defect in the human rights
standards applied by the United States justice ~ystem!'~

Logic similar t o the European courts in the Sowing case also
prevents a transfer of Jurisdiction m the milltau setting where the
accused is an Amencan military member who is stationed in the
European host state Recall that the aggrieved party does not have
to be a national of the European state for the European Human
Rights Convention and Its protections to app1yln0If Soering, then,
had been an American citizen, the European Court similarly could
have prevented extradition Suppose that Soering also was a U.S
~~

"'Capital punishment 1s not uneonstitufi~nal
per se Gregg \ Georga, 428 U S 153
(1876)Lnifed SVABIYhlatfhewl. 16M J 3641C hl A 1883) See e # , taker\ Georgla.
433 U S 684, 582 (18771, Furman v Geoma 408 US 238 118721
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military member stationed in B n t a m the European C a m still could
have effectively prevented extradition, even though the crime occurred in the United States because of United Kingdom complicity
in allowing the mdwldual TO be subjected to the inhuman ' death
rmv phenomenon.' An even stranger case exists for extending this
logic to prevent U.S.
military authorities from exercmingjunsdiction
over a capital crime committed by one of 11s military personnel in
the European state's territory In that case both the U.S military
authorities and the host nation h a i e a practical interest in seeing
that justice 1s s e n d albeit for somerimes quite different r e a 5 0 n s ~ ' ~
The latter 1s precisely the commonly encountered situation in capital
criminal cases Involvmg U S military accuseds on host nation ter
ritory

The European Convention system is not the only avenue providing
relief from the death penalti for the military member. The) also hare
available European host nation justice Systems where even more
stringent domestic laws may prohibit the death penalty.ldzSarianal
courts are parocularl> relevant in view of the bar against individual
grietances in the European Convention system until domestic
remedies first are exhaustedLs3Severtheless. European Human
Rights Court cases like Soenng may encourage prei mud?. reliictant
European national systems to apply more actwcly their own or euro^
p a n Convention human rights standards to particular cases mvolvIng U S. military personnel 7%ho are accused of capital offenses in
order to deny jurisdiction to U.S military couits
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VI. CONCLUSION
The conflict with European NATO allies over imposition of the
death penalty by U S. military couTts sitting on European soil IS but
one source of irritation in alliance relations Europe 1s m a n age of
immense political and economic change, whlle Western Europe IS
proceeding rapidly toward economic integratlon, the socialist
monolith in Eastern Europe is expenencmg even more rapid changes
that are challengmg the traditionally held concepts of eastern bloc
pohtical and economic sluggishness. Consequently, growing European
identity, pride, and concern for the environment, plus a n increasing
Western European consensus of a diminished hostile military threat
to U'estern Europe from the east, prompt re-examination of the
amounts and kinds of resources that are committed t o defense. The
United States. as the largest sending state in NATO, will be the focus
of much of the re-examination. Resulting changes in the status quo
pertaining to the stationing of U S forces m Europe will necessarily
exacerbate tensions m those matters where European KATO states
feel their sovereign interests are affected most.
The death penalty IS a highly viable issue; and the United States
cannot benefit in its relations with host nations from additional tensions resulting from divergent views about the death penalty As opposnmn LO the death penalty increasingly becomes to Europeans an
aspect of their fundamental sovereign interests, the Uruted States
will be forced t o make some policy choices. Will the U.S. continue
to regard its current policy of strict application t o capital cases of
the exercise of jurisdiction pravlsions of the NATO SOFA as something
that 1s essential to the acrivities of U.S. military farces m Europeand particularly to overall U S administration of militaryjustice? Or
is this an area where some flexibility in U.S. policies may be required
in view of the need to respect a matter of particular host nation sensitivit) In the interests of maintaining friendly cooperation within
the alliance?
Even outside the NATO alliance, the tenor of U S responses to
N A M receiving state views a n the death penalty could propel the
issue to the forefront of continuing base rights negotiations. Within
NATO, renewals of politically s e n s l t m U.S. stationing agreements
with states on Y A M ' Spenphely such as. for example. Greece, Spain,
Italy and Turkey, could be affected. As the U S . position regarding
the death penalty IS Seen as mcreasmgig out of step with the practices of other sendmg states. potential KATC recemng states may
find the role of host to U S forces politically unattractive
75
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For the time being. the cases illustrate that European authorities
for the most part are seeking some method for preventing U.S. military impmtmn of the death penalty w-ithin the general framework
of existmg jurisdicnonal arrangements Although some critics call far
"renegotiation" of the N.4M SOFA and Its Jurisdictional arrangements m order to reassert European sovereign ~ n t e r e s t s ! there
~ ~ is
little likelihood that these agreements will be amended in the fareseeable futureldi Amendments to the agreements that somehow
make the foreign criminal Jurisdiction scheme subject to European
domestic and regional human rights legmlatmn and judicial decisions
are untenable for several reasons It would create uncertainty for
sending states forces as they move betweenjunsdicnans It would
mean that domestic sentencmg Statutes are hostage to changing
foreign attitudes regarding the death penalty If the U S were forced
to adapt its military death penalty scheme to take account of European prohibitions. U S military personnel stationed in Europe would
hare an unequal benefit ILS a WS European standards, whereas
military personnel stationed elsewhere would remain subject to L.S.
death penalty standards Uniform application of clear military justice
standards is an element in the L! S policy of equal treatment for all
military personnel and an essenrial precondamn far the effectire administration of military justice and discipline.
The Soermg and Short cases illustrated ail too well that. where
the death penalty is a t LSSUB. individual accused5 might not permit
host nations to ignore European principles against the death penaity Ultimately, the U S mag have to decide uhether Lt IS better for
individual soldiers in effect to bypass the tested machinery of
negotiation that hitherto resolved exercise of Junsdlctlon problems
by seeking court orders blocking the transfer of jurisdiction in individual cases, or whether It is preferable that some new machinery
that takes into account European sensitinties about the death penal^
t) IS devised EO that predictability of remits can be regained in prac~
tlce
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PRESIDENTIAL AUTHORITY TO DISPLACE
CUSTOMARY INTERNATIONAL LAW
by Major Richard Pregent'

I. INTRODUCTION
At the basis of internasional law lies the notion that a state
occupies a definite part of the surface of the earth, within
which it normally exercises, subject to the limitations imposed
by international law, jurisdiction over persons and things to the
exclusion of the Jurisdiction of other states?
On June 21, 1989, the Department of Justice (DOJ) issued an opinion setting forth the President's authority to order the Federal
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) to arrest an individual far violations
of United States law in a foreign country without that country's cans e m z This opinion reversed the position taken by DOJ on this same
issue in March 1980, at the end of the Carter Admin~stration.~
Both
opinions were detailed analyses of the FBI's statutory authority to
investigate' and to arrest.j
The 1980 opimon was written by John Harmon and concluded, in
part, that "[a]lthough the question is not free from doubt, we conclude that the Bureau [FBI] only has lawful authority [to seize an
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individual in a foreign country for violations of United States laas]
when the asglum State acquiesces to the proposed aperanon ' ' 6 The
opinion referred t o a rule of statutory constructmn that would provide ' aii reasonable and necessary means" far a gniernment official
to carry out a statutonly imposed duty Harmon concluded, h o w l e r
that It wauid not be ' wasonable TO assume the Congress con
ternplated the violation of inlernanonal lan m hen it authorized rhe
FBI to conducr arrests

The 1980 DOJ opinion also relied on a second analgtical basa. case
law- Harmon quoted Chief Justice Manhall's opinion in Schuoner EC
chazge 1 McFadden "All exceptions. therefore. IO the full and complete power of a nation wnhm its own territories. must he traced
up to the consent of the nation itself They can flow from no other
source 'loHarmon implies that the Cnited States, or an) saverngn
state for that matter. does not ham The aurhorlty to violare the territorial integrity of another state The result is that "the powers of
the Bureau [FBI] are delimited by those of the enabling ioreregn 81
Kiiham Barr. the author of the 19R9 opmion. testified before the
Suhcommlttee on Civil and Constitutional Rights of the House
Judiciary Committee on Kovember 8. 1989." in his prepared statement. Barr conceded that seizing an indiridual charged with a violation of L-nited Slates la^ within another states territory without that
state's apprmai W""1d nolate customary Inrernat,"nal law severtheless. he asserted that ' [ulnder our constitutional system, the ex
ecutive and iegislatire branches. acting w t h m the scope of their
respective authorit? mag take or direct actions which depart from
customary mrernatmnal la\%' ' I 9The 1089 D0.J opinion repudiated the
1980 DOJ opinion and The earlier opinion's conclusmn that the FBI's
authority to conduit forcible arrests beband United States terntorg
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limited by customary internationai law Barr further testified that
the authority t o violate customary international law existed m the
form of domestic case law, the Constitution, and recently enacted
stat t e s .
1s

"

The DOJ has refused to releme the 1089 0pm1on.l~This makes a
detailed critique difficult, but not impossible. Though the political
ramifications of the current DOJ opinion are substantial, this analysis
will focus only on the legal bases of the 1989 DOJ opinion and the
even more basic question of whether domestic legal authority to
violate international law 1s actually required to deal with fugitives
from American justice

11. ANALYSIS OF THE DOJ OPINION
A . DOMESTIC CASE LAW
The threshold question concerns the relationship of United States
domestic iaw and customerg mternanonal law, At one end of the
analytical Spectmm is the concept of monism Under this analytical
theory. both domestic and international law' are pan of a single legal
system. If a conflict arises between domestic and international law,
international law takes precedence Domestic courts are compelled
to enforce international law regardless of any contraq action by the
State's executn'e or legislative branches.le At the other end of the
spectrum is dua1irm.l' This school of thought views domestic and in^
ternational law as separate and distinct iegai systems The interrelationship between these systems within a given state is a question
for domestic resolutmn.ld Quite clearly, the United States stands
squarely in the dualism camp.

In his statement, Barr cites Schooner Eschonge 1: McFaddm,lothe
same case that DOJ relied on m the 1980 opinion. to demonstrate
that customary international law does not serve as an absolute
restriction on the United States' sovereign capacity to act. In
Schooner, decided in 1812, the Supreme Court concluded that
customar) international law was indeed part of the domestic i a a of

"Id
"11 L S (7 Cranchj 116 (1813)
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the United States Thus. a French warship was immunized from
judicial process while in United States territorial waten in accordance with "the usages and received obligations of the civiiized
world;'z0 customary international Ian.. The Court also pointed out,
however, that a sovereign had the authority to displace customary
international law within its borders.?'

Barr also cites Bmvn I' Umted States 22 Brow,n involved the sel~ure
of cargo from a ship taken 1x1 United States waters during the War
of 1812. The Supreme Court found that customary international law
applied to the controveny and ordered that restitution be made The
Court described customary international law as a guide which the
sovereign follows or abandons at his wi1i"23
These cases established that dualism IS Umted States law. international law can be displaced domestically. Many issues remained
to he settled, hauever Left in doubt were the matten of the kind
of international lau that could be displaced the governmental em
tities that could displace this law. and how this displacement might
be accomplished

Barr relies on he PaquefeHabana2*to demonstrate that the Preadent h a the authority to displace customsly international law 26 This
case involved the seizure of private fishing iessels by the United
States 6aby during the Spanish~ArnericanWar. The Supreme Court
found that, under Customary international la\., these vessels should
not have been seized. and the Court ordered the proceeds of chex
sale turned over to their original owners.z6
It i i Barr's position that, ~nthis case the Court established a posi
tmn for customary international law within the hierarchy of United
States domestic law with the following language.
International law 13 part of our law, and must be ascertamed
and admlrustered by the COURS
OfJUStlCeof appropnate Junrdlctmn
For this pulpose, where there 1s no treaty and no con^
trollmg executive or legdative act or judicial decision resort
must be had to the customs and usages of cwihzed nations
li

SO
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Barr contends that these wordsevidence the fact that the executive
and legislative branches, "at least as respec- our domestic law," can
"supplant legal norms otherwise furnished by customary international law"2B
This same quotation is described as "opaque and ambiguous" dictum by Professor LOUIS Henkin.28TheSupreme Court used this phrase
nearly a century ago and has not addressed the issue since. Henkin
points out that only one court relied on these words to subordinate
customary international iaw to a "controllmg executive or legisiatwe
act,'' and this occurred eighty-six yean after The Paqwete Habana
decision.30

The Papuete Habana was an offshoot of a series of Supreme Court
cases decided at the end of the last century that wrestled with the
displacement of international law within the United States The
Chtnese Esclvszon Cams2of 1889 was the last of these. It dealt with
a congressional actaSthat barred the petitioner from returning to the
United States and conflrted with prior treaties between the United
States and Chinaa4The Court gave effect to the act of Congress, and
thus resolved the question of whether treaties could be displaced
by congressional action s b
In ThePaqueeteHabana the Supreme Court found that the seizure
of the vessels by a Navy admiral did not displace customary inter.
national lax,.sB
With the above vague language, however, the Court
also implied that both Congress and the President did possess the
authority to displace such law Unfortunately, vague implications
often lead to expansive Inferences.
Citing Tag u. RogerS3' and The Over the Top,38Barr contends that,
a6W Barr, mpm note 2, at 5
psL Henkm. supro note 15, at 878
"Id at 871
IlWhlfne) Y Robenion. 124 I S 180 (1&90). Head hlone) Cases. 112 L S 580 (1881).
Chlnese Exclusion Caie, 130. I S 581 (1889)
T 3 0 U S 661 (1888)
T o r a detailed reuew of the historical background that led to these restrictions
on Imrnlgranon and the specific acts involred _e L Henlun supra note 15, at 854 66
a-.
n ,.
?
.
"Treaty of Peace and Fnendshrp, July 3, 1644. Inlfed States-Chma, 8 Stat 5 8 2 ,
Treaty of Peace and F'nendihlp, June 1858, United States-Chma. 12 Stat 1033 M d t
nonal Anlcles t o the Treaty of P e ~ and
e FTiendship of 1858. July 28. 1668, United
Stater China. l6Stat 738 Seegenemllg Chnese ExcluiionCase, 130 U S at 580.94
"Chmese Exeluson Caie, 130 U 5 at 602
"Alpuaie Hobam 175 C S at 714
"267 F 2 664 (DC Clr 1888) cmL denzed 362 U S 804 (1060)
"5 F 2 d 838 (D Conn 1825)
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since The RzqiLete H a b a m decision, "the courts have repeatedl?
recognized that the executive and legmlatire branches map in exercising their mpectwe authority. deparr from customaF Lnternatlonal
law '" This 1s simplg not true S e a h e r of the cited cases refers t o
the existence of any Executive authority to depart from customary
international law

mg dealt with the confiscation hy the Federal Government of property in a Ke* lbrk trust owned by a German natmnal durlng Sbrld
War I1 This action was taken in accordance with the Trading with
the Enemy Act ? " b u t violated a preexisting treat) with German? 4.
The court concluded that Congress had the authority to dlsplace thls
earlier treat?.'? a decision that was simp]? a reiteration of the reason
m g set forth in the Chinese Erc!usion Case
7he O w the Top was a 1926 district court case from Connecticut
that mvolved the sale of alcohol m internatmnal hatem off the Unlted
States c o ~ s tan
. act legal under customar) international law The
court found for the defendant but m dicta. also recognized rhal Con
gress had the ailthorny to pioscnbe acts beyond the three nautical
mile limit recognized hy customary international law I4 The coun thm
recognized mie again that Congress had the authority to dlsplaie
c u m m a r ) internamnal law

There caies were little more than ~ariatioiiion rhe judicial reason
mg set forth ~n Biuiun. Schmae,; Chinese E x ! i m o n . and Payuete
Hnhunu Contrar) to Barr s positLon, the) did not eitablish the
a u t h a n r ) of rhe Executive LO depart from custornaiy international
laW

Garctn-.Mw i, .Meesr.'o a 1986 derision from the Elelenth Clrcuir.
mith certiorari denied b) the Supremr Couit. has the first and. 10
date. the on15 court decision coiicluding that the P r ~ s i d e n Ican
displace (ustomar) interiiational law The appellees in this case \\ere
hlariel Cuban refugees whc were being detained indeflnnely by the
Federal Government The) argued that this prolonged a r b m a r l
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detention ' violated customary international lau 4 7 The court never
reached the merits of this ISSUC. Based on the dictum of Paglcete
Habana referred to earlier the Court held that the President had the
authorit) to act m rmiaoan of customary international law in this
instance

4%

The significance of this decuion is still uncertain It 1s nut a pronouncement from the Supreme Court Also, it deals with immigra~
tion i a y an area m ir-hich both domestic and international law have
traditionally granted very broad aulhority to the Executive and

sovereign.40
Henkin criticizes rhe court's decision because of Its failure ro include a crucial caveat io ns "extreme duahst position" that the President may "act in derogation of a principle of international lax,''5o
In his view, the President may do this only when he 1s acting "within
his constitutional power^''^^
Henkm believes Garcia Mir to be fatally flawed, as the court did
not cite any constitutiunal authority for the continuing detention of
the refugees by the President.szHerkin IS particularly critical of the
language of the decision claiming, far the President, the authority
to "disregard international lau, in service of domestic needs."i3 In
his view, "[tlhere is no such pnnciple: neitherprecedent norplausible argument supports It. The President cannot disregard mternational law 'in the s e n x e of domestic needs' any more than he can
disregard any other law"64

B. GEOGRAPHY AND DOMESTIC CASE LAW
Even had Garcia M w conclusively established presidenual author1
ty to displace customary international Imv, It could not be cited as
support for Barr's position. Garrza-.Wir 8s well as every case cited
in his statement before Congress and all other recorded cases dealmg with this IS SUB,^^ refer to the displacement of international lam
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uzthin the lemtory controlkd by fhe sozerezgn There exists no case
law that sets forth the authority of either Congress or the President
to displace mternational law outside the territoq ojthe i'nited States

The only case that speaks to congressional authority to extend
United States jurisdiction beyond United States territory is Ore? the
lbp and, even here, the extension of such authority was limited to
the pouer to proscribe certain actiiities beyond the traditionally
recognized three nautical mile territorial limit s@ Thus, this case does
not recognize an inherent congressional authority to displace
customary international law uithin the terrztory sf another state
Likewise. there 1s no c a ~ that
e
recognizes such authorit) m the Pres1
dent

Bmun and Schooner declared that international law mas part of
United States domestic law and recogmzed The solereign's authanty to displace international law within its territory Since thar time.
the cases dealing with this issue habe been a confusing effort to
establish the position of international law m the hierarchy of United
States domestic law. The manner m which mternatmnal law has been
displaced bg United States lax 1s settled in some areas. such as that
of congressional action in displacing treaties However, the Executne
power to displace mternatmnal law IS still el olving. One fact 1s clear,
nereltheless. Ka case iaw emts to suppon Barr's c l a m That the President can displace international law extraterritorially
It is one thing to say that a savereign may control mmigrarion.
alcohol sales, servxe of process. and the seizure of enemy property
during xr-ar litthm Its ov,n terrztory, regardless of what customary
international law may require It IS quite another to say that a state
can displace the customary international l a a of sovereignt?. within
another state's territory This approach goes bejand eren the "extreme dualist position" of Garczaifi?: It distorts dualism to the ex
tent that it becomes a mere excccuse for unilateral mterwntion m the
affars of sove*e,gn states
It is ~ r o n i cthat the DOJ opinion relies on dualism for the authority to violate a state's territorial mtegritr. It was the very concept
of terntorial integriry that served as the foundation for Justice I I a r ~
shall's establishment of dualism m the United States judicial SWem
The jurisdiction of the nation within its 0m-n territory 1s
necessarily exclus~veand absolute. It IS susceptible of no limlta"Over the lbz 5 F2d
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tmn not imposed by itself. Any restriction upon it, deriving
validity from a n external source, would imply a diminution of
Its sovereimty to the extent of the restriction, and an invest
ment of that sovereimty to the same extent in that power which
could impose such a re~tiiction.~'
Section 115 of t h e R e s t a ~ U ( T h i r d ) o j t h e ~ ~ n R e l a t z o n r L a ? l
of the L h z t e d States sets forth rules to deal with "Inconsistency be^
tween International Law or Agreement and Domestic Law"58 A
reporter's note in this section states that GarciaMir suggests the
President "may have the power to act in disregard of international
law,'' assuming he LS acting within his constitutional a u t h o r ~ t y . ~ ~ T h e
section as a whole, however, focuses on acts of Congress that
supercede international law or, more specifically, an international
agreement.
Mast interesting for the purposes of this analysis 1s the following
quotation from the Restalemat (Third) that deals with the displacement of international law: "That a rule of international law or a provision of an international agreement IS superseded as domestic law
does not relieve the Umted States of Its mternatmnal obligation or
of the consequences of a violation of that obligation."B0The Congress, whose authority to displace international law has been
acknowledged for over 150 years, can only displace international law
domestically. Even if the President possessed a similar authority, it
would not be broader than that of Congress.

C. EXECUTIVE POWERS AND
RECENT LEGISLATION
Barr aim cites the Constitution as authority for a presidential violation of customary international law. In doing so, he focuses on the
executive responsibility and authority set forth m article 11, section
3 "[The President] shall take care that the laws be fanhfuiiy executed.''61Barr claims this provision alone grants the Executive the
power to "authorize agents of the Executive Branch to conduct extraternton2.1 arreStS."~*
r'Schoawr Gahonge 11 C S (7 Cranch) at 166
"Set Restatement ( T h r d j of the Foreign Relations Law of the Cmted Stares § 115
(1887) [herernafter Restatement (Third)]
##Id n 3
Westatement (Thrrdl. sap70 note 68. § 115 (l)(bl
"L 5 c a n i t an I1 # 3
*OW Barr supra note 2 at 8
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an 1889 Supreme Court decision, Barr
Relying on In re
contends that the "laws" the President must faithfully execute are
not limited to affirmative acts of Congress InNe'eagle the Attorneg
General ordered a federal marshal to protect Justice Field, a Supreme
Court Justice. Rhile m California the federal marshal killed a person who attacked Justice Field The Supreme Court determined that
the bodyguard was not subject to California iaw as a result of the
supremacy of federal law. Though there had been no congressional
action authonzmg this protection, the Supreme Court ruled that the
Attorney General had acted within the authority granted the executive branch by the "faithfully executed'' clause of the Constnution.84Referring to this enforcement duty. the Supreme Court posed
a rhetorical question
Is this duty limited to the enforcement of acts of Congress or
of treaties of the United Stares according to their express terms.
or does it include the rights dunes and obligation? growing out
of the Constitution itself. our international relations. and all
protecnon implied by the nature of the government under rhe
4 s m%ht be expected. the Court adopted the expansive mterpretation of the duty Barr seizes on this language and combines It x i t h
the President's extensive foreign affairs p ~ n e r s"Commensurare
.~~
with these inherent powers, this authority carries m t h I t the power
t o direct Execurire Branch agents to carry o u t arrests that con
travene customary international law and other law principles which
our legislature has not acted upon to make part of our domestic
law.
.e1

Barr thus uses the President's foreign affairs powers to transform
a unique and obscure Supreme Court decision into one that supports
Executire authority to violate international iaw The dangers in-

herent in this quantum leap of logic are ciear a h e n the 1989 DOJ
opimon 1s placed into historical perspective.
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D. EVOLUTION OF RECENT LEGISLATION
During the 1960's and 1970'5, the international community confronted an epidemw of aircraft hljacking.6sIn response, the vast majority of nations a g e d to a series of international conventions dealing with this isme These agreements identified aircraft hiiacking
and all related acts as crimes and expanded each s w a t o v ' s j u m d i c tion over these offenses.6e Congress then enacted implementing
legi~lation,'~as the United States-applied concept of dualism reqmres 71
In the latter 1970's there occurred a dramatic gromth in both the
number and forms of international terrorism Unlike the dilemma
of aircraft hijacking, the international community could not reach
a consensus on how to deal with this problem The difficulty was
as fundamental as the inability to define t e i r o n ~ m The
. ~ ~ Contra
rebel, the PLO regular, the Mujaheddm soldier, and the IRA activist
were freedom fighters to some, but common criminals to others.
On December 17. 1979, the U K General Assembly adopted the
International Convention Against the 'Pakmg of Hostages,'* without
vote. and opened it for signature the next day. Ten years later, only
fifty-seven states had signed this convention, roughly haif the
number of signatories of the aircraft hUackingconventions.'j Focus61Lowenfeld L S Loll' Enfmcemref Abmod h e Cm&lutian and International
~m J int I L 880 864 n 24 (19891
(The Tokyo Convention Sepf 14 1963 20 I S T 2841 TI A S KO 7192, The Hague
.<ntihUackmg Comenuon, Dec 16 1970, 22 L S T 1641. TI h S KO 7182 The hlonrresl Sabotage Convention Sept 23. 1971. 24 0 S T 564 TI I S No 7570 See oko
Lawenfeld, s u p note 68, st 885
T h e U S already had domestic legi~lalionrelating Io aircraft piracy and related
acts The Federal Aviation ACT of 1858 (49 V S C 8 I301 (1958)) had been amended
In 1861 to lnclude "'axcrafr piracy and aJrociated acts and threats of nalenee. on
board 'an axeraft in flight m air commerce ' Louenfeld. ~iip,anore 68 81 884 See
49 U 5 C § 1472 (1982) Subiequenl acts of Congress refined the defmitions of the
crlrne~and erprndediurisdictionm accordance xifh the lnternatmal canventmi
sited sum at note 60 Jurisdiction based on the reartry of the ancraft was created
m 1869, see 49 K S C 8 1301(32) & ( 3 8 ) (1982) The Anfihuacking Act of 1874 ~m
plemented the unlveenalily prmclple of the Hague Cornention by clavnlng jurlsdlc
tian over offenses committed on amraft rhar later land m the E S i i f h the suspect
aboard and mer offense. mcrunmg xholely ourside the U S n h e n the perpetrator
Is later dliiovered in the I! S See Pub L No 93 366 f i t I. 88 Star 409 119741 See
penrioiiy Loaenfeld supra note 68, at 684.8'
.lRerrarernenf (Third]. m p , a note 58 5 111(4)
.3J Yurphy, Punishing International Terroristi 108-22 (1881)
'"id
at 3
"G.4 Rei 34 116 (Dec I: 18791 ?epmnied I , ? 16 IL >I 1416
-s43of Januan 1. 1890 the Hostage Conremion had 57 slmam~ie~.
the Tokyo Con
venllon had 131 slgnatonel the Hague Conventron had 138 rignafones and the hlon
treal Comentmn had 138 signatories See S Depanrnenr of State TTeafier In Force
282-84. 376-77 (1989) and U S Department of State Cum&!Aciiom 88Bull 2142-53
(1869)
L ~ U 81
,
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mg on one parricular t e r m n s act, the Hostage Convention represents
a patchwork approach to combatting international terrorism The
Convention defines the act of hostage-taki@ and requires that a
signator) exercise ilLpFTSOlLarnjUT1SdiCtiOn over the indindual concerned, either by submating the case to ITS 'competent authorities"
for prosecution or by extraditing the individual to another interested
signatory ''
Although this convention addressed a very narrow area of International terrorism. It nevertheless conrained exceptions capable of
consuming the rule Article 9 contains the standard "political of^
fensei" language that enables a xgnatory to ignore the comention
if It concludes the act in issue was more pohncal in nature than
criminal Some authorities hax-e deemed terrorist acts to he political
I" nature per
Article 11also contains a significant exception This provmon states
that the convention does not apply to armed conflicts. as such conflicts are defined by the 1949 Geneva Con\ennons and the Protocols
to these Conrentions The former simply refer to "inte~natmnal
armed conflicts"81 Additional Protocol I expands this term IO include
armed conflicts ' ' 1 " 1hich peoples are fighting against colonial
domination and alien occupation and against racist regimes in the
exercise of their right of self determmatmn " a Z The United States has
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refused to ratify this Protocol, in great part because of this expansive definition of "internatmnal armed ~ o n f i c t . 'In
' ~the
~ context
of the Hostage Convention, this definition serves as a significant
loophole available to any xgnatory of the eonventian. Those terrorist
acts deemed to be "too criminal" to qualify as "political offenses''
may well be viewed as legitimate actions taken m the context of an
"international armed conflict."

The junsdictionai bases set forth in the Hostage Convention include
all five bases tradamnally recognized under mternationai law for the
exercise of extraterritorial ~ u r i s d l c t l o nUnder
. ~ ~ the Convention, a
State may assert Jurisdiction over the offense i f . 1) the offense occurs in its territory or aboard ships or aircraft reastered m that state
(territorial principle), 2) the offender IS a national of that state (nationality principle); 3) the offense was committed to force that state
to do or refrain from doing something (protective pnnaple); 4) the
offender is later found in that state's territory (universal principle);
or 6)the victim of the offense is a national of that state (pasnve personality principle)
Until confronted by international terromm, the Llnited States had
not accepted passive personality as a basis for the exercise of extraterritorial
The United States position on this issue
was modified with the passage of the Comprehensive Crime Control
Act of 1984,8'an implementation of the Hostage Taking Convention.
This statute adopted the conventmn's definition of hartage-taking
and all of its extraterritorial Jurisdlctionai bases, to include passive

E . FBI INVOLVEMENT
W-Nlethese developments were taking piace, the FBI became more
involved in the investigation and prevention of international terrorism. In 1982 it was designated the lead agency for investigating
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acts of t e r r o r ~ mcommitted m the Vnmd States8@
and the r e m o n s ~ ble agenc) for investigations abroad when authorized b? the State
Department "" A s the FBI assumed thebe funcrions Congress
dramatically expanded the extraterritorial reach of domestic statiitei
the FBI was to enforce
In September 1987. a h i k still operating under the constraints of
the 1980 DOJ opinion that barred Its agents from violating the territorial integrity of a state the FBI lured Fairaz Yums from Beirut
into international maters and arrested him The warrant was based
on violations of the Hostage Taking ACT.@^
In 1985 Yums and several orher indiriduals had hijacked a J o r d a ~
man airliner at Beirut International Airport 751th approximarel) Bfty passengers aboard. The huackers diverted the plane to Turns.
Cyprus. Sicil), and then back to Beirut \.,here they d e s t r q e d it n i t h
a bomb. The on11 nexus between t h e United States and the crime
was the facr that three of the aircraft passengers were United States
CLtlZenS 91

In one of several YuniseJ ~ I C I S I O I I S . Judge Parker ruled that the
fioitage Taking Act was a valid exercise of Congress's extraterritorial
1egislatn.e authority pi He cited the Hostage %king Coniention and
several international aircraft huacking agreements as proof of the
universal condemnation af these offenses and the international community s acceptance of t h e passire personalit) principle as a basla
for
Afrer Yumr reached L-mted States territory, he was also charged
pi The particular PI"charged required that The accused be physicall) preselit in the
U n m d States in order for a court IO assert jurisdiction "The Court
ruled that the initial extraterritoriai seizure for a nolation of the

i i i t l i a nolation of the Aircraft Sabotage Act
\man

F Supy 69h I99 (DDC 1Yhh)
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Hostage Taking Act, which has no "physical presence" requirement.
was lawful.gsThhecourt then found that the subsequent filing of additional charges, after Yunis had been forcibly brought to the United
States, was also valid.gs Judge Parker added a note of caution,
however
[ q h e decalon to permit the government to bnng charges against
the defendant under this statute [Aircraft Sabotage Act] should
not be regarded as g i ~ i n gthe government carte blanche t o act
as a global police force seizing and abducting terrorists anywhere in the world. The government cannot act beyond the
junsdictmnal parametem set forth by pnnciples of international
law and domestic sratute?oo
It is not clear whether these comments were limited to those instance3 in which law enforcement agents might attempt to establish
junsdstion over a person by forcibly returning this individual to the
United States or whether the judge intended that cautionary statement be given a much broader application Arguably. these words
serve to advise government officials that they must respect the "prmciples of international law" in all of r h e r extmterritalial law enforcement efforts.

I? THE ANTITERRORISM ACT
In October 1985 four Palestinian terrorists huacked the Ackille
h u m , an Italian CNW ship, in the MediterraneanSea. Approximately 400 passengers were aboard, to include twelve United States
citizens Dunm the hiiackine. the terrolists murdered a Umted States
national, Leon Klinghoffer. At the time, this act "was not a crime
under United States law."1o1
1

"

1

"Yunts. 681 F Supp at 886. 906
Isid

'0"Jd

holFlndlay,mmlio nore 78. at 44 Shoal, after the AehilleLorLm affair Judge Sofaer
wrote

Important saps do exist in the legal structure rhar gaiernr terrorist acts.
and the Reagan Administration is uorking i i f h Congress and with other
nations to d o ~ them
e
For example, the U S government lacks a domestic
legal baris 10 yrosecute the termnstr r h o killed an Amencan citizen, Leon
Kllnghoffer, during the October 1986 Achilie h u r o C ~ U W ahip huwking,
ortheferronafsaho killedfourAmencanor~hansonahUacked~hans-World
Airlines night earlier that year
Sofael Pnonm?andfheIar MFbrelplAff 901 802(1986) SeeakoReeentDevelop
ment, SUP70 note 84
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In response. Congress parsed the "Omnibus Diplomatic Security
and Antiterrorism Act of 1986,"102commonly referred to as the An
titerronsm Act. Under the provsxms of this statute. it is now a violation of domestic United States law to kill or to cause serious bodily
harm to an Amencan national, or to attempt or conspire to do the
same angwhere in the world.lo3 The statute requires that the Attorney General or a high ranking subordinate certify that the offense
in question "!vas intended to coerce, mtirnidate, or retaliate against
a gaiernment or a civilian population "I0*
I t IS noted thar any government or cwiiian population mag be the
victim of such coercion, intimidation, or retaliation The statute is
not limited to acts affecting only the United States That 1s. its
Jurisdictional basis 1s not that of the protectlie pnnclple. Moreover,
in this instance Congress was not Implementing. by statute. an
already rarified international agreement. Thus. this act constituted
the first umlaterai use by the United States of the passive personailty pnnclple for establishment of extraterritorial Jurisdiction

%h'en
Congress passed this statute, It specifically considered and
rejected a "self-help ' provision. Senator Specter offered a bill on
July 8, 1985, titled the "Terrorist Prosecution Act" According to this
proposed statute. when the Attorney General enforced laws pro^
hibiting terrorist attacks on United States citizens. he would be
authorized to "request and
r e c e i ~ eu s s t a n c e from any Federal,
State, or local agency including the Army, Yary. and Air Force. and
the Federal Bureau of Investigation. any statute, rule, or regulation
to the contrary notwithstanding" This law was neier enacted The
Congress refused to authorize seizures by United States agents
abroad, absent the host c a u n t n ' s consent.lo6
K'hen confronted wxh this le@slatwe histon. Barr mamtamed that
It was Irrelevant, as he was not relying on this statute to establish
the President's authority to act abroadloeThough he did not explain
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this apparent contradiction, it appears that he was alluding to the
previously discussed alleged constitutional and case law authority
of the President to displace international law.
To date, the Antiterrorism Act has not served as the basis for a
federal prosecution; thus, the constitutionality of this legislation has
not been tested.Lo7Mareover, it has not been relied upon to justify
the violation of a state's territorial integrity by the United Stateslos

The passage of this legislation led the FBI to ask that DOJ reconsider its earher opinion that noted a lack of any legal basis for a violation of the territorial integrity of another state for the purpose of
abducting and arresting a fugmve from United States justice.LoeThe
FBI sought this DOJ action on the assumption that, @"en the newly
enacted legislation providing United States extraterritorial jurisdiction, there would be many more "fugitives" to pursue and that not
ali of these individuals would conveniently venture into mternatmnai
waters
As noted above, Barr's resulting opmion relies on the Executive's
constitutional responnbhty to see that "the laws are faithfully executed" Given the United States acceptance of the ''pasave personality' concept as a basis for the exercise of extraterritorialjurisdiction, the laws that the President must now enforce include two
statutes with almost limitless geographic applicability. Barr has taken
the position that the President's authority to enforce Umted States
law must be ca-extensive with the extraterritorial reach of United
States domestic
In doing so, he confuses the authority to
proscribe with the authority to enforce.
The acceptance by members of the international community of
'passwe penonahty" as a basis for the exercise of jurisdiction in the
form of the Hostage %king
did not constitute a waiver
of their sovereignty. As pointed out earher, the "pohticsi offense"
language a i article 9 and the expansne definition of "armed conflict" in amcie 12 clearly indicate that the signatories intended TO
guard their territorial independence jealously

~n8U'
Barr rup?o note 2 . at 1-2
"Old at 8

"'The Harfage Taking Convention, mwa note 74
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G . THE DAMAGE DONE AND
DANGERS AHEAD
The effect of the DOJ opinion 1s get to be determined During the
testimony before the iubcommittee. both the State Department and
the FBI admitted that they had to reassure many forelm governments
that the United States was not planning to engage m extraterritorial
arrests. absent a host nation's con~ent!'~This is the Bush Admmmstrat m i s stated policy. It may not be the Administration's actual pahry
On Apnl3, 1990, Humberto Alvarez Macham, a Mexlcan physician.
was apparently abducted by four Mexican policemen from his home
in Guadalajara He was forced onto a private plane and flown to El
Paso, Texas, where he was arrested by Drug Enforcement Agency
(DEA) agents. Machain was then flown to Los Angeles, California.
where he was amigned on Apni 10, 1990. Machain had been indicted
by a United States Federal District Court on January 31. 1990, for
his alleged moirement m the 1986 torture and murder of DEA agent
Enrique Camarena in Y e x ~ oThe
. Mexican Government claimed that
the abductors were "bounty hunters" working for the DEA!13

The Yexlcan government responded by arresting six Mexican
citizens implicated m the abduction and requested the return of
Macham to Mexican custody. Some Mexican officials have threatened to suspend drug enforcement cooperation with the United States
until the matter is resolved Vice President Quayle met with Mexican President Carlos Salinas de Gortan on Apni 2 6 . 1990. The Vice
President reassured President Salinas that the Bush Administration
respects Mexican soverelgmty. He also pointed out that "[tlhere were
no DEA agenrs in Mexico who were inioived in this particular sduation ' ' L L 4On May 2 5 , 1990. Hector Berrellez testified in Los Angeles
Federal District Court dunng a prellmmar?. heanng in Machain's tnal
Berreilez heads a DEA unit that has been investigating the Camarena
murder for five years. He testified that, with the concurrence of
"senior DEA officials. he had authorized Antonio Garate
Bustamonte, a former Mwican police officer, to abduct Machain and
pay $50,000 and expenses t o the kidnappem!lb

h date, the political furor has not abated. Machain has not been
turned over to hlexican authorities. His trial in U.S Federal District
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Court has been delayed until the trial judge rules on the legality of
h?arrest. The Mexican government filed kidnapping charges against
Berrellez and Garate in Mexico. On July 20, 1990, the Meucan govern
ment officially requested that the United States extradite Berreilez
and Garate to Mexico for trial?"
It is evident that the international community does not agree with
the concept that the United States has the authority to violate the
territorial integrity of other States in order to enforce United States
law. As a resuit of the opinion, the international coopemtion vital
to cambatting terrorism and drug trafficking may wane. Moreover,
states may hesitate to adopt the Convention Against Illicit Traffic
In Narcotic Drugs and Rychotropic substance^:^' fearing that the
United States will view their acceptance of the "passive personality" concept as an implicit waiver of sovereignty
Another troubimg aspect of the DOJ opinion LS the potential
breadth of its applicability. Though the opimon focuses on the Pres,.
dent's use of the FBI for law enforcement overseas, the logic and
conclusions put forward could well be applied to the President's use
of other United States agencies or departments for overseas law enforcement.

During the 18th and 19th centuries, law enforcement and national
defense interrelated to some extent, but, by and large, these functions were separate and distinct. Typically, law enforcement was a
domestic concern, the maintenance of order within the Umted States.
The manner in which domestic law applied extraterntorially was not
of particular significance. United States national defense focused on
the protection of United States territory and national interests from
external threats. The imporrant issuer, then, were who would conduct United States foreign policy and control Lts armed forces.
With the development of international commerce, travel, and communication, traditional geographic boundaries have begun to dis.
appear. The threats to United States national interests are no longer
posed exclusively by the military forces of its enemies These threats
now include isolated terrorist cells attacking innocent United States
Citizens overseas simply because of their nationality Frequently,
these terrorists are based in the territory of nations unfnendlg to
the United States.LlsInternal social order IS now endangered by drug
Id
28 I L M 483 118891
Solaer nie Smth Annliol Woldmar A SoifLBcture m lnlernnftonal Law lbr
m n m , the Law, and thi .\attonal Werue, 126 Md L Rev 88 82 (1988)
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production and distributmn occurring far beyond L-nited States
shores Law enforcement aithin the United States. in some ways.
depends upon effective Ian enforcement outride rhe United States
The distinction between national defense and law enforcement has
became blurred This creates a danger that the Executive powers
to "fa~thfullyexecute' the laws and to serve as Commander-in Chief
may also be biurred?lg

On Savember 3 1989. Barr authored another DOJ opinion Tlnr
opinion concluded that the Posse Comitatus Act12odid not apply outside the territory of the rnited States." This act bars the use of the
Arm) or Air Force for domestic law enforcement p u r p o ~ e s l Though
?~
a discussion af the Posse Comitatus Act 1s beyond the scope of this
stud?. Barr's opinion dealing wiih this Act must be read in c o q u n c tmn with the conclusions he reached in his June 1989 opinion Thus.
if the Preadenr can use the FBI to "displace" customary mtemarional Iav, he seemingly may now use the 8%dAirborne Dirmon for
this same purpose In brief any presidential reliance on the dun?
1989 DOJ opinion t o p s t i f ) a unilateral United Stateb law enforcement action O V P T S ~ ~using
S
either lau enforcement agents or military
forces would be dl-advised

111. AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH

A. EXTRADITION
Every soveerexg state has domestic laws 11nishes to enforce beyond
its borders The United States is no exception. The problem arises
when one state attempts to exercise 11s authonr) over indhiduals
located within the terntor) of another sovereign state The concepr
of extradition 1s designed to stnke a balance herween the sanctit)
of one stales territorial Integrity and the law enfarcemenr merests
of
The United Statei 1s a signatox?. to mor? than 100
aciornpangmg note5 138-54
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bilateral extradition treaties. as well a6 many multilateral treaties
that include an obligation to "prosecute or extradite""4 Although
the extradition process is often cumbenome and slow1zsIt has nevertheless proven to be effectire m the recent campaign against Coiambian drug lords. In less than a year, the Colombian Government
has extradited more than a dozen individuals under indictmenr in
the Unired States for drug-related
There are also "informal" methods of exsraditmn. such as exclusion and deponation12'There have been elisicbed by some pubhckss;
however, they hare been used effectwely by states to shorten the
traditional extradmon process?28

In contrast. abduction has never been accepted by the mematima1
community as a valid method of law enforcement. Notwithstanding
this fact. many states have kidnapped fugitives in the territory of
another state without that state's consent.l2@The
end results of these
actions have ranged from the prosecution and execunon of the
fugmve by the abducting state:30 to the prosecution of the fugitive
and extradition of the kidnappers to the state -hose territorial integrisy had been
Judge Abraham Sofaer, former Legal Advisor to the Department
of State. has noted that "we are aware of no State that treats an
abduction as an illegal arrest for purposes of its own law when the
abducted individuals are being prosecuted.' l a Z Moreover, the United
States does subscribe to the pnnc~pleof male capwe bene d e t e n t i ~ ' ~ ~
This, however begs the question of the abduction's legalit1 under
international law
Judge Sofaer also appeared before Congress when the Antiterrorism Act was being considered. He testified. in part, as follows.

'"Findlay supra note 76 at 9
'#,Id ~f 6 16
I"'Waashmgton Post Jan 19 1990,BL 17. col .5
'O'J Murph,. mp70 note 7 2 , at 81-93
"'Set \I Bas~loum.sup70 note 70, ~t 343 See oiso hndlay s u p m note 7 8 , a t i
I T 4 B a ~ n o u n l .mpm note 70. at 346 52
l"ORi Attorney General of Israel I Adolf Elchmsnn, 36 I L R 6 (D Ct Jerusalem
1061). a r d , 36 I L R 277 (Supreme Court. Israel 1962)
l"See Jaffe Y Smith 825 F 26 301 (11th C u 1087) See niso Kear Y Hiran. 690 F2d
181 (4th Clr 1983)
1P'Sofaer mpra note 118 at 111
'dsSeeKer \ l l l i n o ~110
~ U S 136 (1868). Frlsbie Y Colbns. 342 U S 619 118523 See
ais0 Findlay mpm note 78. sf 17
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I was giad t o see that the biil does not provide far any 'seiihelp" measures. The Due Process clause of the Constitution
does not automatically preclude US. courts from trying persans forcibly seized abroad bg' U.S authorities It would be
wrong, however to extrapolate from this the conclu~ionthat
such seizures themselves are perfectly lawful . In general,
seizure by U.S. officials of terrorist suspects abroad might constitute a serious breach of the territorial sovereignty of the
foreign State. could violate local kidnapping laws, and might
be viewed by the foreign State as a vidation of mternatmnal
law and as incompatible with any bilateral extradition treaty
in forcela'
United States law dictates that extradition requests be considered
only ~n accordance with a treatysa6Securing jurisdiction by means
of an illegal abduction obviously results in the complete vitiation of
the extradition concept

B. ADDITIONAL PRESIDENTIAL POWERS
Referring to the threat posed by international terrorist groups to
United States national security interests. Barr hrote. "The extraterritorial eniorcement of United States laws 1s of growing importance
to our ability to protect vital national interests."L36
This statement
1s important in two ways. First. It points the way to additional
domestic sources of authority that, when combined with the President's responsibility to "fa~thfullyexecute" the laws authorizes extraterritorial presidential action. Secondly, Lt reveals a very egacentnc, American ~ i e w p o i n that
t
obscures principles of international
law that also may be cited as support for unilateral United States
actions
By defmmon. extraterritorial law enforcement mvoiws the ioreiw
affairs powers of the President. These are both ill-defined and exceptionally broad In Chited SfatesD Cit?-tm Wright C~rporfltion'~'
Justice Sutheriand, writing for the Supreme Court, noted
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It results that the investment of the federal government with
the powen of external sovereignty did not depend upon the
affirmative @.ants of the Constitution. The powers to deciare
and wage war, to conclude peace, to make treaties, to maintain
diplomatic relations with other sovereignties, if they had never
been mentioned in the Constitution, would have vested in the
federal government as necessary concomtants of nati~nality?~
Foreign affairs authority IS also vested solely in the President. "In
this vast external realm, with its important, complicated. delicate
and manifold problems, the President alone has the power to speak
or listen as a representative of the nation."138
It is interesting to consider the logical implications of Justice
Sutheriand's opinion The President's foreign affairs powers are
rooted in the sovereignty of the nation, and the sovereignty of the
nation 1s defined by general principles of international law, Thus,
arguably, the President's foreign affairs powers must be limited by
these same general principles of international law.

When United States national secunty LE threatened, the President's
authonty as Commander-m-Chief'40mustalso be added to the equation. Efforts by Congress to limit the presidential powers as
Commander-m-Chief have met with mixed
The constitutional limitations on presidential authority to use the armed farces
are beyond the focus of this discussion. Suffice it to say, however,
that this poweris also broad, dl-defined, and the source of controver~ y ? For
' ~ the purposes of this study, it IS enough to recogmze that
the President may use the armed forces beyond the borders of the
United States to protect the "vital national Lnterests" of the
The couTts have traditionally avoided defining the parameters of
the President's powers as Commander-in-Chief, labeling issues
relating to these pawen as political and nonjustic~able?~~
Barr would
have us believe that YoungstownSheet & Tube Co. i. S a ~ y e r was
'~~
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an exception to this rule when he quotes from Justice Jackson's cam
curring opinion " I should indulge the widest latitude of interpreta~
tmn to sustain [the Presidents] exclusive function to command th?
instruments of national farce at least h hen turned againsr the outside a m i d for the security of our society ' l a b
Actualib. this language LS dicta. Yaungstown involved President
Truman's seizure of coal mines in April 1flSZ The Supreme Court
determined that this action violated the Constitution. Justice Black
wrote the opinion of the court. and fire Justices wrote separate con
curring opinions In h a opmion. shortly following the above language
quoted by Barr, Justice Jackson went on to write that the Presidents
authority as Commander~inKhiefdid not conmtute a vahd basis far
his actims.14' Thus. Barr has attempted to capitalize on gratuitous
language m a concurring opinion 111 order to support his expansive
position concerning presidential authorit) as the Commander-inChief
A recent effort by the Supreme Court LO further define preside"
tial authority w-ab Dames & Moore c Reagan This case dealt A ith
the Piesident's authority. under the International Emergenc)
Economic Powers . A ~ t , lto~ ~freeze and release the propert) of a
foreign government during a declared national emergency the Iran
hostage cr1m Justice Rehnquist delivered the opinion of the Court
and refined I%uxgstou?t.

In Yasngstoiin Justice Jackson deiised three categories of presidential action and ascrihed to each \-aping degrees of judicial
deference"" Justice Rehnquist wrote that 'It 1s doubtless the case
that executive action in an) particular instance falls not neatlg in
one of three pigeonholes, but rather at some point along a spectrum
running from explicit congressional authorization to explicit congrei
simal prohibition ' ' M Presidential actions that h m e the ' explicit con
gressional authorization are entitled to the "strongest of presurnp
tmns
But \then the President acts against a n "explicit congres
smnd prohibirion
his p o a e r 1s ar it3 loivesr ebb"li3
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This language 1s particularly significant in relation to the AntiterI O I ~Act. As earlier noted, when Congresspassed this Statute it considered and rejected a "self-help" proviaanLe4
Congress thus intentionally did not include the authority to seize fuatwes extraterritorially without the consent of the country in which the>- were
found Though Congress did not explicitly prohibit such action, the
legislative intent LS clear. Accordingly, if the President's actions are
based solely on this statute. his power will be approaching Lts "lowest
ebb" on Justice Rehnquist's spectrum

C. THE FBI ENABLING STATUTES
The specific statutes upon whkh both DOJ opinions focus authorize
the FBI to mvestigate and to
Barr points out that this
authority is granted "without any express geographic I1m1tat10n."~~~
He reasons that, "because the President has recognized authority
to override customary international lam-, restrictions imposed by
customary internarionai law should not be read into such general
enabling statutes in a manner that precludes the exercise of this
a u t h ~ r i t y " ~As
~ 'noted, the existence of this presidential authority
remains to be proven.
Barr also claims that these statutes "confer extraterritorial law enforcement authority on the FBI Far example, when a foreign
sovereign has consented to the FBI's conduct of an arrest within its
territory, we see no basis to conclude that the FBI is powerless to
do so.''L68Here, Barr 1s correct
"Where fairly possible, a United States statute is to be construed
i o as not to conflict with international law or with an mternanonai
agreement of the Uruted state^.''^^^ It is posabie to interpret the
scatute~in issue in a manner consistent with principles of mternatlonai law. The 1980 DOJ opinion did this when 11concluded that
the statutes authorize the FBI to arrest a fugiave in The territory
of another state with that state's consent. This respect for the
sovereignty of another state 1s perfectly consistent with customary
international law
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Both enabling statutes predate the acceptance of the "passi\e per^
sona1,ty"junsdictional concept by the Llnmted StateslUoThus, when
Congress enacted the enabling statutes. It could not h a w considered
the possibility that some day the United States would have such broad
extraterntorialjurisdiction.Also. as noted earlier, when the Congress
did fmaily accept " p a s w e pemnaiity ' as an extraterritonaljurisdlctional bans. it specifically rejected a proposed "self-help" i a a enforcement provision Ibl
The domesnc aurhorlry of the President to order the arrest of
fugitives extraterritorially i s based upon all three of the constitutional powers discussed in this article: to see that L-mted Srates laws
are faithfullg executed: to conduct United States foreign p o l r ) , and
to protect the national security The enabling statutes are domestic
laws that aurhonze the FBI to investigate and to arrest The Pres1
dent may use the FBI m a way that 1s consistent with ail of the powen
he has been granted under the Constitution. This prorides the President with the power t o act, but 111s only part of the ansner

D. DOJ v. THE STATE DEPARTMENT
Barr's contention that the extraterntorial enforcement of United
States law 1s of growing importance to United States "vital national
interests'' reveals the fundamental problem associated with the 1989
DOJ opinion Its perspective 1s skewed The opinion interprets
domestic case law and statutes from an egocentric. American point
of view Barr resembies the biased scientist who arrives a t his conclusions and then conducts experiments in order t o suppon rhem
This lack of objectivity obscures a principle source of authority for
extraterritorial. unilateral action by the President mternational lax
Weere a state faced with a choice betneen the protection of the
"vltal national interests ' t o which Barr makes reference or compliance with international law compliance would be the exception
rather rhan the rule Such 1s not the case, hanever for international
law also provides the authorit) for United Stares protection of 1ts
n t a l natmnal mterests. Strangely enough, the r e r y system of laws
Barr claims the President may violate provides the President 791th
the authonr) to accomplish his goala
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Judge Sofaer testified before the same subcommittee that heard
the testimony of Mr. Barr Sofaer's statement before that subcommittee and a recent article he authored'ez set forth the current State
Department position regarding use of force to combat terrorism.
Sofaer suggests that the mue must be addressed as one of national
defense. not law enforcement. "To deal effectively with statesponsored terrorism requires treating Its proponents not merely as
criminals, but as a threat to our national security"1B3As might be
expected, this is consistent mith National Security Defense Deaaon
(KSDD) 138, issued by President Reagan m April 1984.Lb4
That stillclassified document describes terrorism as a threat to Umted States
national security and claims the right of self-defense in combatting
it LO5
During the hearing before the subcommittee, it appeared that Barr
and Sofaer had v e w different opinions about the President's authonty to order the seizure of individuals suspected of violating United
States laws in a foreign countw without that state's consent. The
chairman, Mr. Edwards, commented, "I'm curious as to why we have
two departments obviously ar odds."li6 Barr responded that DOJ and
the State Department were not in disagreement. They did disagree,
however, in a most fundamental way Barr said that
after the President determines that it's m the national interest
to pursue a particular law enforcement operation overseas, that
judgement, as a matter of domestic law, arerrides customary
international law, and that LS an authorized. legal, constitutional
action for American agents to engage in. At the same time, it
is a violation, or under many circumstances it could be a violation of international law and we would have to be prepared to
take the consequences of that violation.le'
The Chairman then had this exchange with Judge Sofaer:

Mr. Edwards: Is it your testimony that d the President decides
thar there is Some drug guy ~n Colombia, for example, that is
so menacing to the United States that that alone would be of
sufficient danger to the United States so that Mr, Reveil
"*Sofaer supra note 118
'68Jd 81 BO
'*'Tern,Counrenng Slate Sponiond 7 W r o m 36 Nmal L Re\ 159. 166 (1886)
"aJd
"6See the unpublished record of re~fimony mpra note 12 at 42
J671d at 4 5
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[Associate Deputy Director of the FBI] could send in some FBI
agents?
Judge Sofaer. No. Mr. Chairman. My testimony would be that
there would have to be specific acts or dangers that amounted
to a n attack on the United States under the U.N Charter, and
that the President would then have to be able to act ~n selfdefense. which requires action that does not go beyond what
is necessary and proportionallee
According t o Barr, if the President determines IC 1s in the national
merest." the FBI may violate the terntorial i n t e a t s of another state
and seize an individual suspected of violating United States laws
This subjective standard E far from Sofaer's posdion, which acknowledges that the President does not have the authority to order the
violation of a state's territorial integrity unless criteria established
m custornar). mternatmnai law have been met

E . STATE-SPONSORED TERRORISM
Sofaer concedes that territmai integrity is a "fundamental attribute of mvereignty,"'eP but paints out that It 1s not entitled to ab^
solute deference in international law
quires that we claim the right to act within the territory of other
States in appropriate circumstmces''li1 This right. however. IS
hmaed "The violation of a State's territorial integrity must be based
on self-defense'
Article 61 of the United Nations Charter reserves the "inherent
rlght of individual or collective self-defense d an armed attack ocC U ~ S . The
" ~ ~United
~
States has mns1stentll interpreted "inherent'
and "armed attack" expans~vely. "The United States has long
assumed that the inherent right of self-defense potentlaliy applies

Snlfed hatloni unlll the Securlri Cauncll has taken measurer n e c e ~ s a r ) I o
maintain international peace and %curin Measurer taken by Mlemben m the
PX~ICIIQ
of this nght of relf defenre shall be mmmedlmelg reponed to the Secun
t i Council and rhall not in an) UBY affect the authonf) and responslbillti
of Lhe Securlr) Council under the present Charter to take at an? r l m r such

ammn z ~td e e m neceuan ~n order
and securiri
L S Charter art i l
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against any illegal use of force, and that it extends to any group or
State that can properly be regarded as responsible for such activities.''I7' The definition of armed attack must ailow a state to "effectively
protect itself and its citizens from every illegal use of
force aimed a t the
Sofaer b e i w e s this broad interpretation of the Charter is essential far any state combatting terrorism.
A good illustration of United States poiicy is rhe Libyan air strike
of 1886 Based on perwas1t-e intelligence
the United States
estabhshed that the Libyan Government had dlrected a terrorist bambmg of a discotheque, kilimg two and wounding another serentyeight United States citizens in West Berlin on April 5 , 1986 There
were also continuing repons that Libya was planning additional attacks against United States nationals"' In an act of anticipatory selfdefense, the United States bombed five Libyan bases that had been
linked to the training of international terrorists.
The discotheque bombing established the imminence of the term n s t threat created by Libya. Terrorists trained and directed by the
Libyan Government had now demonstrated their abihty to strike. The
United States response was a measured one, using only the force
necessary to deai with the threat"# The United States argued that
this w a s a valid act of self-defense under the principles of customary
international
"The ultimate remedy for a State's knowmgiy
harboring or assisting terrorists who attack another State or its
citizens 1s
The terrorism sponsored by Libya, however, is quaiitatirelp different from acts of terrorism that are not sponsored by a state The
United States could reasombig argue that Libya's actions constituted
a n "armed attack" and then invoke the right of self-defense
Morearer, the srate whose terrltanai integrity was violated was the
State responsible for the terrorism Barr does not condition the Pres,dent's authority to violate a state's terntormi lnregrity on that state's
responsibility for the act of terrorism. Barr does not condition that
authority at all
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Barr ignores some very basic facts Kot ever) act of terrorism
against United States interests IS state-sponsored or constitutes an
"armed attack Not etew statesponsored terrorist finally located
IS in the state that sponsored the attack Those terrorist acts that
have no state-sponsorshipare criminal acts and require international
cooperation in the law enforcement arena They do not authorize,
under domestic or international law the President to violate the territorml integrity of an) state
"

IV. CONCLUSION
Barr contends that the President has t h e authorit) to "displace'
customary international law when he, m his sole discretion, determines tidating another state's territorial integity 1s ''inthe national
interest " Barr manipulates dualism. case law. statutes and the Constitution to create this Presidential authority.
Contrary to Barr's position, the President 1s bound by mternational
law There 1s no constitutional prov~smn.no statute, and no case that
authorizes the President to displace customary inrernatmnal Ian
beyond the terntonal borders of the United States The President
does not have the authority under either domestic or customary international law to vialate the terntonal integrity of any state for the
purposes of enforcing the laxs of the United States The Consntution and enabling statutes give him the power to use the FBI extrater
ntonally. That use, h o w w r , must be in conformance with general
principles of curornary international law The President must obev
international law rather rhan "displace it

EDITOR'S,VOTE:O n August IO, 1990, Federal Dxfrtcf Court Judge
Edward Rnjeedie ncled that Machain %'asillegally kidnapped,froni
Mesrco and must be returnad. The trzaljudgefound that the court
lacked jurisdzcfion because the LSnfed States had ucoloted it8 eztiaditton treatg with Memco The Department o f h o t i c e zs opptol
zng the decismn
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THE INTERNATIONAL EXPORT OF
HAZARDOUS WASTE: EUROPEAN
ECONOMIC COMMUNITY, UNITED STATES,
AND INTERNATIONAL LAW
by Captain Peter D.P. Vint-

I. INTRODUCTION
The export of hazardous waste across national borders has become
an mternational problem’ In the United States and other countries.
there LS a scarcity of hazardous waste treatment facilities, and few
countries want new facilities >leanwhile, facilities that do exist for
treating and disposing of hazardous waste are reaching capacity, and
few new facilities are being built *
This article reviews the international law and the U.S domestic
law that governs the exporting of hazardous waste The United States

l problem. and have
and other countries are beginning to c ~ n t r o this
adopted mer31 laws and treaties m an attempt to protect the world’s
environment
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11. EXPORTING HAZARDOUS WASTE:
A DANGEROUS PRACTICE
A . THE PROBLEM
L-"fortunatel). market m e n t i i e s encourage business to dispose of
hazardous \Taste unsafely through "midnight dumping' Generators
of hazardous waste can escape regulatory and physical constraints
by shipping the waste to other countries In particular, generators
of hazardous %aste can aroid stringent environmental regulations
in their home countries and m e mane] b? shipping it to other
POUntneSi

Although some erpmt of hazardous n a s t e may be necessar? for
various reasons. It poies a significant threat to human health and
the enrronment First there is a potential far spills or accidents durmg transit. which xould release hazardous waste directly into the
environment Second. the waste may nor be taken t o an approved
disposal facilit) upon leaXing the generator countri rhus creating
an environmental hazard Hazardous wastes thar are incompletelr
or Improperly discarded may contaminate not only the dispmal site,
but also may contaminate aaacent countries Furthermore The
damage may not become apparent until much later. making cleanup
more difficult .

The quaiitineb of hazardous waste produced are enarmow The
ental Protection Agenc) (EP.4) estimates that
million metric tons of hazardous wasie are
produced and most of it is disposed of m ways that cause sigmficant environmental damage EP.4 also estimates that millions of tons
of hazardous waste are disposed of illegally ever? year, mcludmg exports across narmnal boundaries a This includes hundreds of tons of
hazardous waste smuggled annually out of the Lmtcd States alone
Greenpeace. an en\ ironmenrallr~cancernedorganization Claims
to know of plans by American parries, with or without authonra
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Greenpeace
tion, to export hazardous waste to forty-four
has also verified over 150 actual and proposed attempts to dispose
af hazardous waste over a threeyear period in eighty-sn countries?'
It estimates that over three miihon tons of waste move around the
world each year?%
Officmlly, more than 600,000 tons of hazardous waste are exported
annually from Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries. However, the actual quantity is emmated
t o be twice this a m o ~ n t According
?~
t o OECD. each year Western
Europe has approximately 100,000-120.000 international shipments
of hazardous waste, equalling about 260,000 tons. Of this, 80% goes
to other Western European countries, 15% to Eastern Europe, and
5 % to developing countries." These shipments are increasing as a
result of a lack of disposal capacity in generator states and lower
disposal costs m other countries, often due to less stringent enrironmental protection regulanansI5
Not more than 20% of exported hazardous haste moles from
developed countries to developing countnes, while the rest moves
between developed countriesJeFor example, the largest amount of
hazardous waste exported from the United States goes to Canada"
Australia and New Zealand ship hazardous waste to Great Britain.
and Belaurn has become a specialist in recycling hazardous waste,
including toxic chernicalsIBSome developing countries also export
hazardous waste; for example, Bahrain exports to Great Britain, and
Singapore exports to Thailand
The United Nations Environment Program (UKEP) estimates that
inter-European transfen of all waste. including hazardous waste, constitute about 800.000 tons of waste annually, of which West Germany
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Much of West Germany's hazardouq
accounts for over 600.000
waste is shipped to a single facility in East German) To earn hard
currency, East Germany has been accepting one to two mlllmn tons
annually of household w s t e from all over Europe at fifr? to eighty
doilars per ton Hundreds of trucks daily deliver thls haste to a
500~acreopen-air dump in Schonberg. right across the border irom
Lubeck, West Germaw. The CIIIZBIIE of Lubeck are now wnrned ahout
this waste contammatmg their water22

The mqor problem. however, 1s the export of hazardous waste from
developed countries to developing countries. particuiarl) some of rhe
poorer counrries in Africa. the Middie East. and Latin America 23
There have been several notonous incidents mvolvmg the export of
hazardous waste to the third world, particularly to West Africa 24
In some instances. the waste has been secretiy dumped. For example. Madagascar has found barrels of toxic u-aste dumped off KS
beaches z 5
In other cases. an agreement IS involved. In several African dump
ing schemes documented by Greenpeace, companies disposed of
hazardous waste by delivering it to people clearly unqualified OI
dispose of It In one scheme, from 1987 to 1988 an Italian firm paid
the owner of a small constructm firm m the tiny Kigerian p o n of
Kako SI00 per month to rent his yard Subsequently. 8000 leaking
barrels of hazardous waste were found in the yard and severai peopie uere arrested 26 And in 1088 a Norwegian shipping company
dumped 15,000 tons of so-called r a n mareriaifor bncks an rhe island
of Kassa m Guinea. When Greenpeace informed the Guinean gaiernment that the w u t e might he hazardous m Guinea's wet climate. and
vegetarmn on the island suddenly started dying. It was determined
that the material u-as really t o m incinerator ash from the Cnited
States Authorities arrested the Kiarweaan consul-general who had
authorized the import. and ordered the u-aste removed zi
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In perhaps the most notormu incident recorded by Greenpeace,
the ship W i a n Sea tried to port in fifteen countries on five cantinents to unload incinerator ash from PhiladelphmzaThe ship tried
to pass off the ash as fertilizer to Haitian farmers. but was exposed
by Greenpeace ?OItmanaged to unload about 20,000 tons before being ordered to leave with about 10,000 tons still an board. After being refused entry by numerous countries during the course of over
a gear, the ship changed owners and registry and twice changed its
name The ship finally reappeared off Singapore with 11s holds empty.30
One of the main techniques used by hazardous waste exporters is
to characterize the waste disposal plan as a deieiopment plan. For
exampie, in 1088 a United States company proposed to build an incmerator in Panama to burn one-third of New York City's garbage,
about 9,000 tons daily. The plan was worth $12,000.000 per year and
w-odd hare created 600 jobs in a n economically depressed region
However. there were seieral discrepancies. The plan called for
generating eiectricity with heat from the plant, which was impossible, and the waste began arriving three months before building of
the incinerator commenced When the Panamaman health minister
threatened to resign. the plan was finally rejected J1 Bribery LS
another technique A Panamanian government official stated that
he was offered a beach house if he would approve a project to import huge piles of ~ncrneratorash. including highly toric dioxin. from
the United States.3s

€3. INTERNATIONAL REACTION

To

THE PROBLEM
The exposure of hazardous waste export activities has led to a
tremendous reaction worldwide In several cases, the importing countries have required the re-export of the hazardous waste 3 3 For example, in 1987, after Italian hazardous waste was unloaded in
Venezuela, some barrels began leaking, endangering local water services and causing beaches to be closed. Venezuela ordered the waStes
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remaied They were subsequently unloaded in Syria. which also required re-export Finally, t h e wastes were returned t o Italy, where
port workers struck m
In another case in January 1989,

14,000barrels of hazardous waste were returned to Italy aboard the

Karin B. months after the5 were illegally dumped in Sigeria The
Italian government estimated the cost of disposal at $8,000.000.and
stated that a d s 15% of Italy's refuse IS disposed of properly. \\ith
the remaining 85%being dumped in illegal sites throughout Italy and
the third brorld 3 6

An additional reaction has been the cancellation or outrlght re^
jectmn of deals for export of hazardous aaste by de\eloping c o u n ~
tries in
ioaa, G
~
~ with a~gross natlonai
~
~ product
~ of B
only $150 million per year, cancelled a contract to accept twelve
million tons of hazardous waste mer f h e years at S l l 0 miillon per
year.36 41so m 1988 the government of Benin canceled a $12 3 million
deal with a European company to accept export of hazardous waste
from the United States and Europe Despite these actions, the
governments of deieloping countries haw recognized that the? s i m p
I?d o not hare rhe mechanisms t o control the import of hazardous
waste 3 5
Because of the growing problem of export of hazardous waste
several ~ ~ l ~ t iha\e
o n ibeen proposed Greenpeace has stated that
the only real solution to toxic pollution is to pre\ent production of
toxic waste in the first place 39 Aiternatireli Greenpeace has prop o ~ e da strict worldwide ban on the export of hazardous wasre. since
it maintains that no system can adequately safeguard human health
and the environment j''
The Luxembourg minister of the environment has noted, haxeier,
that it would be impossible to stop shipments immediately, and that
to do so could lead to black marketing Rati~er,he called for a r e d u c ~
tion m generation of hazardous waste, srrong export con~rols.and
improved haste disposal and recycling capabilities in both developed
and developing countries
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One commentator has suggested that the adequacy of the disposal
facility he no less than the exporting countrg’s standards, including
operation, management, and appropriate worker p r a t e c t m ~ sThis
.~~
would provide equally strong environmental protection worldwide,
ensure minimization of hazardous waste production, require the
polluter to pay in advance. and avoid the subsequent problem of
determining liability for cleanup.
Reaction from third world countries, particularly in Africa. has
been even stronger. In May 1988, during the voyage of the Xhian
Sea, an Organization for African Unity (OAU) resolution stated. “We
declare that the dumping of industrial and nuclear wastes m Africa
IS a crime against Africans, and we condemn all companies that participate . in introducing these wastes into Africa. W e ask them
t o clean up the areas already polluted ‘ ‘ 4 3
In June 1988 the Economic Community of \Vest Africa decided to
enact national laws making it a criminal offense to facilitate dumping of hazardous wastes4‘ All sixteen members have now enacted
laws regarding the import of hazardous waste 4STheCommunity has
also established a “Dump Watch’ miormatian-shanng system regarding the movement of hazardous waste-carrying vessels 46

In particular, Nigeria, because of the Xoko incident, enacted a
Harmful Waste Decree, providing for life imprisonment for anyone
found guilty of dumping hazardous waste in 6igerm4’ After enacting the legislation, Kigeria also declared that any further dumping
would he considered a hostile act 4a Nigeria has also stated that it
will establish a federal environmental protection law and an environmental protection commission. In this connection, analysts ha\-e
noted that several other industrializing nations will soon he producing their own hazardous wastes and will need national agencies to
regulate
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The African cornmunit) a i a whole. however, has been unable to
develop a unified plan Following a January 1989 meeting of African
environmental ministers. attended h) iepresenrarires of thin)
African c ~ u n t r i e and
s twelve Western COUII~TIPS,thc representatnes
were unable t o agree on a final commumque The ministers starrd
that they here unable to salve rhe problem of transboundary rvabtr
morement. and demanded massne Western aid for this
Other developing couiirries hare had similar discussions In July
1988 t h e Zone of Peace and Co-operation of the South Atlantic
discussed enacting n a t m a l laws makmg It a criminal offense t o
facilitate dumping of hazardous a a s t e ~ . ~
And
l 111 late 1988 follonm g a meeting m Cyprus of the n a n - d w e d countries. the group asked
for p r o t e c t m against the mmement and dumping of hazardous
wn.aSre.iZ

Western countries have also reacted t o the problem For example
in the United States 111 1986 two Amencan businessmen aere I"
dicted for ilkgall? dumping hazardous wastes in \lexica 5 1 In June
1988 Ihe P C O ~ O Summit
~ ~ C of the se\en major induitnalized nation?
emphasized emironmental concerns m its final communique.'' And
in September 1988 folloaing a srnke by porr workers against t h e
forced return of hazardous waste 10 Italy, as well as several other
hazardoua waste scandals Ira15 declared a temporar? ban an the export of hazardous aaste j5 In January 1989 Italy introduced leglsla
tion to prevent recurrence of inleinational dumping of hazardous
waste si Environmental issues hare also begun to plag rnajoi roles
in national politics in such countries as the United States, Great Britain. and Sweden ''

Local a u t h o r m s also have reacted to the problem The town of
Lubeck. Weest Germany. JUII across the border from rhe huge dump
ai Schanberg Easr Gelman? has filed over 230 IzwSuits against U-eest
German state governments that send waste to Srhonberg, charging
that shippers do not handle rhe waste hccording to IVeesr German
repulatlons
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Finally, the g o n i n g problem of export of hazardous waste has led
to the involvement of mernatmnal organizatmns. In 1985 the USEP
issued the draft Cairo Guidelines and Principles for the Enwonmentaiiy Sound Management of Hazardous U-ates. including import consent and export notification requirements.5aThe guidelines were
subsequently approved m June 1987.60In Smember 1988 the United
Narions (UK)General Assembly debated the issue of hazardous waste
a t its Plenary Session of Heads of State and Government and
Mimsrers of Foreign Affairs. The LY also addressed the issue In tu-0
major subcommittees. the Pohticai Committee and the Economic
Committee

In July 1988, Barber Conable, the President of the World Bank,
stated the Bank's policy of not financing projects involving the
disposal of hazardous waste. including shipment to or disposal of
hazardous waste in any developing country. The Bank n i l l allou the
export of hazardous waste on11 after prior consent by the recipient
or upon acceptable certification and utilization of emironmentally
sound transit storage, and disposal methods.B2
Proposed solutions have also included the establishment of new
international organizations In June 1988 Egypt proposed at a US
meeting that a task force be farmed to B S S I S L developing countries
in improving their technical capacity to deal with hazardous waste
by providing not only advice but assistance upon request 83 At a CiY
meeting later that year, a representative from the Chemical Yanufacturem Association proposed development of an Environmental Tram
ing Network TO function as a coordmanng center for enwonmental
training projects because of significant overlap between groups currently conducting training

111. EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY
LAW REGARDING EXPORT OF
HAZARDOUS WASTE
The Treaty of Rome. which established the European Economic
Community (EEC) m 1957, does not specifically corer environmenWnited haooni E n v i m n m ~ n Program.
t
U h Doc No LP W G 122 L 1 Add 3 Rei 1
(19851
?zwqfl. Supm note 41 BI 1
BIReporr s u r a note 44 at 2 The Uh-spansowd international treat) regarding the
expon of hazardous w a s t e 13 discussed tnjm 8f Part V(B1
'*Id ai 6
"Id annex I1 at 1
*'Id at 6
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tal problems However, with increasing world- Ide awareness of environmental problems since the late 1960's. the EEC has begun formulating an environmental policy The effort began with the Directive on the Supervision and Control within the European Cammunity of the Transfronner Shipment of Hazardous Wastea6 (the EEC
Directive) in 1987
Member states used ad-hoc bilateral arrangements to control the transfrontier shipment of hazardous waste
However, these agreements were not successful m tracking and can^
trolling shipments

In July 1987 the Single European Act added a general emironmentai protection policy. including control of transfrontier shipment of
hazardous waste, to the EEC treatyegThe basis of the policy 1s the
principle that the polluter pays to remedy the effects of pollution l o
Although there have been controvemes regarding the legal foundation of environmental action difficulties in coordinating community\ride enmronmental action, and problems with some states in Implementing envlronrnental actmns, environmental protection IS a high
pnarity w t h m the EEC."
One specific Incldenr highlighted the need for community-wide environmental laws In 1976 a facrory explosion in Italy resulted in the
removal of dmxmcontammated hazardous waste from the w e . In
1983 forty-one barrels of this waste were found m a barn in Kort h e m France, having crossed the border undetected. This mudent
provided a political motivation for the passage of the EEC Directne.72
The proposed EEC Directive was initially submitted to member states
in 1983, but was subsequently narrowed by several changes before
passage.'3 The EEC Directire finaliy became effective in January
1987.7'
The purpose of the EEC Directive is to decrease nsks resulting from
the transfrontier shipment of hazardous waste The EEC Directne
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is based on article 100 of the Treaty af Rome.7r Under article 100,
the Council of European Communities must act unanimously Three
types of actions under the Treaty of Rome bind member states:
regulations; decmons; and directives. Recommendations and opinions are not binding. A directive binds ail members, who must ~ m plement Lt through national legislation or administrative action ''

The EEC Directive establishes a "closed-cycle" tracking system far
export of hazardous waste, I e , governmental authorities receive
pnor notice of shipments, may set conditions for shipment, and
receive notification of arrival a t an authorized site.'8 The system applies to shipments within the EEC, as nell as exports from or Lmports into the EEC '*
Cnder the EEC Directive, hazardous waste includes any waste
defined as hazardous waste by a member state.BoHowever, it
specifically excludes several types of waste.s1 One problem is that
there is no readily available list of waste that each member considers
t o be hazardous Where the waste is for reuse or recycling, it is exempt from ail requirements except the manifeit requirement (discussed
The waste exporter must provide prior notification of dispatch,
tramit, and destination to competent authorities m member and nonmember states.B4Prior notification includes. 1) identity of producer,
2) source and compositmn of the waste, 3) information regarding insurance; 4) transport measures; and 6 ) contract with a capable consignee having adequate technical disposal capacitya5
Shipment may not be made before the destination member state
acknowledges receipt of notification.86The destination member state
has thirty days to do so A general notification procedure may be
The EEC Directire s u r a note 66 at Preamble
Id art 189
Kelly, rnpm note 1. at 67
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used for seieral shipmenti r i t h i n a year”*Objections ma? be made
by the destination member state or the generator member state
Member states ma) impose only conditions on shipment.g0and It 1s
not clear whether the state of transit may absolutely bar shipment w
Objections must be based on environmental or health concerns canbibtent \\ith EEC law e? Objections ma) result in prohibition of ship
ment 01 ahipment subject to Certain conditions Shipments by
member stater to non-member states require prior consem.@4
All shipments must be accompanied b] a manifest The manifest
must be signed bi the producers. transporreis and disposers of the
waitr. and when the m i t e reaches the final destination a copy must
be forwarded to the appropriate governmental authoritirb O s The
manifest is the ke) document for notification and tracking of these
\hipmerits of haiardoui iiaste 9‘

The EEC Directire requires all shipments of hazardouq maste to
be properly packaged and labeled. and accident instructions are also
required Hoxeier the EEC Directires lack of ipecific unifoim
packaging and labeling mstructions has be
to lead IO iompliance problem\. especial1
conflicting requirements.”
The canagnee muit possess adequate technical capacity to dispose
of the r a t e under conditions presenting no danger to human health
and rhe environment Furthermore. if the consignee is ~na member
stat? it must hale a proper permit l m n In addition. for non-EEC conslgnees the shlpper of the waste must \ e n f y arrival at the final
deitinatmn aithin SIX weeks after the shipment Iemei the EEC-”]

I
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The EEC Directive does not require annual reporting by producers,
holders, or disposers of hazardous waste Member states, however,
must submit biennial reports regarding their implementation of the
EEC Directive.lo2
Underlying the EEC Directive 1s the "polluter pays" principle
Under it, the costs of implementing the notification and supervision
necessary analysis and controls, are borne by
the producer and holder of the wasteLo3Additionally, the producer
a i the waste is required t o take all necessary steps to dispose of the
hazardous w a l e m an environmentally safe mannerlM Violations may
result m civil liability for damages under the EEC Directive?o6

P~OVISIOIIS. including

O\erall, the EEC Directive has been praised as establishing an effective closed-qcle tracking system that may reduce the potential
for harm to human health and the environmentLosHowever, it has
also been criticized for having several deficiencies First. there are
no procedures for response to accidents or spills during transit, nor
is notification of such requiredLo7Honever. 11does allox member
states to establish their own accident procedures!O8 Second, the EEC
Directive does not require insurance for export of hazardous waste?os
The EEC D~rectivealso delays action on the issue of liability for
damages resulting from hazardous waste exports11oFinally, the EEC
system has been criticized for its lack of uniformity of hazardous
waste treatment and disposal regulations The major cause of export
of hazardous waste in the EEC IS precisely this ability to freely export hazardous waste across barders"l

'L'The EEC Directlie supra note 6b, art 13
'""id art 10
" l i d art 11K
l"'Id a n 11(3) Hoireier, the scape of liability under the EEC DlreeIwe remains
unclear Kelly supra note 1. at 113
'"Kelly a p m note 1 at 88
"'-Id at 112
' " T h e E X Directhie m p r a note 66 an 4 ( i ) 1(6)
"'sKelly mpra note 1. at 102
""Id at 88
"'Willlami A Study giHa2ardous WasIp.W~nzmuulio~
oiEumpe i?ibirco,ulPnioiP
Stiolemrs to Reduce Fmduclion o J H a 2 ~ ~ d o Waste
l ~ s 14 B C E n i d Aff 222 n 248
11987)
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IV. UNITED STATES LAW AND TREATIES
REGARDING THE EXPORT OF
HAZARDOUS WASTE

A. UNITED STATES LAW
In 1976 Congress enacted the Resource Consemation and Recaier)
Act (RCR.4)"'hecause of the growingneed to dral with land disposal
of solid aaste and hazardous waste RCRA establishes a regulatory
program under the Environmental Protection Agency (EP.4) to deal
with hazardous \caste from production t o disposal Pursuant to
RCRA. EPA Idennfies and l i s t s hazardous w'.astei1IJ
The RCRA definition of hazardous waste includes all solid wastes
specifically listed."' as well as those that exhibit certain characteristics (ignitability corros1vity. reactivity. and toxicit
specifically exempts some small amounts of hazardous wasw from
regulananL16 RCRA also nominally regulates other hazardous
wastes1" RCRA does not include radioactive wastes as hazardous
wastes."' no, does it regulate disposal at sed af hazardous w a ~ r e l ~ ~
In 1070 President Carter issued Executive Order No 12 114. sertmg forth the requirements to analyze em ironmental imparts abroad.
but not specifically requiring export permits12oThen m 1081, f d o a
mg a controrers). regarding exporring dangerous products, Presideni
Carter issued Executive Order KO.12,26412'establishing export procedures for certain products restricted or banned in the United
States including hazardous suhsrancei and chemical mixtures
Hoaeter Piesident Reagan raoked the order rhe next month with
Executive Order No 12.2901*z
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Although RCRA did not expressly cover export of hazardous waste.
in 1980, based on RCRA standards applicable to generators and
transporters of these substances, EPA promulgated limned regulations regarding the export of hazardous
The 1980 EPA
regulations required: 1) exporters to notify EPA each year before initial shipment of hazardous waste to each country by identifying the
waste and the consignee;1242) exporters to mark the date of export
on the manifest;12Sand 3) generators to get confirmation of delivery
from the consimee.126
The 1980 remiations also contamed labeline
and record-keepmg requlrements!z7 EPA undertook the responsibility
to notify the foreign gavernrnent'ze
These regulations were criticized as being inadequate Although
the same general record-keeping requirements applied to domestic
and exported hazardous waste, the export regulations did not require
reporting of the quantity of waste, frequency of shipment, or manner af transportation or treatment outside the United States Moreover, EPA had no authority to prohibit the export of any hazardous
waste rejected by a foreign countiy.128
Between 1980 and 1985 the number of export notifications issued
by EPA for exports of hazardous waste increased dramatically. In
1980 only twenty notices were issued, rising to 380 ~n 1985 The fiveyear total was 823 notices, with 90% to Canada. 6% to Europe, and
4% t o Asia and Latin America.L30
In 1984 EPA acquired authority to control hazardous waste expolts
and to coordinate notification with the State Department, following conmesslanai concern regarding loopholes m the control of hazar~
dous waste and the potential for fareign policy and environmental
problems!31 This led to the passage of the Hazardous and Solid Waste
Amendments of 1984 (HWSA)?32The Senate expressed concern that
the existing notification System was inadequate to address human
health, the enwronment. and foreign poiicy probiemi?3s The amend-
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Fed Reg 12 732. 12,743-41, codtltrd n l 40 C F R pfs 262 263 (1987)
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ments also expressed a belief that to protect their wishes and interests. foreign nations should give consent before impon of harardous waste13' Specifically, the Senate expressed concerns that under
the current regulations, notification did not include the amount of
waste to be exported. the frequency af export, ports of entry overseas, or methods of storage. treatment, or disposal135The Senate projected that this information would assist the ieglslative branch in
determining the amount and destination of export of hazardous
waste. in order t o determine whether additional controls were
n e c e ~ s a r ) Fmally
'~~
the Senate suggested that EPA work with the
Customs Service to establish effective regulatmn to monitor international shipments far compliance and to ensure vigorous pursuit
of \ i o l a t i o n ~ ?The
~ ~ House of Representatives concurred that pnor
consent was necessary to avoid the dumping of hazardous waste in
unsuspecting countries. and It cited several cases. including th?
dumping of PCB's in Mexico and
The Senate and House
agreed on the
Otherwise. there was ven little ex
planation. and legislative history was comdered minlmal by one c o m ~
mentatoF
In August 1986 EP.4 published final regulations regarding the export of hazardous waste under the amendments?" In addition to
domestic concerns. t n o Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) decisions provided reference for the regulationsLi2The HRS.4 regulat~ansprohibit the export of hazardous m s t e
unless 1) the exporter notifies EPA, 2) the recaring country con^
sents to accept the waste, 3) a copy of the consent is attached to
the manifest accompanying shipment, and 4) the shipment conforms
to the terms of the consent143Each of these requirements is discussed
m more derail in the following paragraphs.
HKS.4 export controls. with one minor exception. appl) onl) to
the extent that hazardous waste is regulated by EP.4, le..waste re-
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qmnng an EPA manifest d ~ m e s t i c a i i yH~I~S ~A prohibits any penon
from exporting hazardous waste until EPA has been notified.
Notification must include' 1) name and address of exporter; 2) types
and estimated quantities of hazardous waste to be exported; 3)
estimated frequency of export. and peliod of time for export;4) ports
of entry; 5 ) description of the manner that the hazardous waste will
be transported, treated, stored, and disposed of in the receiving cauntry, and 6 ) the name and address of the ultimate treatment, storage,
or disposal
Under the regulations, primary exporters are directly responsible
for timely. complete. and accurate notification to EPA regarding the
Primary exportem are those
proposed export of hazardous
who mmnaiiy export hazardous waste and brokers who arrange for
foreign management of hazardous waste, but not those who merely
provide transportation between facilities"' The exporter's notification to EPA coven intended shipments of a particular hazardous
waste for twelve months!4a Renonficanan to bath transit and receiving countries and consent from receiving countries is required for
any changes made under the notification, except for the mode of
transportation, type of contamer, or a decrease ~n the quantit) of
waste?40
Before shipment consent of the receiving country is requiredl50
The procedure LS as follows: 1)EPA forwards completed notification
to the State Department far transmission t o the U.S. embassy in the
receiving or transit countries: 2) the U.S. embassy fomards that information to the appropriate authorities; 3) the embassy forwards
the response to the State Department; 4) the State Department
notifies EPA, and 5 ) EPA notifies the e x p m t e P EPA requests sixtldays prior notification by the exporter, but this LS only an estimate
of the time required. as consent of the receiving country IS a prerequisite'j2
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Pnmar) exporrers are responsible for compliance with t h e prior
consent requirement far any country where the wasre IS sent for
disposal. treatment (mcludmg recycling). or srorage (except temporary storage incident to transportatian).lj3A copy of the consem
must accompany the hazardous waste shipment attached to the
manifest lb4Pnmar) exporters must identify. and EPA must notify.
any transit countries through which the hazardous waste will trarei
but consent IS not required"j
Primar! exporters are required t o make specific efforrs to \enf!
that rhe naste went where It was intended to go.'" Further. they
must ensure that the handling of the Paste conforms to the terms
of shipment
Finall), primary exporters must file an annual report with EPA
summanzing the types, quantities. frequency, and desrinarion of all
expotied hazardous wa5te'sn This enables EP.4 to track these statistics
for all reported exported hazardous waste.bq
Transporters (who arrange only for transportation) also have
several responsibilities The! must delirer a cop) of the manifest to
L'S Customs when the waste IS exported and milst ensure that the
manifest and consent accompany the waste The) must also refuse
to export hazardous waste if they know Lt does not conform t o the
terms of the consent lh''

HNSA pro, ides for ciiminal penalties for knouingl) exporting
hazardous naate in violation of Its requirementslu1The regularions
pro, ide that primary exporters, including their employees are w b -

ject to criminal penalties far knowingly violating export regulatmns~h2
Transporters. who must refuse t o export hazardous waste If they
knox it does nor conform to the terms of the consent. Cannot escape
cnmmal liability by being willfull! blind to the nonconformlty161
Regarding civil habiht!. RCRA is generally interpreted to impose Strict
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liability for cleanup of releases on generaton and some transponers
and storen of hazardous waste, subject to certain statutanly defined
defenses164
The above EPA requirements regarding export of hazardous waste
do not apply d the Umted States has an mternatmnal agreement with
the country concerned. If there is a n international agreement regarding the export of hazardous waste, the shipment must conform
t o that agreement>6sAlthough in 1984 at the time of the HWSA
amendments there were no such agreements, since then bilateral
agreements have been signed with Canada and Mexico?esThe EPA
has expressed a preference for bilateral agreements over shiprnentby-shipment arrangements.lb7In addition, ratification of the recent
international treaty regarding the export of hazardous waste may
a f f e c t the above
The HWSA addition t o RCRA of requmngpnor consent of the impaning country has been cited as a significant unprovement to United
States hazardous waste management policyLao However, I t has been
criticized in comparison with the EEC Directwe, because: 1)the exporter must rely on the United States to relay notification and consent, thus causing unnecessary delay; and 2) the EEC provides a
much stronger tracking system with strict liability for the producer,
thus making identification of and recovery from vmlators easier?l'
Moreover, an internal Inspector General audit of EPAs program t o
control export of hazardous waste indicated that the program needs
m q o r improvements The report found that hundreds of tons of
hazardous waste are exparted without prior notification filed with
EPA. and it criticized EPA for having no system to monitor the export of hazardous waste. The report noted, however, that EPA was
aware of the problem and was deveioping a program LO remedy the
deficiency Congress has also criticized EPA's hazardous waste export program 111
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RCRA authorization expired in September 1988 Congress made
no strong efforts at reauthanzation during 1986.1.'but It did include
interim funding for 1989 m EP.4 appropriations biiis.1-3In July 1988
a bill wrai introduced I" rhe Houir to prohibit the export of hazardous waste except where there 1s an international agreement Rep
resentative Conyers n h o introduced the bill. criticized the currenr
rules requiting consent of the receiving c o u n t v as unworkable. considering the large sums of money offered to those countries and their
officials io accept hazardous waste L'nder the bill. hazardous \vast?
would be defined as in RCRA, and EP.4 aould develop and p m muigate regulations to control the export of hazardous waste.
Criminal penalties nould include a 830.000 fine and tv.0 years' coilfmernent. doubled for the second offense"'

In September 1988 Senator Baucua. Chairman of the Subcommittee on Hazardous Wastes and Toxic Substances. introduced a bill
regarding the export of hazardous waste?.' The bill aould prohibit
the export of hazardous w s t e unless there E an international agreement with the Importing countrr and xould require the importing
country to manage rhe waste followng United States environmental laws Senator Baucus denounced the export of hazardous waste
t o detelopmg countnes. callmg it "garbage imperialism " Alrhough
the bill was introduced too late ~n the session for action. It would
set the tone for upcoming congesnonal debates on reauthai izatmn1-6

B. BILATERAL TREATIES
I . n e o t y wzth MWO
In 1963 the United States and Mexico signed a general em m n m e n tal agreement, the Agreement between the Cmted States of America
and the United Mexican States on Cooperation for the Protection and
Impraiement of the Environment in the Border Area (the Mexican
Treaty),9hich entered into force 111 February 1!38417v
The agreement
remains m effecr indefinitely but exher part) ma) withdraw upon
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months' written notice"' The agreement provides that the parties may conclude specific arrangements. to be annexed to the agreement, for solutions to common problems in the border areai7e
SIX

Subsequently, in September 1986 the United States and !vlexico
agreed to combat the problem of export of hazardous waste by supplementing the 1983 aneement with Annex III to the Mexican
Treat)-'*o (the Xexican Annex)!a1 The Mexican Annex governs the
transfrontier shipment of hazardous waste.LBZ
It has been hailed as
a major step in controlhng the export of hazardous waste!B3 The Mexican Annex was stgned in November 1986, and It provided that it
would enter into force upon an exchange of notes between the parThe Mexican Annex specifically provides that it does not affect the parties' international agreements.laSIt continues mdefuuteiy,
but either party may withdraw upon six months' written noticel86
Under the Muucan Annex, hazardous waste ISdefined as axv waste
so designated by either country?s7EPA 1s designated as the United
States authority under the Annex?BBThe Mexican Annex requires
prior notification from EPA t o the Mexican government for any export of h.aaardaus waste for which consent 1s required.LSQNotice is
required forty-five days before shipment, and it may cover individual
shipments or a sene8 of shipments up to one yearlgONotification information must include: identity of the exporter. description of the
hazardous waste: estimated frequency of shipment; estimated total
quantity, means of transportation. port of entry; Ldentity of consignee, and description of treatment or storagelB3
The Mexican government has forty-five days from receipt of
notification to respond. indicating its consent, including conditional
consent. or its obiectmn.io2 However, unlike the Canadian treaty,
discussed beloxi, the h l e x ~ a nAnnex does not set forth a procedure
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t o follou If the importing country fails to respond within forty-five
day5lg3Theimporting country may require that the export of hazardous waste be covered by insurance'8' It may also modify or withdran consent at any timelei
The Mexican Annex provides that each party will ensure its
domestic iaws regarding export of hazardous waste are enforcedlg6
and that the parties will cooperate in monitoring shipments to ensure they conform t o the lawLn7
The Annex also requires that for iilegal exports of hazardous waste, including those that violate law.
regulations, or conditions of export, EPA will take all practicable steps
to take legal action t o . 1) return the hazardous waste to the exporting country, 2) return the ecosystem to the sratus quo. 3) repair
damages to persons, property, and the environment, and 4) take all
other legal
2. Treaty Wcth Canada
The Agreement between the Government of the United States of
Amenca and the Government of Canada Concerning the Transhounda 4 11ovement of Hazardous N'aaste (the Canadian Treaty) became ef
fective m November 19861gsIt specifically takes into account the
UNEP C a m Guidelines (discussed previously) and the OECD decisions regarding the export of hazardous waste (discussed beloa)
Canada. unlike h.Iexic0, is a member of the OECD The Canadian treaty IS effective for five yean. with automatic five-year renewals unless
either part) gives three months pnor written notice af termination
hut it may also he terminated by enher party on one year's written
notice.z0oIt provides that the agreement 1s subject to the domestic
law of both countrieszoLand that It shall not diminish the effect of
international agreements.20z
The Canadian Treaty defines hazardous waste as including both
United States and Canadian definitions 203 It ailoas the export ~ m port. or transit of hazardous waste across the border for treatment.
storage. or disposal pursuant to the treaty204
HelfenElein supra note 1 a t 788
The h l r x ~ a nAnnex mirn nnte 18U art 1111)

The Canadian Treat> art 13
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Under the treaty, the exporting country notifies the importing
country regarding proposed export af hazardous wate.e05Notice may
be per shipment or annually. Kotice must include 1) identity of the
exporter; 2) description of the hazardous w a t e ; 3) estimated fre.
quency of export: 4) total quantity; 6 ) date of shipment; 6) identity
of shipper and mode of transportation: 7 )port of entry; 8) identity
of consignee; and 9) manner of treatment, storage, and disposal in
the importing countly.zOB
For tmnsit countries. seven days' notice is
required before shipment, providing information regarding the port
of departure and entry and the length of stay.zo*The mponing country has thirty days t o respond. indicating consent, including canditional consent. or objection 108 If there is no response within thirty
days. It IS considered that there LS no
Shipments must meet manifest regulations of both countries.'1° In
addition, the signatories may require insurance for export of hazardous waste.z11The expartmg country 1s required to readmit any shipment of hazardous * a t e that 1s returned by the Country of import
or transit 212 Fmaliy. the parties are required to issue implementing
regulations as necessary213and to use domestic law to enforce provision~regarding transportation, storage. treatment, and disposal of
exported hazardous waste

V. INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
A . OECD DECISIONS
The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) originated a a group of countries organized during the
reconstruction of Europe after World War 11 It now includes as memben Austraha, .4ustna, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Rniand, France,
West Germany. Great Britain, Greece. Iceland, Ireland. Italy, Japan,
Luxembourg, the Ketherlands, Bew Zealand, N'anuay. Portugal,
Spain. Sweden, Switzerland. TUrkey, and the United States.2'5

"'Id an 6
"Id alf 6 ( 3 )
A'4id art i
"'Helfenrreln sup70 note 2 at 781
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The Convention of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development21R
(the OECD Treaty). signed in 1960, does not mention the environment The OECD Treaty pro! ides that decisions
by member nations must be unanimous If a member abstains rhe
decision does not bind that member2l8Although decisions are binding upon members unless otherwise
a decision does not
bind a member until it complies with its awn national requiremenrs.22"hnally. an) member may terminate application of the treaty upon tirel\e monrhs' noticeZz1
The first OECD decision relating to the export of hazardous waste
was the Decision and Recommendation of the OECD Council on
Transfrontier Llorernents of Hazardous Wastezz2(the OECD Tranafrontier Decision) .4ustraha and Greece absramed from the d e w

$ion j Z 3 The OECD Transfrontier Decision appears to he the first in^
ternational legal agreement adopted regarding the export of hazardous a a s t e 2 2 1
The only true requirement in the OECD Transfrontier Decision is
that the members must notify releiant countries regarding exports
of hazardous waste 2 2 5 It also contains several pnnclples regarding
the export o f hazardous waste and recommends considering additional international actmn.226The OECD Transfrontier Decision has
been criricized bath because it IS "on-binding and because 111s in
sufficiently derailed For example. it does not include a list of hazardous hastes. does nor 5pecify permitting requirements. and does not
refer to shipment to non-member countries One commrnrator concluded that the OECD Transfrontier Decision probably did not
establish a workable international narificarion and tracking system
Subsequentlg. in June 19x6 the OECD issued the OECD Council
l k c m a n and Recammendanon on Exports of Hazardous Wastes (the
OELD Export Decision) 2 z d IL defines hazardous waste as all haste5
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considered or legally defined as hazardous waste In the country
through or to which conveyed, but It excludes radioactive waste.z28
The OECD Export Decision requires member countries to 1) ensure that their authorities are empowered t o prohlblt the export of
hazardous waste in appropriate circumstances, 2) apply no less strict
controls to nan-member countries than they would to member countries. 3) prohibit movements of hazardous waste to a non-member
country without that countrj'i consent and pnor notification to any
transit countries; and 4) prohibit movement of hazardous waste to
a non-member country unless directed to an adequate disposal facihty in that country.2goThe OECD Export Decision provides that the
recommended administrative measures for its implementation may
apply in the absence of an international a p e m e n t between exporting and importing countries, or they may serve as the basis for
negotiating such an agreement 231
A fern months after the OECD Export Decision, the United States
signed the treaties regarding the export of hazardous waste with Mexico and Canada. However, It 1s unclear what effect the OECD Export Decision had on those two treaties.232For exampie, those treaties.
unlike the OECD Export Deaaon. do not address the issue of recening facility standards.233

B. THE UNITED NATIONS
INTERNATIONAL TREATY
I The 7PzatgA'#gotlbtions
The push for international action to control the export of harardaus waste has continued unabated. Not only does the export of
hazardous waste have the potential for causing global environmental problems. but because it occurs across borders the problem cannot be solved by any one
Pressure far a n international
agreement to control the export of hazardous waste increased greatly
after the Koko incident, where a n Italian company shlpped leaking
drums of hazardous waste to Piigena, and numerous other mcldents
where dishonest European waste-disposal companies bribed Afncan
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officiais to allox duiiiping of hazardous waste at unsafe sites
Calls
for an international treaty here prompted pnmaril? by leaders of
developing countries. because of concern that their countries were
becoming dumping grounds for the industrialized ~ \ o r l d ' and
~~
because their countries lack the requisite expertise or political wall
to handle such shipment? safel?

In June 198i. n h e n the Cnited Sations Environmental Program
(CKEPI Governing Council appioved the Cairo Guidelines. it
simultaneousl: authorized the Executire Direcrar of UNEP to convene a working group of legal and technical expel ts with a inandatr
to prepare a global treat>-regarding the export of hazardous a a s t e
utilmng the Cairo Guidelines and the relerant nork of national
regional, and international bodies In October 1987 the Executive
Director convened an organmtmnal meeting of the Ad Hoc n'orking Group of Legal and Technical Experts with a hlandate to Prepare
a Global Cornention on the Control of Transboundary h l o i e r n m t i
of Hazardous Wastes The \Voorkmg Group also held session, in
Februari 1888. June 1888 November 1988. and Januari-Februarg
1989.21a B? the Umember 1988 meeting. the Executive Dnector
received n~trnerousresponses from governments and consulted with
several governmental experts in their personal capauties He a l i o
met with representatives of pre-shipment mspectmn companies
some major industries and several nonwovernrnental arganizarions
He noted several outstanding ISLUBS. 1) the t ? p e i of wastes to he
covered. 2) issues of state responsibility, liability, and sanctions io,
noncarnphance: 3) asiistance to deieloping countries in checking
notification and transit. 1) a means of ensuring environmentally
sound receirmg facilities. 5 ) action dunng emergencies. 6) illegal traffic in hazardous wastes: 7) offshore territories and ships with flags
of convenience 8) criteria for alloaing export of hazardous waste
and permitting waste sites and facilities. 9) financial arrangementh
for Implementmg the treaty and 10) developing the required 1"frasrrucrure, pamcularly among developing counrries ?31
The Executive Director urged the Working Group to have the treat)
ready for signature in \larch 1989 He stressed the purposes of the
treat1 as' 1) t o greatly decrease the generation of hazardous wasw
and thus eliminate the need for its shipment. 2 ) to minimize the ex-
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port of hazardous whjte and allow It only when It LS equally or more
environmentally sound to dispose of it by export: and 3) to ensure
that any export of hazardous waste 1s done under the most en^
? ironmentally safe conditions a~aiiable.~‘~
The international treaty regarding the export of hazardous waste
resulted from eighteen months of negotiations.241
During the negotianons, the main division was between industrialized and developing
countries 142 The final treaty represented a compromise between major Industrial nations seeking to maintain flexibility for safe waste
exports and third world governments who wanted an outright ban
on the export of hazardous waste endangering their populations

During the treaty negotiations, Greenpeace and the West African
countries began by demanding a total ban an export of hazardous
waste This was opposed, howeier. by such people as Dr Mostafa
Blba, The Executive Director of UNEP, on the ground that several
developing countries generate waste but have no experience or
equipment to deal with it M Far example, it might make senre for
a crowded tropical country to send hazardous waste to a less
populated and drier country, where there would be a smaller chance
of dangerous materiais leaching into the
Although an outright
export ban was dropped from the treaty, the United States, attempting to keep the focus an national rather than international legislation, proposed m %larch1989 to ban the export of hazardous waste
to any country not having a bilateral agreement hith the exporter24a
Anocher demand by developing countries was that the exporter
be allowed to ship hazardous waste only to countries with environmental regulations equal to those of the exporting countv. This
demand was abandoned, however, mamly because of opposition by
the United States, which argued that this provision would effectively ban the export of hazardous waste. including such exports to
Canada 24i
Another dispute over whether to include radioactive waste within
the treaty was resolved, m part because of American pressure, by
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agreeing to cover the issue under the International Atomic Energy
AgencyzaaBecause of third world insistence, however, a provision
allowing them to disapprove import or transshipment of hazardous
uaste through their terntones was included in the treaty149
2 The Treaty
The Basic Cornention on the Control of Transhoundaly Movements
of Hazardous \Yastes and Their
(the LN Treaty) enters
into force nnety days after ratification hi twenty countries z51 It does
not allow any re~enationsor exceptions 252 .4mendments require a
two-thirds m a j o n t ~The
. ~ ~parties
~
may not withdraw until after three
years, and a one year's withdrawal notice IS required z 5 4
Under the UN Treaty, huardous wastes are considered to he wastes
that belong t o any category in Annex I, unless they have none of
the characteristics in Annex Ill. and they also include anything considered to be hazardous waste by the countrg of export. import. or
transit
However, hazardous a a s t e does not include radioactive
w a s t e P o or normal ship discharge.267The parties have SIX months
to submit lists of hazardous waste, which must then he updated jbb
Under the TN Treaty, the parties must take appropriate measures
to minimize the generation of hazardous waste, taking into account
social, technological and economic aspects z 5 s In addition. the par^
ties are ohhgated to ensure that export of hazardous and other waste
is reduced to a mmmum. consment with envmnmenraiiy sound and
efficient management of such wastes, and to do so m a manner that
protects human health and the environment 21'1
There are sewmi outright prohibitions on the export of hazardous
waste. First, the parties may not aiiow expon t o destinations south
s
not aiiow
of m t v degrees south latitude m Second, the ~ a r t i e may
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the export to a non-party.202Third. parties may not allow export to
countries that prohibit the import of hazardous waste.ZBS
Parties may
themselves prohibit the mport of hazardous wastenb4Finally, the
parties may not allow export to a state If they believe the state will
not manage the waste in an environmentally sound manner, according to criteria to be subsequently
The parties may allow the export of hazardous waste only I f . 1)
the exparting country does not hare the technical capacity or
necessarg facilities to dispose of it in an environmentally sound and
efficient manner, 2) wastes are required for recycling, or 3) the shipment meets other criteria to be declded by the parties within the
objectives of the UN Treaty2e6
Prior notification t o and consent by the importing country are required before shipment.8B' The notification must clearly state the
effects of the proposed export of hazardous waste on human health
and the environment. The waste may not be exported unless the importing country consents m
In addition, prior notification
and consent are required for transit states 2e*Thepurposes of these
prov~smnsare to halt unwanted shipments and to prevent the expart of hazardous waste to unsafe sites z'o
Exported hazardous waste must meet international packaging,
labeling, and transport requirements *" A manifest must also be
used,z72and the parties must ensure that transportem and disposers
are permitted.273The parties must also require exported hazardous
waste to be managed in an environmentally safe manner.2i4
If a party has consent but cannot complete the export af hazardous waste in accordance mith the contract, It must reimport the
waste.27sThe parties must also reimpart illegally shipped hazardous
wrl-te 276
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The parties ma! impose additional consistent requiremenu to protect human health and t h e environment.z" They may aim make
bilateral agreements outside the treaty for the export of hazardous
waste, as long as these arrangements are not less environmentally
sound rhan those provided by the treaty. taking mto account the interests of develomm
. Icountries.ziyThe United States. because of Its
bilateral agreements with Yexico and Canada. mas strongly in favor
of this prmismn
Finally, the LIS Treaty establishes a conference for subsequent
S Reaction to the I'V P e a t y

At t h e final treat) session m March 1989, 117 Pountrlei. including
the United States, sent representatives t o the three da: UNsponsored conference l d lOn March 2 2 . 1989, 105 nations signed the
treaty
By slgnlng the treaty. they slgnailed t h e u countries' Intentions of adopting the UN T ~ a r yin. addition.
~ ~ ~ thirty-four countries
immediately adopted the treaty itself
Iflany more countries are
expected to do so in coming months z B 5 and UNEP officials hope that
rarification will occur by mid-1990
Ilost nations. including the United States did not sign the treat3
immediately hecause of a need to study it further or to allow for
ret~eivby eniiranrnental officials in their countries.987None of the
thlrry-mne Afrlcan countries repreiented agned the UP;Treaty
Man)-O.4U nations still want an outright ban on the export af ha car^
2de and rhus It is unclear whethe, the! wdl ranfy
eral.4frican and Sourh American countries intend to make regmnal agreements w r h STTIC~BI provaions rhan those
contained in the international treatyzg1Andre% Sens, director of the

nute ?U a t A S ? co1 i
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U S State Department's office of environmental protection, said that
before the United States decides to sign, the treaty must go through
inter agency review. He stated that this does not mean that the
United States disagrees with the treaty. He said that the UN Treaty
has many useful features to protect human health and the environment, particularly the requirement far prior notification to and consent by the country of import 201 William Reiiiy, Admmmstrator of the
EPA. sent a statement to the UK Treaty conference that President
Bush intends m any case to push for new United States laws barring
the export of hazardous waste except where there is a n agreement
with the receivmg country providing for safe handling and management of the waste
Some groups severely criticized the UN Treaty Greenpeace stated
that the UK Treaty is so vague that It is worse than no treaty at
and that It provides a legal framework to continue the hazardous
waste trade without doing anything to reduce it.2esGGreenpeacesuggested that the appropriate solution IS an outright ban on the export of hazardous waste.2ss The Natural Resources Defense Council
was also unhappy that the treaty was not more stringent 2Q7
hlany developing countries also criticized the UK Treaty as not go^
ing far enough in controliing the export of hazardous waste.ZBB
In particular, several countries were unhappy that the export of hazardous
waste was not totally banned.zeeHowever, Dr. Mostafa 'hlba, Executive Director of UKEP, said it was never the UN's intention to
push for a total ban, because in the future developing countries may
for good environmental reasons need Go export hazardous wastes
Sierra Leone's environmental minister complained that the UK Treaty
had been watered down in deleting, under United States and West
German pressure, a p r o v w m prohibmng export of hazardous waste
Go c o u n ~ n e swith less strict waste~disposalpolicies.sol
Several African officials were also concerned that the industriahzed
countries wiii not do enough t o apply the L'U Treaty, because It @ves

*B*Greenhouse.m m note 14, ai 8-11,c d I Cod) suma note 30 at A-32 COI
4
llTcod) mmo note 30, at A 32. eo1 4
"m'Greenhouiesupra note 14 at 8-11, c d 3
OsaAeppel mmo note 5 . at 2, COI 4
ssrCodp,mpm note 30 at A 32 en1 1
"s'Greenhouse, mwa note 14. at B.11. eo1 3
*SSld at 1. co1 2
'"sAeppe1 mpm note 5 Br COI 3
"'"d
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the importing countries little enfarcemenr mechanisms
The
French eniironmental mmister agreed that although the treat! contains many strong statements. its importance will he i n hou It IS applied In?

On balance. however most participants n e a the UN Treat! as an
important step farnard and many supporters consider It an important point of departure The) n e w It as the first serious effort t o
regulate the export of hazardous waste. one that irill be built upon
by other
The first f o l l o n ~ u pmeeting to the US Treaty 1s scheduled far three months after ratification. to set technical
guidelines far the enr~ronmentallysound management of hazardour
wastes Dr B l b a summed u p the effect of the U S Treat) as fallows.
"Our agreement has not halted the commerce 111poison Bur it has
signaled the international resolve to eliminate the menace that harar
dous wastes pose to the welfare of our shared environment and T O
the healrh of all the a o r i d s peoples"305

VI. CONCLUSION
The shocking situations resultmg from The export of hazardous
waste have led to Increasing domestic and international attempts to
control t h e problem. As s h o n n by the L X Treat), the norld 15 corning to realize that this is a global problem. requiring concerted action at t h e international level However, there remain strong dif
feerences of opinion betneen developing and industnalaed countrws.
and the s a r l d 15 far from unified on a common wlutmn t o the
problem
l
io be significantl)
If rhe L-N Treat? IS rarified. RCRA ~ n l need
modified to reflect the additional restrimions on the export of h a r a ~
dous x a s t e included in rhe treaty Howe\er, both the L Y Treat? and
RCRA presently proride for exceptions tu their requirements 15 here
there 1s a bilateral agreement m effect. Based on both United States
congressional and executive statements. IT appears that the United
States ma) enact legislation to prohibit the expor3 of hazardous waste
except where there 15 such an agreement This wII effectrel) relegate the issue IO bilateral negatimons. rather than the multilateral
arena Such legeiation mould be positive both from economic and
political standpoints Howner it remains to be seen whether it would
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be beneficial environmentally. as much depends on both the ennronrnentai protections incorporased into the bilateral agreements
and The zeal with which the appropriate governments and agencies
including EPA, enforce such legislation

In conclusion. the UN Treaty shows a po5itiT.e trend in the deveiopment of protections against the unsafe export of hazardous waste.
Observers hope that the United States and the entire world will
vigorously enforce these protections, so that modern Western pirates
illegally transporting hazardous waste, such as in the f i i a n Sea incident. will go the way of their 18th and 19th century predecessors

THE WAGES OF FEDERAL EMPLOYEES:
CAN WE TALK?
by Captain Natalie L. Gnffin'

I. INTRODUCTION
As long as management and labor sit acmss a table fmm each other
they wlll duagee. The problem becomes even more complex not only
when they disagree over the topic of discussion, but also when they
disagree over whether to discuss the topic at all. The salaries of
federal employees have long been such a topic. Thls paper will review
the question whether union proposals concermng the compensation
of federal employees are permissible topics far discussion.
Recent cases are divided in their holdings and yet uniform in the
questions they have examined' The issues are clearly threefold. The
fint issue IS whether compensation of federal employees whose rates
of compensation are not specifically set by Statute is a negotiable
"condition of employment:'z The second is whether bargaumng proposals that involve compensation of employees are "on-negotiable
because they interfere with the agenq's management nght to deter.
mine its b ~ d g e tThe
. ~ third issue 1s whether the duty to bargain over
wages is inconsistent with federal law or government-wide rules or
regulations, or alternately with agency rules or regulations for which
a compelling need exists.'
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It 1s the position of various federal agencies that these types of
proposals are not negotiable The Federal Labor Relations Authom
ty (FLRA) insists that they are indeed negoriable Federal c m u n s
that have considered the question are equally diwded in their
responses Most recently the question was addressed to the United
States Supreme Court m Fort S f m a r l Schools ?: FLRA The Supreme
Court decided this case on May 29. 1990 This article will review the
historical context giving rise t o the controversy aver these labor
disputes, including this most recent decision that resolwd some of
the issues

A . COLLECTIVE BARGAINING IN THE
FEDERAL SECTOR
To undemand the positions of the various players. the authoiity
under which the> operate and their roles in the process must be
analyzed There is one underlying theme to this collective bargain
mg process that cannot be disputed-collecnw bargaming 1s favored
In 1978 the Federal Semse Labor-Management Relations Statute was
enacted as Title VI1 of the Cinl Service Reform Act Congress was
unequivocal in its statement of purpose, stating
(1) expenence m both private and public employment indicates
that the statutorg protection of the right of employees Io
organize, bargain collectnely, and participate through labor
organizations of their own choosing in decisions Tvhlch affect
them-(A) safeguards t h e public interest.
(9)contributes to the effective conduct of public busmess. and
(C) fmiitates and encourages the amicable settlements of
disputes between employees and their employers involving conditions of employment
k f o r e . labm orgmnizattons and
collectire hamatnunu in the ciiil seryzce are i ?the
~public
iliterest.~
~~

Government agencies are tasked to engage in collective bargaining with their emplogees through the employees’ excIus~verepresen-
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tative This duty t o bargain 1s a duty to "bargain m a good-faith effort to reach ageement with respect to the conditions of employment ' ' l o Case law LS replete with exampies of "conditions of employment" that are proper subjects far negotiation11 There IS still much
room far argument. as evident from this article's discussion, over
what the term "conditions of employment" means The statute
defines conditions of employment as
personnel policies, practices, and matten. whether established
by rule, regulation, or otherwise, affecting working conditions,
except that such term does not include policies. practices, and
matters(A) relating t o political activities prohibited under subchapter
111 of chapter 73 of this title,
(B) relating to the classification of any position, or
(12)to the extent such matten are ipecifically provided for by
Federal statuteJ2
Collective bargaining 1s in the public interest, and government
agencies must bargain in good faith over "conditions of employment:
Congess, however, recomizmg the need for the Federal Government
to function efficiently and effectwely, placed limitations on the duty to bargam The obligation to bargain in the federal sector is not
as comprehensive as It E in the private sector, There is no duty to
bargain Over matters that conflict with federal law or a governmentwide rule or regulation. or a i t h an agenct rule or regulatmn for

'Amencan R d ' n of G n i ' f Emplajeer. AFL CIO and ?IC Force L a ~ r t a Conimand
r
aright-Pattenon A x Force Bare, Ohro 3 F L R A 6 0 1 (1980)
'7 K S C 5 7103 ( a ) ( l l j 119881
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which a compelling need
There IS also no duty to bargaln
over those areas known a6 management rights These include, among
ocher things, the agency's authority to "determine the m1ssmn.
budget, organization, number of employees. and internal securir)
practices of the agency"'*

B. THE ROLE OF THE FEDERAL LABOR
RELATIONS AUTHORITY
Agencies must engage in g o d f a i t h bargaining with their empio) ees over matters that are proper "conditions of employment " Haw
ever, agencies and their employees are not always in agreement con
cermng where the line of negotiabilitS IS drawn Is it a "conditmn
of employment * Is it a management right0 The role of the FLRA.

a three-member, Independent. bipartisan body appointed bg the
President is to "resdve issues relating to the duty t o bagam m good
faith ' ' l j

the case ma) be uhich
iirirlng rhaf d ~ornpell

5 IlOXe)(l)(B)

The FLR.4 nil1 appoint Reglunal Direcram m d Mminisrratlre Lan
Judger for the proper performance of rheie functions 5 U S C 9 7lOXd) (1958)
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A federal agency may refuse to bargain altogether by alleging that
the duty to bargain does not extend to a paracular matter In that
case the exclusive representative af the employees may appeal the
agency's allegation of non-negotiability to the FLRA The final d e w
smn of the FLRA IS appealable to the courts of appeals:' The role
of the F L U LS analogous to the National Labor Relations Board
(NLRB) in the private sector The FLRA, like the NLRB, wa5 to
"develop specialized expertise in Its field of labor relations and to
use that expenise to Sve content to the principles and goals set forth
m the Federal Senrice Labor-Management Relations Statute ''IS
The parties may initially agree to bargain, but they may nor be able
to reach agreement The parties have an obligation to bargain until
they reach an impasse. When such a n impasse is reached. it may be
resolved by either party requesting the Federal Senwe Impasse Panel
to consider the matter, or the parties may a p e e to adopt binding
arbitration of the negotiation impasse if approied by the Panel?'
Quite nrnplg, the FLRA is the umpire between agencies and unions,
ensuring that both a d e s are carrying out their obligations under the
federal labor relations program.

11. THE FEDERAL SERVICE LABORMANAGEMENT RELATIONS STATUTE
(FSLMRS)--CONGRESSIONAL INTENT
A. LEGISLATIVE HISTORY
The guiding principles of collective bargaining in the federal sector can be found in the FSLMRS An examination of the statute and
its legislative history should clarlfy whether Conpess intended wages
to be a matter for collective bargammg. The intent of Congress,
however, 1s far from clear Consequently, federal courts examining
the question are equally divided. There are two issues to examine
in reviewing the intent of Congress. One IS the general mtent that
is evident from the rhetoric during the floor debates prior to passage
of rhe statute. The other 1s the more specific intent that requires an
examination of the language of the statute and the history of that
language.

g 7117(ej(lj (1988)
5 7123 (19881
"Bureau of Alcohol. Tobacco and Firearms 5 FLRA. 164 K S 88, 87 (1883)
lB5 L S C 5 7118(b) (1888)
"6 U S C
"5 L S C
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There are many statements that seem to indicate congressional
disfavor with the proposition that wages are negotiable in the federal
sector Cong~eeismanCdaU, the proponent of the compromise bill that
eventually became the FSLMRS. stated
There 1s not really any argument in this bill or m rhis title about
Federal c o l l e c t ~ ebargaining for wages and fringe benefits and
retirement-the kinds of things that are giving us difficulr, in
the Postal Seriice t o d q All these major regulations about
wages and hours and retirement and benefits will continue to
be established by law through congressional a c m n

Congressman Ford also StatPd, 'Islo matters that are governed b?
statute (such as pay. money-related fringe benefits, retirement and
so forth) could be altered by a negotiated agreemenK."" The House
Report Khat accompanied the bill stated that "employees. through
their unions. [\w11] be permitted to bargain with agenn management
throughout the executive branch on most ISSUBS. except that iedeial
pay will continue t o be set in accordance with the pay prousions
of title 6 ' 2 2

of 1978, ai 923 (19781 Ihereinafrer Legillatire Hstor!l
*1124Cang Rec HS4b8(dad! ed -\ug I1 1578)(remarkinE Rep Ford) L e g i h t i i r

m i m e inember
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While the above statements seem to indicate a blanket disapproval
of wager as a negotiable matter, there were other views expressed
Congressman Clay, who supported Representative Udail's compromise legislation, stated
Section 7103(a)(14)(D), removing from subjects of bargaining
those matters specifically provided for by Federal statute, was
adopted by the committee and retained in the Udall substitute
with the ckar understanding that only matiers "specifically"
providedfor b y statute would be ezcluded under this subsection. Thus, where a statute merely vests authority over a particular subject with an agency official with the official given
discretion ~nexercising that authority, the particuiar subject is
not excluded by this subsection from the duty to bargain over
conditions of employment.z3
The differing statements begin to devolve into two different
analyses. If only the sentiments of Congressmen Udall, Ford, and a
few othen are considered, absent the statutov language and its prior
history, then the proposition is easily supported that wages are not
negotiable. It LS a one-part analysis-a theory that stands alone If,
however, the statements of all the Congressmen, specifically Congressman Clay, are considered along with the mtutory language and
the history of the negotiability of wages prior to 1978, then a twopart analysis begins to emerge. Wages are not per se nonnegotiable,
they are nonnegotiable only if "specifically provided for by Federal
statute"
This distinction 1s evident from the analysis of the courts that have
considered the question The Thlrd Circuit considered the ieglsiative
histav to be "replete
with indications that Congress did not intend to subject pay of federal employees to b a r g a ~ n i n g . ' 'The
~~
Eleventh Circuit. however, stated that "although some legislators'
remarks baldly assert that wages are not negotiable the above comments indicate that the leglslators merely were assuring them peers
that the FSLMRS would not supplant specific Laws which set wages
and benefits."2i
The Supreme Court in Fort Steu'art Schools
petitioner had

il

FLRA noted that the

2'124Cong Rec H9638 (dallged Sept 13. 1976!(remarkr of Rep Cia)) Legislafire
H I S ~ supra
~ . note 20 at 933 (emphasa added!
"Dept ofUaiy, hlilirary SealiftCorn v FLRA 8 3 6 F 2 d 1408 1417 (3rd Chr LO881
"Fort S l e ~ , a nSchools v FLRA 860 F2d 386 403 (11th C a 19881
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culled a formidable number of Statements suggesting that certain members and committees of Congress did not thmk the duty to bargain would extend to proposals relating to wages and
fringe benefits
The trouble with these statements. to the
extent they are relevant t o our Inquiry, is that the1 ma] have
been wrong
The legislative materials to which petitioner
refers display no awareness [that some federal employees are
exempted from the General Schedules] h the contrary.
numerous Statements. many from the same sources to aliich
petitioner points. display the erroneous belief that the wages
and fringe benefits of all Executive Branch employees were set
by statute.26

B. FEDERAL EMPLOYEES AND THE
POTENTIAL FOR WAGE NEGOTIATIONS
The application of the two part a n a l y s ~1s accepted for the great
mqority of employees in the federal workplace. There 1s no duty t o
bargain over "conditions of employment" that are "specMrally pron d e d for by Federal statute" The wages and benefits of the mapri
ty of federal employees are set by federal statutes providing for pay
and benefits, i.e . The General Schedule, which estahhshes pay rates.zThere is no argument, and all parties in the recent case hefare the
Supreme Court conceded, that approximately ninety-seven percent
of the federal workers have their salaries set by lawz8Therefore
ninety-seven percent of the federal workforce may not negotiate over
wages

Proponents of the theory that wages are not negotiable read the
all-encompassing statements of some le@slators to apply to all federal
employees Those u ho support the negotiability of wages assert that
the statements are orerlr broad because legislators were referring
to such a large maprlty of federal employees (ninety-seven percent).
It was difficult not to overstate the obvious As the Eleventh Circuit
reasoned, these statements uere mere assurances to other Congressmen that the FSLXRS did not intend to supplant specific laws
that provided for the wages and benefits of the great m a p i t y of
federal employees.2oThe two-part test 15 fulfilled by so man) federal
employees that there IS a tendency to forget rhat there are two parts
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In other words, the proposition that wages are nonnegotiable because
they are predominantly set by federal statute becomes the singular
principle that mages of federal employees are nonnegotiable.
The Supreme Court in the FOvt Stmart c a ~ ereferred to those
employees whose wages are not covered by the General Schedules
as a "mimscule [SLC]minority." The Court noted thac the statements
of legislaton who were unaware of the existence of these employees
and believed all wages of federal employees were set by statute
may have rested on the following syllo@sm' The wages and
fringe benefits of all federal employees are speclfically provided for by federal statute, "conditions of emplogment" subject
to the duty t o bargain do not include "matters . . specifically prowded far by Federal statute", therefore ' conditions of
employment" subject to the duty to bargain do not include the
wages and fringe benefits of all federal employees Since the
premise of chat syllogsm IS wrong, so may be its expressed conclusion There is no conceivable persuasive effect in legislative
historg that may reflect nothing more than the speaker's incomplete understanding of the world upon which the statute
uill operace

C. LEGISLATIVE AUTHORIZATION
Did Congress consider the question whether wages should be
negotiable? Yes, and on two separace occasions I t replied in the negative Congressman Ford introduced a bill that would make pay a
negotiable item for federal employees, but it was not passed 31 Representatire Heftel later introduced a proposal Chat would have
allowed negotiation over "pay practices" and "overtime practices
consonant m t h law and regulation ' ' 3 1 These unsuccessful at^
tempts to extend bargammg are viewpd with particular sigmficance
because "[flew principles of statutory construction are more compelling than the proposition that Congress does not intend mb silentio to enact statutory language that it has earlier discarded m favor
Again supporten of the negotiability of wages
of other language
far certain federal employees da not find this argument to be perSULSIYB. They claim that rejection of these proposals does not signify
Y 4624. 4626 (1990)
."Fort hiexart Schools 1 FLRS 58 U S L !
' 1 2 1 Cong Rec 26.721 i1976)
"Leglilarlve H l ~ t o r imiim note 10 at 1087-88 iprOMllw a new 5 711Xbil
'YNS 1 Cardoza Fanreea. 180 I S 421. 442 13 i1967) (clfatmnr omitted). Petitionen
Brwf at 21, For7 Stmva" Schaali j FLR.4 58 C S L U 4624 !19901 (No 89-65)
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congressional Intent to make all pay matters per se nonnegotiable
The fact that Congress did not w m t to extend the abihts to negotiate
over wages t o the entire federal workforce does not foreclose that
possibility for a minority. Indeed there were many other matters
listed m the rejected proposals, such as promotion procedures and
safety matters. that clearly are negotiable today Therefore. rqec
tion of these p r ~ p o i a l could
s
not have rendered all mattem contained
therein nannegot~able.~+

Did Congress intend to sweepmgly restrict from negotiability the
issue of pay and benefits for all federal employees and not just the
m n e t j ~ s e \ e npercent who are excluded by \irtue of conflicting
federal statutes? Congresman Clay stated that "employees still
cannot bargain mer pap"" Congressman Devmski stated that wages
and fringe benefits remained beyond the scope of collectire bargain
mg 3e The Eleventh Circuit read such statements as a demonstration
that Congress intended to continue exisring practice regarding the
negotiation of
As the Supreme Court explained, however
these legislators were incoirect je It is therefore not necessar! to attempt t o rationalize their statements Can these statements eien be
reconciled with the then-existing practice" Weere no fedeial emplo!
ees allowed to negotiate mer a a g e s and benefitsn The fact IS that
prior to adoption of the FSLMRS there were federal emplqees who
were allowed to bargain over their wages.

111. HISTORY OF BARGAINING OVER
WAGES IN THE FEDERAL WORKPLACE
PRIOR TO THE CIVIL SERVICE REFORM
ACT OF 1978
A . ESTABLISHMENT OF A GOVERNMENTWIDE LABOR RELATIONS PROGRAM
.4s far back as 1949 federal employees were allowed to bargain over
their wages. Congress at that time exempted skilled craft workers
hools

I

FLRA i h L iL

h i o f Krp i l a i l Le
reniarkr of Rep De
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and semahlled manual laborers from the Classification Act. which
then set federal employees' pay.Sg Additionall>, the Bureau of
Reclamation in the Department of Intenor has voluntarily bargained
with employees m e r wages since the late 1941Ts.'~

In 1961 President Kennedy established a special Task Force on
Employee-Management Relations in the Federal Service and gabe the
members, as their assignment, the formulation of government-wide
policy on labor-management relations The Task Force noted that the
more similar a government actmty was to a private activity that was
urnomzed,the more often the goxernment activity would be similarly
organized Additionally. the relationships between management afficials and workers m those actiwties would mirror the relations m
private industry. Thus. they found That "in the Tennessee Valley
Authority and various units of the Department of Interior, relationships that [were] close to full scale collective bargaining b e t a e e n
trade unions and management officials [had] been going on for years,
to the complete SatiSfaction of all the parties concerned.''4L
The Task Force examined the scope of consultations and negotiations with employee organizations. The> noted that "[rlhe employer
in most parts of the Federal Government cannot negotiate an pay,
hours of work or mmt fnnge benefits. These are established by 1aw.Y
They then recommended.
Specific areas that might be included among szcbjectsfor consultation and collectite negotmttons include the work environment, supervisor-employee relations. work shifts and tours of
duty, grievance procedures. career development policies, and
whew p m i t t e d b y law the tmpkmentatzon. cfpolzcies ?elatwe
to iates ofaav
" . and "iob classification. This list 1s not. of course.
all-inclusive, nor ihould It be expected that every agency will
feel free to negotiate in all such areas.4s
I

'pId at 1200
"Id at 1201 (emghaia added)
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and other conditions of employment are fixed by Congress[.] these
matters are not subpcr to negotiatmn.''la The two-part analysis is
evtdent in the Task Farces recommendations and President Kennedy's endorsement af them Thus, those a h o support the n e g o ~
tiability of wages point to rhe prior history of the government-wide
lahar relations program. The> submit that those who developed the
program intended wages to be negotiable "conditions of empioyment' unless otherwise set hy Congress

E. EXECUTIVE ORDERSAND THEFEDERAL
LABOR RELATIONS COUNCIL
The conduct of lahar relations in the federal sector from 1962 to
1978 was guided by pnnc~plesestablished by a iucce~sionof Ex
ecutive orders 46 Also established by one of those Executive orders
(No 11.491) was the Federal Labor Relations Council (FLRC) It was
the predecessor of the Federal Labor Relations Authantl (FLRA)
as it also had the authority to resolve disputes concerning the
negotiability of collective bargaining proposals 4The FLRC considered the isme of negotiability of irages m two
cases In one case the FLRC held that teachers at the Merchant
Mlarine Academy could bargain oyer their wages because the> rrere
exempt from the Classification Act which set federal wages at the
time. and their proposals did not conflict with federal law giiing
discretion to the Secretary of Commerce to set their salaries.4i In
the other c u e the FLRC held that pay proposals involving procedures
and formulas for setting teacher compensation wer? negotiable
because they did not conflict with the Orerseas Teachers Pay and
Personnel Practices Act
The histow of bargaining over wages under Executive Order 11.491
IS undisputable This past practice was recognized and intended to
he continued after 1078 Representatne Deriiinski indicated that
Title VI1 has to codify existing practices deLeloped under the Executive orders when he stated
n of Educatnrrl

at 13 Fort Sfeuari

Code
1969)
Fed n of College Tearhen. Local 1460 and U S Merchanr Manne kccadem!
211 (19721
13 Ed"' l i i i i c Inc and Dept a i Defense Dependents Schoolr 6 F L R
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[Tlhe amendment is simply the administration's proposal for
a flexible but orderly codification of the Executive orden which
have successfully governed Federal labor-management relations
since 1962 Four Presidents, two of each party, have managed
to work with the guidelines embodied in this substitute, and
now with their successor has offered to codify the system into
statutes which cannot, like Executive orden, be revoked by the
White House at will
The substance of this amendment closeiy resembles the
origmai program established by President Kennedy.so
The Senate Report stated, "The scope of negotiations under this
section is the same as under section Il(a) of Executive Order
11,491''51 The enactment of the FSLMRS "constmte[d] a strong congessional endorsement of the poiicy on which the Federal iabar relations program had been based since its creation in 1962."1s In light
of such statements by Representative Clay that "the committee intended that the scope of bargaining under the act would be greater
than that under the order as interpreted by the [FLRC]," it does not
follow that Congress intended to restrict the scope of collective
bargaining that existed under the Executive orders is Rather, it appean that Congress intended to extend the scope of this bargaining.
Proponents of the non-negotiability of wages assert that because
the FLRC decisions were not mentioned in the legisiatite history
Congess w a unaware of them To the contrap, Congess is generaliy presumed to know the law as it pertains to legmlation I t enacts.s6
If a new law IS adapted that incorporates sections of a prior law, Congress 1s presumed to know the judicial and admmistrative interpretations of the incorporated law.sBThe Eleventh Circuit noted that pnor
to enactment of the FSLMRS.

'"124 Cong Rec 29 188 (1878)
"S Rep KO 95 969 96th C a w 2d Seas 104 (19731, r e m n h d ~n 1978 V S Code

t h i t ' ;he scope ofbargalnlng r o u l d be s;bstannally broadened from That permlrted
&gem) management under the [Execuli\e] order ')
"Petlfloner'SBnef at 26. Foe StewanSchaoli Y FLRA. 58 US L W 4624(1990)(Ko
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existing practice alloaed federal employees to negotiate wages
in the rare instances where Congress did not s p r c i f ~ a l l )
establish wages and fringe benefits
Congress should have
known of this practice because the FSLMRS specifically man^
dates that decisions under Executive Order 11191 continue in
effect unless superceded. the FLRC admirusrered the [two decisions allomng negotiations over wages] under this Executive
Order 5 P S C i133(b) (1980)

C. PREVAILING WAGE RATE EMPLOYEES
There were other fedeml employees allowed to bargam over their
wages pnor to enactment of the FSLMRS These were employees n h o
had historicall> negotiated over their wager under the prevailmg rate
system Can one argue that the Congressmen were also unaware of
these employees' ability to bargain? That IS unlikely. because they
specifically addressed the practices of these employees during debate
on the FSLMRS. Representative Ford offered the amendment that
was "intended to preserre the scope of collective bargaining
heretofore enjoyed by certain trade and craft employees
Certainly, we should not noo be narrowing the preeuating collectne
bargaining practices of any group of Federal employees"6d

Congress aai axam of the bargaining practiced of these employees
in 1 9 i 2 when I t enacted the prevailing rate system The) included
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a clause allowmg those employees who had historically negotiated
over mattem regarding "wages,
terms and conditions of ernployment. and other employment matters'' to continue to negotiate over
those same mattem.58The Civil Service Reform Act also incorporated
a savmg clause for prwailing rate employees. allowing those who had
historically bargained mer their wages and benefits to continue to
do so
The review of the iegislatlve history of the FSLMRS and pnor Executive orders does not support those all-encompassing statements
of some legislators that "there E nothing in this bill which allows
federal employees the right t o
negotiate over pay and moneyrelated fringe benefits: There was specific legislation allowing wage
negotiations by prevailing rate system employees. There was a mandate under The FSLMRS that decaians under Executive Order 11,491
continue in effect unless superceded In addmon, two FLRC decisions under that Executive Order allowed wage negotiations In fact.
during oral argument before the Supreme Coun, the .4ctmg Solicitor
General. who had argued in his bnef that Congress was unaware of
those cases, made a concession to Justice Sandra Day O'Connor He
agreed that one of the FLRA's "strongest arguments" was that the
FLRAs predecessor, the FLRC. had issued those two decisions
upholding the obligation to bargain under that Executive Order over
money items within an agency's discretion.62

."Pub L No 92 392 5 9(b) Lib Stat 5Gl(19iS) rrprinird zn 5 U 5 C § $343 inme
(1982) Section B(h1 pro>ides
The amendmenti make bi this Act shall n o t be construed to-(11 ahmgate. modif, o r o t h e r w e affectinam say the pmismnsofanb contract in effect on the date of enactment of rhi, .Act IAug 19 1072j pertaining
t o rhcuager thetermsand candifianiof employment and other employment
benefits or an) of the foregoing matters for Gaiernmenr prei,ailing rate
emplogeei and res~lringfrom negotiations h e l i e e n Gwernment agencies and
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Thus uages are a negotiable ' condition of employment ' If not
"specifically prorided for b) Federal ?tature" The next obstacle to
this analys~s.hoxever IS to determine whether wages are a ' condition of emplagment

IV. "CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT"
A . LEGISLATIVE HISTORY AND
COMPARABLE STATUTES
A re\ leu of cong*esaonaiintent requires not m i ? an examlnatlo"
of rhe general intent of Congress based on past practice and prior
leaslation, but also the specific language of the statute The general
duty to bargain in good faith mer 'conditions of employment" can
be superceded by a shoning that a matter 1s not a ' condition of
employment" This E the argument of proponents of the nonnegotmbiiit: of aages. that the pasr history under the Executne
orders and the cases of the FLRC haxe indeed been superceded by
a different definition of 'conditions of employment"
Collective bargaining in the federal uorkplace extends to "conditions of employment " which are defined as "penonnel policies. p r a c ~
tices. and matterr
affecting workmg conditions. The basic proposition 1s that if Congress had wanted to include aages it aould
hare so stated The definition of "condition of employment" IS
presented as a one-part analysis The argument notes thar other
statutes that include wages as a negotiating matter speciflcally include the term "wages" The KLRA in the private Sector authorizes
bargaining over "wages, hours. and other terms and condition3 of
employment ' ' M The Third Circuit accepted this argument and noted
that "Congress's use of only 'conditions of employment' implies a
narrower range of bargamable matterr under the Labor~Managemenr
Statute than under the KLRA 'liSIn the Postal Reorganization Act.
Congress expressly granted postal workers the right to bargain orer
"nages hours, and working conditions' The distinction IS made
that wages are "term?" and thar hours of employment are conditlOrlS.'
First, the concept that the KLRA somehou makes a dlstmcnon be^
tween ir-ages. hours. terms. and conditions 13 simply erroneous In
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the section an "Findings and declaration of pohcy," Congress
specdied wages and hours as the tw-c basic "aorkmg conditions."
Congress stated that coliective bargammg promotes commerce by encouraging "friendly adjustment of industrial disputes arising out of
differences as to >+rages.hours or other working conditions."67 Further, the KLR.4 provides that labor representatives shall be exclusive
representatives of all unit employees "for the purposes of collective
bargaining in respect t o rates of pay, wages. hours of employment,
or other conditions of employment."6PBoth the courts and the National Labor Relations Board have recognized what i s clear even in
the dictionary, that "terms'. and "conditions" are synonymous. and
they therefore include wages as "conddions of employment."p8
There are federal statutes that appear to include pay matters as
"conditions of employment.' The Senior Executive Sernce Act provides for a "compensation system, including salaries. benefits, and
mcentives, and for other conditions of employment."'0 The law covermg federai prisoners on work-release prowdes far "the rates of pay
and other conditions of employment ''''These statutes are dismissed
by those who do not include wages m the term "conditions of emplos.
ment" because the statutes do not expressly define wages as a "condition of employment ' ' 7 1
"Conditions of employment" 1s defined as "personnel p o l i c ~ and
s
practices and matters
affecting working
That
language was taken from the Executive orden that first unplemented
a government-wide labor relations program. As President Kennedy's
Task Force stated. "[Klhere permitted by law[.]
policies relative
' 7 8 L Y C 5 161 (19881
6'29 L S C 5 ljN.1 (19881
~ W o g e f5 International Thesaurus 383 (4th ed 19771 Weebsrer Encyclopedia Die
tmnar) Dicfianarg of Synonyms and .Anlonjrns 16 11980 e d 1
See dackson\llle Bulk %minab Inc ,, International Langshoremeni k n 457

5 USC
18 L S C

9 3131(11 (1868)
5 4082(c1(21(111)(19881

PerrrioaerrBriefafnoteB.ForrSteaanSchoolai,F L R 5 8 L S La 4624(18@01
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to iates of pal" are a proper subject for c o l l e c t i w bargaining President Kenned? noted that 'where salanes and other conditions of
ernp1o)ment are fixed by Congress[.] these matters are not subject
to negotiation' 75 However, If not fixed by Congress. these marters
icere the proper subject far negotiation Thus President Kennedy's
Executive Order authorized negotiations over 'personnel POIIC? and
practices and matrers affecting working condmons. so far as ma
appropriate subject to law and p o l i q requirements ' ' w President
on retained the same language in Executive Order Yo 11,491
>vas under this Executive Order that the FLRC in those two decisions concerning the negotiability of a d g e s read the abme language
TO include pa\
One can make the assumption under the rules of
statutorj construction that when Congress codified the language of
Executive Order 11.491without change that I t knen of and did not
intend t o change the judicial and administrative interpretation of
that language.'g

B. "CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT" A S
PHYSICAL CONDITIONS
The additional argument of those who do not support the negotiability of wages 1s that the language "condmons of emplojment'
should be read to refer to the physical conditions under which an
employee laborsaoA 5 the District of Columbia Circuit stated 'The
term 'aorlang conditions' ordmarilg calls to mind the dag-to-day c n
cumstances under which an emplo)-ee performs his or her job 'il This
argument amply cannot be supported because limiting "candmans
of employment' to the physical conditions under which an employee
works would exclude the great majority of matters cunenrl? n e g o ~
tiated by unions representing federal aarkers Such a defimrmn
would exclude personnel policies and practices m r a l n n g equal employment opponumty. merit promotion. training and career d e i e l o p ~
ment, work scheduling discipline. and the negotiation of grievance
and arbitration procedures made inandatory b) Section il2l(aXl)
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Such a limited definition would exclude negotiation over every area
except safety and office environment.82This LSsimply not the definltmn of "conditions of employment'' that is understood by those administering the federal labor relations program

C. INTERPRETATION OF THE STATUTE
AND THE DEFERENCE DUE THE
FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY
There have been different definitions @"en to "conditions of
employment," but it is also important to consider who is making the
interpretation. The FLRA has consistently read "conditions of
employment" ~n the braad sense. It has not been w~lhngto assign
the restrictive definition argued by vanou5 federal agencies. Does
the interpretation of the FLRA hold more weight than that of other
federal agencies" As noted, Congress assigned the FLRA the task of
develaplng spewai expertise in the area of labor relations and of using
that expertise to @ve content to the principles and gads in the
FSLMRS.B3The FLRA is "entitled to considerable deference when
it exercises its 'special function of applying the general provisions
of the (FSLMRS] to the complexities' of federal labor relations.''i4
When the FLRA i s exercising its special expertise, its decisions and
orders should not be set aside unless they are "arbitrary, capricious,
an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with
Also, the FLRA's findings of fact are conclusive "if supported by
substantial evidence on the record considered as a whole."88 Those
who disagree with the FLRA on a particular interpretation are quick
to point out that "while reviewing courts should uphold reasonable
and defensible constructions of an agency's enabling act . they
must not 'rubber stamp . . . adminimative dec1Sionsthat they deem
ineonastent with a statutory mandate or that frustrate the congresIt is correct that the FLRAs
sional policy underlying a
interpretation of another agency's enabling act is not entitled to the
deference accorded the FLRAs interpretation of Its own enabling

Y

"Respondent's Bnel imn S f e r m A s n of Educaton) st 11, FDK Stewan Schools
FLRA 58 U S L U' 4624 (1990) IUo 89-65]
SS3~ee

note 18 and accompanying text

"Bureau of Mcohal, Tahacco & Flrearrns I FLRA, 461 I'S 88 87 119831( Q U O f l n g
ULRB v Erie Resistor Corp 373 U S 221. 236 11963))
"5 C S C 3 706(2) (19881, Fer York Council X d n Y FLRA. 757 F 26 502. 5 O i i2d
Cir) cmt denied. 474 C 8 846 11985)
"5 L S C 5 7123(c) (1888)
srBureau of Alcohol Tobacco. and Firearms Y FLRA, 161 U S Br 97
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act But it 1s also correct that IZRA interpretations of statutes other
than the Civil Service Reform . k t are entitled to deference where
"~nterpretationbears directly an the 'complexities' of federal labor
relations ' ' B g
A discussion of the intelpretation of the term "condition of employ
ment" turns to a discussion of the FLRAs enabling act. the FSLZlRS
The FLRXi interpretation rhat wages are included in the defimtmn
of "condamns of employment" is reasonable. During argument
before t h e Supreme Court in the For! Slewart School3 case, Justice
O'Connor noted. "The term 'condamns of employment' 1s not selfexplanatory Why should we not defer TO the administrative agency's construction of its own aatuteq''*OJustice Harrg Blackmun also
observed that the rule a i deference to an administrative agencg's
inrerpretation of Its own statute was "a great big mountain you have
gat to get acroSS"*l
It 2s indeed a g e a r mountain to get across. The reading of the FLRA
of the term ' conditions of employment does not have ro be persuasne. 11must merely be reasonable. It does not have to be a bet
ter or eien an equally persuasive argument under the deference due
the FLRA; It mustjust be reasonable. Nanagement in the recent argument before the Supreme Court did argue, however, that the FLRA
was unreasonable in its interpretation They argued that due to the
slight variation m the drafting of the Cwil Service Reform Act the
FLRA was not entitled to deference v 2 They were referring to the
distinction that wages are terms of employment'' and that hours
are "conditions of emplo) ment." The terms-\ emus-conditions-ofemployment distinction 1s an obscure one at best and IS *upported
by virtuall) no authorities It IS an argument that cannot mercorne
the minimal requirements of mere reasonableness that the FLRAi
interpretation has to meet

160
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D. THE SUPREME COURT DEFINES
"CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT"
The Supreme Court turned to The dictionary. Webster's Second .Veeu'
I n t e m a t m m l Dicttonary, and found two meaning for the mord
"condition" It can mean matters "esrabhshed or agreed upon as a
requisite to the doing
. of something eke." and It can also mean
"[alttendant circumstances,l' or an "existing state of affairs."g4The
court found the term "conditmns of employment" m section 7102
to be susceptible of both meanings, while the term "working conditions" in section 7103(a)(14), in isolation, more naturally refers to
the "circumstances" or "state of affairs" under which employees
perform theirjobs The court determined that even if the interpretation of the term in iealatian !vas reasonable, It should be inrerpreted
m light of the structure of the whole paragraph. That interpretation,
the court found, supported the broader reading of the term that the
FLRA
The court looked a t the statutory exceptions to the term "condi~
tiom of employment"--' policies. practices. and matters
relating
to political activities" and policies, practices, and matcers
relating t o the classification of any position"-and found by differing
degrees that they both supported the broader meaning. The only
other explanation for such exceptions that would otherwise be
technically unnecessary \rould be that Congress exercised an
merabundance of Caution The court found that the petitioners had
abandoned this argument in t h e x brief The court slated:
Petitioner seeks to persuade us. not (as respondent does) that
the term "condnians of employment" (as defined to include
only irarking conditions") bears one. rather than the other,
of its t l o possible meanings. but rather to persuade us that It
bears some third meaning no one has ever conceived of, so that
it includes other Insisted-upon prerequisites for continued
employment, but does nut include the msisted-upon prerequisite p o r e s c e l l e ~ ~ cwages
e,
And this n e w unheard-of meaning. pet~tloner contends, IS so ' unambiguously expressed,"
that we must impose It upon the agency mmally responsible for interpreting the Statute. despite the deference
otherwise accorded under Chewon. To describe this position
06
15 sufflclent to reJect 11
I

a'heiler 5
lerndtmnal Dicfianari 366 ( I 9 6 i l . Fort Steh-art Schools
FLKA. 68
, 4bZ5 (1990)
#"Fort bfe
FLRA 58 U S L ff 4624 1625 11990)
"Id at 4626 Icifauonr omitted)
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The court quickly dismissed the argument that painted I O the X a ~
tional Labor Relations Act and the Postal Reorganization Act and actempted to infer some siwificance to the inclusion or absence of the
specific word ' wages." "[Tlhose other statutes deal with labor^
management relations 111 entirely different frelds of emplo) ment. and
the FSLMRS contains no Indicanon that it 15 to be read in par?
maferia with them."" Thus, the Supreme Court decimel), in an
unanimous opmmon, stated that wages were indeed a "condinon of
employment" and thus subjecr to the duty to negotiate

V. MANAGEMENT'S RIGHT TO SET
THE BUDGET
A. INTERFERENCE WITH
MANAGEMENT RIGHTS
Because wages are "condnmns of employment ' and potentiall)
a proper subject for negotiation, the next obstacle to negotiation 1s
to determine whether negotiating over uages uould constitute interference with a management nght Proponents of non-negotiabilit)
contend that wages should be excluded from collective bargaining
because negotiating over them would interfere with managements
right "to determine the
budget
of the
Are management nghts to be a significant Imitation on the obligation to c o l
lectively bargain? Representatne Clar stated thar "the management
nghti clause 15 to be construed as a narrow exceprion to the general
obhgatmn to bargain in good faith
The House Committee on the
Post Office and Civil Service stated
''*@

The committee's Intennon ~n section 7106 IS to achieve a
broadening of the scope of ~ o l l e ~ t i bargaining
re
to an extent
greater than the scope has been under the Executive Order proeram
The committee intends that section 7106
be
read to favor collective bargaining whenever there 1s a doubt
as to the negotiabilit> of a subject or
If the intention was that the reading of ' management rights" be
more narrowly construed than under the previous Executive orders
what was the ronitructmn of the term p r e i ~ a u s l yBoth
~
Executire
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Order No. 10,988 and Executive Order No. 11,491 contained prorismns allowmg an agency to determine Its budget One provided that
the agency's bargaming obligation "shall nor be construed to extend
to such areas of discretion and policy as the mission of the agency
[or] its budget."Lo1The other stated that "the obligation to meet and
confer does not include matten with respect to the m s m n of the
agency[ or] its budget '''m
The managemen1 rights clause under Executive Order 11,491 did
not prohlblt negotiations over wages. it was under that Executive
Order that the FLRC allov,ed negotiations over wages m two separate
cases. In fact. Representative Ford complained that the FLRC interpretation of the management rights clause under Executive Order
11,491 "stifle[d]" collectwe bargaining and thus that sectlo" 7106
should be "construed stnctly."'03 Thus, collective bargaining was
allowed undcr the previous management rights clauses Section 7106
is to be construed more narrowly than the clauses under the Executive Orden. Furthermore, if there is doubt, it IS to be resolved
m favor of collective bargaining. Therefore. It is does not appear that
the obstacle of management rights IS a hmnatlon on the negotiation
of wages.

B, BALANCING COSTS AND
COMPENSATING BENEFITS
The FLRA has determined that management rlghts are hindered
only when an agency has demonstrated that a union proposal would
"directly interfere" with one of those rights?0( There 1s a balance
that must be struck between protecting only "genuine managerial
prerogatives" and not "negat[mng]the Act's broad duty to bargain ''m
The FLRA has devised a test that it believes stnkes this balance First.
the FLRA has rejected the proposition that simply because a proposal would impose costs, that It interferes wlth the management
right to set the budget. The FLRA has stated

10IExecuti\eOrder Uo 10.888 5 61hj 27 Fed Reg 551 11862). rwnnted zn 1062
V S Code Cong & 46 Uexs 4268 1271
10'ExecufiueOrder11,4Y1 5 ll1h). 43Fed Reg 17605(1960j.rrprintadm 1968US
Code Cons & A d News 2954
1 ~ 2 tang
4
R ~ C28.198 29 190 ( i w
lo'Depf of Defense v FLM. 669 F2d 1140 1150 [DC Clr 1881),cert denied. 455
u s 946 il88Zj
lP)EEOCv FLRA. 744F2d842.848191quoimg L21Com Rei 29,198[LBiS)(rernarks
of Rep Ford), Legislatire History. mwa note 20 at 0663
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Such a construction of the Starute could preclude negotmlon
on n n u a l l y all otherwise negotiable proposals. since to one extent or another most
would require the expenditure of appropriated agenc) funds Nothing in the relevant Iegislatixe
hmtors indicates that Congress intended the right of management t o determine its budget to be 50 inclusive as to negate
in this manner the obligation to bargain!06

One federal circuit has held that an agency cannot rely on monetar)
considerations or eien economic hardship as a reason for refusmg
t o bargain"'
The test the FLRA has devised to show- interference \rith an a g e n ~
cy's budget IS twofold To establish Interference. the agenq must
show that the proposal "attempt[s] to prescribe the particular programs or operations the agency would include m m budget or to
prescribe the amount to be allocated m the budget for them." or
where a proposal does nor so attempt. the agency muIt "make[] a
substantial demonstratmn that an increase in costs 1s significant and
unavoidable and IS not offset by compensating benefits'
Examples
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of such benefits are improved employee performance, increased productivity, reduced turnover, and fewer gnevances.log
This weighing of cost against compensating benefits is an amorphous concept. In the cases that have unsuccessfully advanced the
argument that management's nght to determine its budget precludes
negotiation over wages, the test has not been fully appliedLLo
That
is because in each case the FLRA made a factual finding that the
agency did not meet either prong of the test. More specifically, the
FLRA did not find that the agency presented evidence that would
demonstrate that the proposak would cause substantial and unavoidable cost increases. Thus, no weighing test took place. The factual
findings of the FLRA are accepted as long as the record as a whole
provides substantial evidence to support such fmdmgs!" Because no
agency has ever provided the Authority with data in a budget case,
the Aurhority has not issued a decision implementing the campensating benefits aspect of the budget test?LZ
It was this lack of evidence in the Fort S m a r t cme that compelled
the Supreme Court to find that the Army failed one part of the test,
that the agency must show a significant and unavoidable increase
in its costs. The court stated:
[The Army] asks us to hold that a proposal calling for a 13.5%
salary increase would necessarily result in a "significant and
unavoidable'' increase in the agency's overail costs. We cannot
do that without knowing even so rudimentary a fact as the
percentage of the agency's budget attributable to teachem'
salaries. Under the Authority's precedents, petitioner had the
burden of proof on thw point, but it placed nothing in the record
to document its total costs or even its current total teachers'
salaries. The Authority reasonably determined that it could not

reduced turnoier fever grievances andthe like On13 where a n a g e n makes
~
a substantial demonstration that an lncre-e 10 coats IS significant and
unavoidable and 13 not offset b> c~rnpensarlng benefits can an ofhemlie

losWrzyhi &tierson, 2 F L R A a l 608
"ohuelear Regulafon Comm n 5 FLRA, 868 F2d 302 (4th C a 18881 West Pomt
Elementan- School Teachen I FLRA 855 F2d 936 (2d C a 1888) and Fan Stewart
Schools r FLRA, 860 F 2 d 386 (11th Clr 18881
"% U S C 3 7123(c) (1888)
"'Respondent's E m f (FLRAI 8138 note 25. hlf Stewart %hook \ F L M . 58 L 8 LU'
4624 (1980) !KO 89-55)
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conclude from an increase m one budget item of indeterminate
amount whether petitioner's costs as a whole would be "agnlficant[Ig) and unavoidabl[y)" increasedl13
The argument that negotiation over wages would interfere with
the management right to set the budget has been successful in one
case in which the Fourth Circuit was critical of the FLRA test in
its opinion. The court noted that the FLRA had found that the a g e n q
had failed to demonstrate that increased costs were not offset by
compensating benefits They continued by stating, '[Klathing in the
Statute requires that this showing he made to the satisfaction of the
FLRA A 5 applied to employee compensation. the FLRA's test makes
itself. not the agency. the arbiter of the agency's budget.""'
This requirement of proof by the FLRA 1s criticized by management as being unreasonable It 1s criticized because it requires an
agency to prove a negative-a requirement that could seldom be
satisfied In the case recently argued before the Supreme Court. the
union suggested that the compensating benefit would be that higher
salaries and improved benefits aould "attract better, hard-working
teachers"LiSThis intangible benefit m a l y s ~ sw85 also questioned bg
Justice Antonin Scalia during oral argument Justice Scaiia stated
that he could not understand this aspect of the author it)‘^ Costbenefit analysis test He questioned how an mtanable and supposedly nan-quantifiable benefit. such as an imprmement in morale. can
be placed on the scale in apposition t o an employer's claim thar the
increased COS: of a p m p o ~ a infringes
l
upon its reserved right to set
its budget 116 There IS no clear line over which a union proposal crosses
in this area The Acting Solicitor General ~nPori Stewart Schoois u
F L R A m response to Justice John Paul Stevens's question a6 to
whether a union proposal had to be C o b t free. conceded that the line
had yet to be set He noted that the threshold beyond which a union
proposal's COLS groa to the point where they affect an agenc) s
budget has yet to be determined in case law. Yet he argued that m
the instant case IC was over the threshold. ivhereveer It xaslLi
It was Justice Scalia wntmg the unanimous opinion of the court
case who answered his awn concerns raised dur-

m the Pori Stewurt
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mg oral arguments He conceded that petitioner's argument that the
FLRXs Lest negates management's right to Set the budget has some
force If the Authonty's deftnition of "compensating benefits" E as
petitioner describes it
Petitioner claims that, in order to prove that the cost of a @?en
proposal i s not outweighed by "compensating benefits." an
agency must disprove not only monetary benefits, but also nonmonetary "incanglble" benefits such as the positwe effects that
a proposed change might h m e on employee morale Although
counsel for the Authority agreed with petitioner's statement
of Its test at oral argument before this Court, it is not entirely
clear from the Authority s cases that the 'benefits" side of the
calculus i s as all-embracing as petitioner suggests . Indeed.
It IS difficult to see how the Authority could possible denve a
test measured by nonmonetary benefits from a provision that
speaks only to the agency's "authority . to determine
[its] budget:' a phrase that can only be understood to refer to
th? allocation of funds within the
The FLRA argues that the cost,benefit analysis i s one used frequentls in both the private and public sectors?'* They argue that the
test 15 a goad one, that 11 should be allowed to develop in case law,
and that It should not be fought by e m p l o y e ~ s The
~ * ~test was first
developed in the Wright-Patterson case, where the issue was not
wage3 but a da3 care center The employer, the Air Force. apposed
the proposal as costing too much and therefore interfering with the
agency's ability to set its budget The FLRA ruled that the mere cost
was not enough to make the proposal nonnegotiable, but that the
employer would hale to shoir ' that an increase in Costs is sgmflcant and unavoidable and IS not offset by compensating benefits."'21
Balancing intangibles in a case of building a day care center does
not seem inappropriate, but balancing imprwed morale against wage
increases 1s a I ery tenuous proposition. Hoaever, since wage negotiations are appropriate where Congress has not set specific laws, then
it would not be appropriate for Congress to foreclose wage negatia
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t i m i through the hack door of management rights The prohkm
seems to be m the test the FLRA has devised There could he a halancing of interests, hut the entire burden should not fall on the agency The agency would have to show that there would be significant
and unavoidable costs These costs would haxe to he computed and
compared to the orerall budget of the agency The agency jhauld
not be allowed to merelr paint to the initial costs and sa) there are
nu compensatmg benefits On the other hand. the agenc) should nor
have to prole a negatne It 1s absurd for the union to be able to ddvance that employees would be happier If they were paid more. and
thar the agency must prme they would not be happier Justice Scalia
as noted above. 1s not entreiy convinced that this IS the test the agency has to meet. It is still unclear what the test actually may be.
because the Court in the Fort Stewart case did not hare to reach
any decision regarding the \ahdity of the FLR4s test
Justice Marshall, writing a concurring opinion in the Fort Ster art
case, proposed a more narruw reading of management's right to
determine the budget He stated:
Section 7106(a)(l)1s more naturally read. howel er as withdraw
ing from mandatory bargaining only those proposals addressed
to the budget perse. not those that u-odd result in significantly increased expenditures by the agency
To "determine
the budget." then, means to calculate in advance the funds
available to the agenw and the allocation of those funds among
the agency's programs and operations The language of the
statute thus exempts from the duty to bargain only those pro^
p m a k that uould invoiie the union m the budget process
Itself 122
Justice Marshall also noted that the c o u n did not have to decide
whether the test devised by the FLRA was inconsistent w t h the
statute He nanted to he v e v clear, however, that the opinion of the
Court "does not foreclose a future challenge to that test '

C. BUDGET OF THE AGENCY
The only agencr that was successful m showing that the cost increase mould hare a significant and unavoidable impact was a m a i l
agencg. The Fourth Circuit found that salaries and benefits of the
Kuclear Regulatory Commission (KRC) constituted more than fort)
"'Fori b t e a a n Schools
'A,ld er 1628
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percent of the NRC's annual budget This amount would siaificantly
affect the NRC'r
The Army was not so fortunate in its
argument before the Eleventh Circuit. That court found that "any
increase in the employees' saiaries aould not significantly increase
the Army's budget. the Army concedes that its budget includes bases.
troops, weapons, Tehicles. other equipment. salaries for ailother officers. and expenses far 11s eight other schools."1z5
The argument was advanced that whether a proposal has a ngnificant impact should be tested by comparison with the expenditures
of the particular program employing the bargaining unit employees.
not by a comparison with the entire agency budget!l8 However, the
pertinent language states that "nothing in thls chapter shall affect
the authonty of any management official of any agenq. . to deter^
mine the . budget . of theagenc
ed by the statute as "an Executive agency. ''28 For large Executive
agencies the budget right could be argued to be an ~llusoryone
The Supreme Court in the Fori Stewart case did not uphold the
Authority's decision by reference to the Army's budget as a whole,
as the Court of Appeals had done. On@naiiy.the Authority had concluded that petitioner had not satisfied management's right with
respect to Its own budget, 1 e . . that of the schools of Fort Stewart
The Court stated. "[Ilt E elementary that if an agency decision 1s
to be iustaned in the Courts on any rationale under which the agency's factual or legal determinations are entitled to deference, it must
be upheld on the rationale set forth by the agency aself''l28 The Court
easily upheld the FLR.4'5 decision on the more limited comparison
against Fort Stewart rather than the entire Army, because, as
previously discussed, the Army presented no evidence on either
point The decision of what entity IS the relevant agency will have
t o wait for another day.

D. AGENCY CONTROL OF THE BUDGET
VERSUS OUTSIDE AGENCY CONTROL
An argument can be made that The management right to determine the budget means that mandatary negotiation is simply ~ncon-

. . .. ..,
li'5 K S C

5 7106 I18681
'I'5 U S C 3 7103(a1(3) (1888)
"'Fort Stewart Schools x FLRA, 58 U S LU' 4621 1627 (1990)
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sistent with that prmcipie Recall rhat I f parties cannot continue to
bargain in a good faith effort. then the) have reached an ~mpasse.
At that time rhey may request the Federal Sernces Impasse Panel
to consider the matter, and the) mal agree to adopt binding arbmatmn130The possibility then exists that an ourside agency could be
setting the budget of the agency
This passibihtl of outside control mer the budget of an agency rvaa
the turmngpomt fm the case that successfully advanced the management right theory The NRC was faced with a proposal that salaries
would be
adjusted for the cost of livingcomparability factor The adjust
ment [would] be equal to the statistical adjustmenr recommended to the President by the [Advisory Committee on Federal Pay.
see 5 U S C Sec 53061 This adjustment [would] become effective at the announcement of it by the [Committee] or other a p ~
propriate sources It (would] be unaffected by Presidential or
Congressional actionsL3L
The Fourth Circuit noted that If rhe union's salary proposal went
into effect It would ' d n est the XRC of budget-making aurhority and
transfer that aurhoriry to the Advisory Committee on Federal Pa!
(Tlhe KRC would be obligated to aausr its employees wages
and salanes each time the Advisory Committee an Federal pay recommends a general increase m federal salaries' Is2 The court was vel)
dear that Congress vested the NRC a i t h the responsibiiiti of balanc
m g employee compensation against the agenq's other goals. and that
Congress did not give this authority to the FLRA or to the Advisor)
Committee on Federal Pa)'='
The above proposal illustrates that. while It is not clear where the
line i s drawn It 1s passibie to cross it. ' Although Title I'llimposes
a broad duty to bargain, it also demarcates an area of management
prerogative which Congress protected in order to preserve rhr
Federal Governments ability to operate in an effective and efficient

manner
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VI. PAY SCHEMES FOR FEDERAL
EMPLOYEES
A . PREVAILING RATE EMPLOYEES
The third argument centers around the type of statute or regulation that authorizes the pay of federal employees not covered by the
General Schedule. The argument concerns employees mho are paid
under prevailing wage rate determinations and also employees paid
under other statutes or regulations.

The distinction can be dmwn between salaries paid under a prevailing wage determination and other types of pay schemes because the
conwessional intent was clear in one Instance. The legislative history
of the prevailing wage rate statute shows clear cangresaanal intent
to allow some bargaining over wages. Same employees covered by
the prevailing rate system had histomally bargmed over their wages.
Congress was aware of the practices of those employees when it
enacted the prevailing rate system in 1972. Section 9(b) of the Prevail.
ing Rate Act allowed those employees who had traditionally bargained over their wages to continue to negotiate. Section 704 of the
1978 Civil Service Reform Act also continued this practice. It was
Representative Ford who offered the amendment, "intended to
preserve the scope of collective bargainrng heretofore enpyed by certain trade and craft employees."'31
This "g~andfather"clause was necessary because of two Camptrailer General decisions stating that specific legislation was needed
to continue this practice of negotiation over wages. It was also
necessary because prevailing wage employees would not be able to
continue to negotiate over wages under the FSLYRS, because their
pay would be "spec~ficaiiyprovided for by Federal statute;' namely
The Prevailing Rate
The clause allowing employees to bargain
applies only to those who historically could bargain prior to 1972.
Thus. those employees who did not bargain over wages prior to 1972
and who are covered by the Prevailing Rate Act may not now bargam
over wages.l37
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Congess intended to preserve the rights at least of those who could
bargain under the Executive orders m this area of prevailing wage
determinations. It IS possible that Congress also intended all
emplogees who had the ability to bargain under the Executwe orders
to be allowed to continue such negotiations Congress certamly,
however, did not foreclose bargaining for all employees. The broad
language used by a few Congressmen during debates an passage of
the FSLMRS IS inconsLstent with their discussions and knonledge of
the prevahng wage rate employees

B. OTHER STATUTORY AND REGULATORY
PAY SCHEMES
There are federal pay statutes other than those outlined under the
prevailing u-age rate d e r e r m i n a t i ~ n s .These
l ~ ~ other statutes hate
vested varying degrees of discretion in the agencies responsible for
setting pay. \[any agencies operacing under these federal pay schemes
have supplemented rhem with internal agenq regulations It 1s poss~
ble for an agency that cannot show the wages of its employees to
be "spec~fmllyprovided for by Federal statute" to shou that they
are the subject of an agency regulation for which there is a compelling need. If a compelhng need far the regulation exists, then the matter is outside the obligation to bargain This requirement originated
under Executive Order 11.491, because agencies had been undul?
restricting the obligation to bargain by implementmg a g e n q regulat,0"51'~
The FLRA has been tasked w t h the responsibility of makmg determinations of whether a campeillng need emsts far an agency's regulaThe FLRA has also been charged ~ i t creating
h
regulations
that prescribe the requirements an agenq regulation must meet 111
order to establish a compelling need!'* The FLRA has prescribed that
a compelling need exists if one or more of the following criteria are
met

(a) The rule or regulation is essential, as distinguished from
helpful or desirable. to the accomplishment of the m m m n or
the execution of functions of rhe a g e n q or primar) national
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subdivision in a manner which is consistent m t h the requirem e n t ~of an effective and efficient government.
(b) The rule or regulation 1s necessary to insure the maintenance of basic merit prmciples.
(c) The rule or regulation Implements a mandate t o the agency or primary national subdivision under law or other outside
authority, which rnplernentanon IS essentially nondiscretionary
in nature."3
The FLRA 1s entitled to great deference when interpreting its
regulations, which explrxly implement policies established by Congress or the E x e c u t ~ e ? ~
Additionally,
'
the burden for establishing
that a compelling need exists rests with the agency responsible for
the regulationLaSIt IS not the responsibility of the FLRA to determine what agency purposes a regulation is designed to achieve or
to determine what importance a regulation is to a n agency16B
Therefore, in determining whether agency regulations will bar negotiations over wages, it is important to examine the specific authority under which employees ~na particular agency are paid. Obviously. the clearest case concerns employees paid under the General
Schedule, because their pay is "specifically provided for by Federal
statute" Those employees who are paid under the P r e v a h g Wage
Rate Act must determine whether they were histoncally able t o
negotiate orer wages If so. then the saving clause of section 704 of
the Civil Service Reform Act allows them to continue. If they were
not able to negotiate prior to 1 Q i 2 .then by negative implication they
are now foreclosed from negotiat~ng?~'
Agencies under other federal
pay schemes must establish on a case-by-case b a r s that their pay
rates are "specifsaiiy provided for by Federal statute." Each statute
must be examined to determine the discretion that has been vested
I" that particular agency to set pay rates Fmally. the agency may
attempt to shoir that. although not "ipecIfmlly provided for," the
agency has implemented a regulation to achieve its pay scheme for
which a compelling need exists. If any of the above conditions exist,
then an agency has met the second part of the two-part analysis and
1s not obligated to negotiate o ~ e r
wages

" ' 5 C F R 5 2434 I1
"'Federal Depo%f Inmrance Carp I, Philadelphia Gear Corp 478 L S 426. 439
(19861
"'5 C F K 8 >421 11
"l.AFGE Local 3801 and Federal Deposf Insurance Corp, iladiian Reeon, 21
F L R I 870 881 (19861
''TSrr m ~ r n
note 1 3 i and aecornpan)mg text
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It 1s not a difficult task IO determine that employees ma? not
negotiate over their pa) because their saiaries "are provided far b)
Federal statute" It 15 not difficult to determine If emplorees are
catered by the Preiaiing Wage Rate .4ct. and if so whether the)- uere
historically able t u negotiate over them pay. The difficulty arises with
determining the amount a1 discretion vested m a parncular agenc)
to Tet pay rates. or if embodied in a regulation, whether a compell~
Ing need exists for such a regulation Such determinations ~-111
require an individual review of the court cases that have examined the
question of the negotlahllit) of wages

VII. CASE LAW ANALYSIS
The cases that have been decided at The appellate level have all
occurred in the past few sears Therefore a revleu of the cases in
a chronological fashion is not particularly helpful in understanding
the courts' rationale A renew a1 the cases pouped by the particular
type of pa> scheme the) operate under 1s more beneficial

A . PREVAILING WAGE RATE CASES
One of the first cases at the appellate level w a s M i l i t a r y Seal@
Command il FLRA. a Third Circuit case?48The case arose over The
negotiabilit) of wages a1 civilian mariners employed h) the Miiitar)
Sealift Command (\lSC) The court engaged in a lengthy discussion
of wages as a "condition of employment" and concluded that they
were not This conclusion was reached b) a relieu, of some of the
all-encompassing statements a1 Congressmen previously discussed
The court also based this conclusion on the grandfather clause of
the Prevailing Wage Rare Act The court stated

Congress would not have included or continued [a sanng
clausel m the prevailing rate sgstem unless a need to e ~ p l l ~ ~ t l y
preserve C O I I C C T I \ ~ bargaining for certain employees existed
The continuing existence of [a saying clause] m the prevallmg
rate lax Implies that t h e prevailing rate system does not em
compass collective bargaining and strengthens the presumption
against implied repeal as does the insertion of [a saving clause]
in the Labor-Management Statute.liB
The court recognized the abihtg of some federal employees to
bargain It viewed the saving clause ~n the FSLYRS as foreclosing
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the abiia) to bargain mer wages. not only for employees who had
not historically bargained oyer aages. but also for all other federal
employees unless specifically authorized under the prevailing rate
system The court did not have t o reach so broad a rationale in this
case. because civilian mariners had not histoncaiiy negotiated over
their wagespa If the court had found wages to be a "condition of
employment;' negotiations over wages for these ernplagees would
still haTe been foreclosed. because they had not traditionally eqoyed
such a right prior to 1972"'

One issue raised by the court and not prevmuslg discussed mnvolves
the discretian given to an agencp to set pay rates The statute provides that "the pay of officers and members of crews of
vessels
shall be fixed and adjusted from time to time as nearly
88 is consistent with the public interest in accordance with pre\ailmg rates and practices m the maritime mdustry"1i2
The FLRA held that the above pay statute. because it Tested discretion in the Navy and because that discretion was not ' sole and exclusive;' subjected wages to collectire bargaining The raaonaie of
the FLRA IS that

Congress, in enacting the Federal Service Labor-Management
Relations Statute, established a requirement that an agency
negotiate with the excluave representative of a n appropriate
unit of its employees . except to the extent provided otherwise by law or regulation. That is, to the extent that an agency
has discretion with respect to a matter affecting the conditions
of employment of its employees. that matter IS within the duty
to bargain of the agency-163
As the Third Circuit noted, the "FLRA reaches this result by denying a statutory grant of discretion the status of law and equating
its exercise with a rule or regulation unless it finds the g a m of discre-

'lyld at 1418 n 18 See Petitioner's Brief at 37 Depf of
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tmn 1s 'sole and exclus~ve 'ma The court did not. however, find 11
necessary to determme whether this test was either properly applied
or whether it had an> utilit? in defining the scope of bargaining:ss
The court found that the statute did \est ultimate discretion to set
rates of pay m the Secretary of the Kavy The courts rationale was
based on Its determmatmn that wages were not a "condamn of
employment' and thus that the FSLMRS did not authorize collective bargaming for federal employees mer pay and pa3 practices The
court found the language of the statute to vest discretion m the Sa 5
to determine the public interest m setting manners' uages>6fl
If the court had found that wages were a ''condition of employ
ment," it could have excluded this statute from collective bargamIng under the rationale that there employees had not historically
bargained mer their wages under the prevailing rate system. Absent
the "sole and excluii~ediscretion" test the court could itill hare
excluded the statute from bargaining If It found that wages of cn illan
mariners were 'specifically provided for by Federal statute" In other
words, the statute speclficallg provides that the S e c r e t q of the Xary
will set the wages as nearly as consistent with prevailing wages. and
If necessary to balance the public interest 4 s noted. however the
coun gave no guidance on the "sale and exclus~vediscretion' test.
The D C Crcun in Department 01b a s u r y , Bureau qfEngmrrng
and PTintzng P FLIW was faced with a pay statute under the preva~img wage system concerning the pay of electnaans that contained
identical language to the manners pay statute inlftlitary Senllft
In a non-edifying apmian. the D C Circuit stated. "We find the Thii d
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Circuit's analysis of the statutory language and history entirely persuasive and we adopt that court's reasoning as our own."'e8

B. STATUTORY PAY SCHEME
The Fourth Circuit in Nvclear&@~latory Commmion 2i FLRA also
found that wages were not a "condition of employment""8 The court
additionally determined that the union's salary proposal conflicted
wirh the Atomic Energy Act (AEA) and was therefore nonnegotiable.
The court relied upon the fact chat an agency d w s no1 have an obligation to bargam over proposals that are "inconslstent with any Federal
law or any Government-wide rule or
The Nuclear Regulatory Cammasion (NRC) was given a statutory
grant of discretion over the pay rates of its employees If the iiRC
deemed it necessan to exercise such discretion.lO' The FLRA contended ChaT because of That grant of discretion. the obligarian to
bargain was not inconsment with the STatilte. The court agreed with
the NRC that the AEA provides "no discretion to depart from General Schedule pay rates is allowed untd the Commission makes a findmg that the departure is necessary to the discharge of its responsibilities and then such departure can only be to the extent necessaw
to discharge its respons,bilities.""Z
The issue of whether the agency had "sole and exclusive discretion" over The pay rates of its employees did not arise in This case.
The FLRA's position seemed to be that if the agency had any discretion at all, whether or not it was "sole and exclusive," then the agency
was required TO bargain over wages. IT should be noted that not ail
of The Fourth Circuit 1s in agreement w t h The above opinion. In fact,
the opinion of che court en ham vacated the previous panel decision that wages were a "condition of employment" and that bargain-

"'Depr of the Deasurp Y FLRA. 838 F2d 1341 I343 (DC 1868)
1S8SuclearRegulator? Comm n ,, FLRA. 870 F 2d 1225 (4th C a 1585). petztzaafor
hos 85-108and 89-562
>*Old 81 1233 (quofmg 5 U S C § 71li(a)(l))
16ktomlc Energy . k t , 5 161(d) pmnder that the YRC is aulhanaed lo
appoint and fix the campenearlon of such officers and employees as ma) be
necei~awto earn out the functions of the Cornmiirion Such officen and
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Ing over wages was not inconsistent 7%ith the AEA The court sitting
en barn also [evened the panei'6 opinion that the hargammg of wages
did not interfere a i t h the management's right to decide 11s budget
If the court had found that wages were a "condition of employment '
it still might have found the proposal to he nonnegotiabie based on
the AEA being an 1nConsLstent federal law or because the proposals
interfered u i t h the management's r i a 1 to set ITS budget

C. TEACHER'S SALARIES
The last group of cases all concern the salaries of school teachers
emplored either b? the Depaflment of Defense or by the Department
of the Army. The Department of Defense school teachers haye not
been successful in advancing the argument that their wages should
be negotiable. The D.C Circuit's only basis for its opinion was that
wages were not a 'conditmn of employment' and therefore were
not subject to the duty of collecti~ebargainlng.li3 It should be noted
that the argument in this case concerned mertime wages. because
the statute covering the pay of Department of Defense Dependents
Schools (DODDS)teachers 1s very explicit that their pay shall he the
same as that of teachers in the District of
If the court
had determined that wages were a "condition of employment. ' 11
still might have found the issue of osertime to he nonnegotiable
because it mas inconmtent n i t h federal law It is a reasonable argument that the terms "compensation. tenure leave, hours of work.
and other incidents of employment" are broad enough to c o ~ e not
r
only the base pay of these teachers, but also overtime pa)
The school teachers under the Deparmment of the Army haxe been
much more successful in their quest to make their salami negotiable
The Eleventh and Second Circuits m F m t Stezart Schools 21 FLRA
and West Riilit Ele?wnfary School Teachers b FLRA, respectirelg
have ruled that wages are a ' condition of employment ' and h a e
determined teachers' salaries to be a proper subject far negotrdlon
The Sixth Circuit i n f i r t KnorDependent SchooLs 1 FLRA has ruled
to the contrary but the decision contained a srrang dissent echoing
the theme that wages are indeed negotiablelb5

"'Fan K n a r Dependent Schools,
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The pay statute ~n question in these cases, 20 U S C § 241 (1982),
is not under the Prevailing Rate Act. The statute authorizes the
operation of what are commonly referred t o as section 6 schools for
children living on federal property in the United States, including
children of members of the armed forces. Section 241 requ~resthe
Army. 'to the maximum extent practicable,'' to provide an education comparable to the education in local public schools at a cost per
pupil not exceeding the per pupil cost of free education in local communities?65
The Second Circuit found that the abet-e statute did not provide
for teachers' salaries. The court stated
Indeed cost parity may be maintained despite wide ranations
m what teachers are paid Similarly, educational comparability mag be maintained evcn with wide variations in teachers'
pay Because section 241 does not specifically establish campensation, the Army has the duty under 5 U.S.C. section i l l i ( a )
to bargain in goad faith over the salary schedules for teachemla'
The Army argues that the language of the statute does set the compensanon for these employees, because the Arms IS required to campensate the schools' employees according to local practice. It 1s a difficult argument that providing a comparable education at the same

( 8 ) heieirar) arrangementi bv Secretary. rtandard of education
i n the case of chrldren iho reside on Federal properf>-the Seerefan ma?
make ruch arrangements
w mas be necerran t o pro"de free public education foriuch children Sueharrangementrfo p'o"defreepub1iceducation ma)
also he made for chrldren of m e m b e n of the Armed Forces on active duty I f
the ichoali 111 which free public education 13 ~isuallyprmlded for such children
are made unaiailable Lo them 3.8 a result of official action by State 01 IOCB/
Bwernmenr aufhomy and ~f 17 the judgment of the Secretary
that no local
edu~8tl0nalagenes 13 able Lo ploiide suitable free public education for such
chlldrcn To the maximum extent practrcahle the local agency or the head of
the Federal department or agenc) ulth which any aiiangemenr 13 made under
f h s s e c f m n rhall takesuch acfiuniilniai heneresawtoensure thatthe educe

.

.
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cost per pupil rate of free public education in local communities 'ro
the maximum extent possible ' requires Idenncal teacher salaries
As J u t r e Scalia noted during oral arguments in the Fort S t e i t m t
case, the requirement that education and expenditures be comparable LO local civilian schools offers a lot of room to maneuver,
because comparable does not mean identical He observed. "There's
a lot of room for bargaining within the playpen of comparability' 161
In both the Fort Steu art and Fort K n o cases
~
management asserkd
that proposals to negotiate over wages were inconsistent with Army regulations for which there was a compelling need16n
The Arm5
argued that the statute IS essentially nondiscretionary i n mandating
that teachers salaries ~ ~ be~identical
1 1 to those m the local community. Thus, the regulation is implementmg a mandate to the agenc,
that IS nondiscretionary in nature, and therefore that there LS a compelling need for the regulation
This argument was rejected in both cases for the obnous reason
that the courts did not find the language of the Statute to be nom
discretionaq In fact. in the Fort Stewart case the c o u n r e n w e d
the legislative histor) of the pay statute and found that the Arm>
had requested an amendment KO the statute in 1965 t o pay Its
teachers in accordance with the entire teaching
This
was m response to a 1950 Comptroller General decision. which stated

i i i i o m of Section

8 for children residing

b Pupil-fearher rarw
< Curr~culomfor grades offered includliip kinderganen and sumrnei rihaol.
sf applicable
d Aciredifaiioo hy State or other accrediting arsociarion
e Transportafmn rerucei (srudenl an
f Length of regular and or iummer fe
g T ~ p e rand numbers of pmfesilonrl
h Salar) FCheduIe?
I Conditions of cmpln)menf
J In~tmciionalcquipmenr and iupplies
""1966 LL CodeCong B M m l n News 1813 The Armi cominentedthar the federal
mi. act%did not accommodare the teachinn orofession because of the dllference he.
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that the Army could not compensate its teachers according to the
salaries m a neighboring city"'
The Army in the Fort Steuart case asked the court to conclude
that Congress excepted teachem' wages from the civil sernce laws
so that they would be comparable to those in local public schools
The Court stated:
That 1s nor so. All that can reasonably he deduced from the exclusion of the General Schedules LS that Congress expected
teachers' wages and benefits to be one of the elements that the
federal agency could a d p i t in order to render per pupil expenditure comparable to that ~nlocal public schools. But to be able
to adjust is not to be reqmred to make equal. The statute requires equivalence ("[tlo the maximum extent practicable") in
total per pupil expenditure, not in each separate element of
educational cost. An agency may well decide to pay teachers
more or less than teachem in local schools, in order that it may
expend less or more than local schools for other needs of the
educational program. It IS thus impassible to say that the requirement of Army Reg. 352-9 (1980) that teachers' salaries be
"to the maximum extent practicable, equal" was "essentially
nondiscretionary in nature" within t h e meaning of
$ 2424.11(~)!~~
The Court noted that the petitioners chose to assert their claim
that there >+asa "compelling need ' for their regulation under only
the third criteria. The Army did not chose to assert a claim that its
regulation either was "essential
to the accomplishment of the
mission or the execution of functions of the agency" or was
'necessary to insure the maintenance of basic merit
Thus. these arguments are also left for another day and another case.
Both the Eleventh and Second Circuits also rejected the argument
that negotiating over wages interfered with the agency's right to set
its budget As discussed previously. no agency has pronded any data
t o rhe FLRA t o show that such increases would be significant and
unavoidable. Bath cmuits therefore gave deference to the conclusion of the FLRA that the Army failed to make the requisite demonstration of interference with its budget.

'-'Fa?l Stewail SchooB. 860 F 2 d ~t 103
"'Fort Srewan Schools Y FLRA. 68 U S LU' 4621 1628 (1800)
."See "pro note 143 and accompanying text
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The dissent in the Fort Knor case 1s the onl) opinion io date to
recognize the distinction between dalary schedules under the prevailing wage rate determinations and other stat
schemes. The dissent noted that the m u m
Department of Deasury both heid that wages were exempt from
bargamlng. The court m Department of Defens? Dependent Schools
L FLRA reiied on those t w o decisions to find that the legislative
histor) indicated that congressional inieni was t o exempt pay from
negotiabiliti The dissenting judge stated, [I]n my judgment thar
decision underestimated the importance of the Prevailing Rate Acts
in the Sealift and Deasury decisions The Prerailing Rate 4cts are
what rendered wager unbargainable 1" those cases, not the courts
interpretation of the FSLMRS"lT' The dissent found that West Point
was a more sensible decision and nas more consistent with the relevant legislative hstor? Thus the dissent found wages to be a condition of empla)-menr ' and found no compelling need for the Arm)
regulation because It was not lmp~emenllnga nandiscrerianar)
mandate

VIII. CONCLUSION
The point 1s now i i e l l settled that w g e s ale a "condinon of empioy
ment" and therefore subject t o negotiation. unless the) are 'ipecifically provided for b) Federal statute ' or unless negonations would
be inconsistent with federal l a a a government-wvlderule or regulation or an agency~widerule or regulation for uhich B compelling
need cxIsts Finall? wages would not be subject to negotiation If such
negotiations would interfere with a management right, such as the
nght of an agency to determine Its budget
Federal appellate courts are d n ided in their rationale and divided
in the results Because the Supreme Court has decided that wages
are a "condition of employment,' the appellate courtS 1 ~ 1 1be forced
to reconsider their positions While all of the cwcuIts will have to
accept that wages are a "condition of employment ' and therefore
subject to negotiation. It 1s till possible that the results of rhe cases
will remain the same Cases such as t h e .Mzlitary Sealzft Commnxd
could demonstrate that t h e aages of the ernpiqees uere not
previously negotiable under the prevailing wage acts and that t h e
parties are now foreclosed from negotiating over aages The Depanmen1 of Defense Dependents Schools could show that 11s statute
uould make bargammg Lnconsistent with federal law, because it 1s
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required to have the same %lanes for overseas teachers as the District
of Columbia provides far Lts teachers The future of bargaining by
the electlicians in the NuclearRegulafory Commission case may depend upon an argument made under the "compellmg need'' criteria
for the agency to continue to have discretion in this area.

The Supreme Court did not have to reach the question of the importance of the Prevailing Rate Act m the FOrt S m a r t case, and the
Court did not have to reach the question of the "sale and exclusive
discretion" test. Because the Supreme Court deferred to the conclusion of the FLRA on the agency's right to determine its budget,
the Court did not have to reach the balancing test of significant and
unavoidable costs versus compensating benefits

The declsian that wages are a "condition of employment" will certamly make many agencies examine how they do busmess with regard
to negotiation with employees over wages, but it is possible that very
feu agencies will actually have to change the way they operate Even
the FLRA, which has been the most outspoken proponent of the
theory that wages are a negotiable "condition of employment:' concedes that few of the employees under pay schemes not entirely set
by statute would be able to bargain ox-erwages, because many of the
pay schemes contain specific standards that the agencies hare to
The main impact of a demsum in the Fort Steuart case that wages
are a negotiable "condition of employment" will be that agencies
subject to pay schemes not entirely Set by statute will h a w to carefully examine the language and history of their individual pay statutes.
Those courts that have previously relied upon the assertion that
wages are simply not negotiable will have to determine whether the
pay schemes they have examined are now negotiable because they
do not meet the second part of the analysis.
lTaRRespondenl'r
Bnef(FLRA) at 17 Fort SIeaan Schools,, FLRA, 68 L.S L W 4621
110001 6088-661 The F L M after battling m e r the pay schemes of nurnerou~
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The teachers who are employed by the Department of the Army
are now able to negotiate mer their wages. The remedl for the Army, if this 1s not a desirable optmn, is of course t o appeal to Congress to change the pay statute. The salaries of dependent school
teachers would hare to be set by Congress so that the Army would
have no discretion m the matter The other option IS that the pay
of dependent school teachers could be aligned with the avil service
grades and thus covered by the General Schedulel'~
The Supreme Court has declared wages to be a negotiable "condl
tmn of employment," and She negotiability of wages will impact a
variety of agencies and employees for many )ears to come. Those
who previously attempted to negotiate over aages, but were unsuccessful. u d l want 10 try again. Those who thought the1 were foreclosed from bargaining mer wages mag want to reconsider Ultimately, for many agencies, the results may not change
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OPEN HOUSES REVISITED: AN
ALTERNATIVE APPROACH
by Major J. Bryan Echois-

I. INTRODUCTION
Do open houses at military mstallations open the door to any and
all groups wishing to promulgate their messages? For some time. this
question has troubled military commanders and their attorney advisors when they h a w attempted to exclude politically oriented
g o u p s from participation in open house activities. Despite a number
of cases involving these claims1 and a number af articles suggesting
resolutions to the problem,' there remains much confusion today over
whether commanders may constxutionally exclude certain categonea
of speech from open house activmes.
The uncertainty within the military and the mconsment resolution of the cases by federal courts stems from the current Supreme
Court approach to questions of governmental suppressmn of speech
activities where the context of the speech serves as the basis for different treatment As has been noted elsewhere, the categorical forum
approach used by the Court IS more conclusoly than analytical and
provides little predictability for those seeking guidance.3
Part I1 of this article discusses the Supreme Court's current approach to these contextual cases of express^ regulation and the
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inconsistent results in military open house cases resulting from Its
application. The article then reviews some of the problems posed for
military commanders bg the current approach Part 111 dPscriber an
alternatwe analytical approach 10 these first amendment cases suggested by Professors Daniel Farber and John S a a a k and then coni
ments on the advantages of their method mer the present analytical
framework that the Court uses Part IU applies this different ap
proach to the question of m h t a r ? open houses. addressing iome of
the more common OhJeCtlOnS to nnhtary efforrs TO exclude political
speech ar open houses

11. THE PUBLIC FORUM APPROACH
Over the years. rhe Supreme Court has developed a fairly cohei ent
approach Io two types of free speech cases. %
\he'n
government har
attempted t o restrict an entire category of speech such as abscem
ty, the Court has relied mainly on a defminonal approach. If the suhJect speech Is included In One of 4eYeral categories Of UnprotKted
speech. then the regulation 1s permissible If on the other hand.
the speech does not fall m10 the narrowly defined categories of unprotected speech. the speech 1s absolutely protected despite potential offense to a majority of the local cammunit?
The Court has also been successful m devising an analytical scheme
for time. place. and manner restrictmns on speech. In these cases
the Court balances the governments interest a g a m t the interests
of t h e proponent of the express~reactivitl and upholds reasonable
nondiscriminatory regulatmns.6In general time. place. and manner
restrictions must be content-neutral. narrowl) tailored t o s e i w a
significant government Interest. and must leave open ample alternative channels of communication

Since the 1970's. however the Supreme Court has faced a groamg
number of cases that have not fallen readily into either of the above
categories Instead. these cases have nnolved restrictions on certain
tgpes of speech as they relate to certain contexts These cases do
not involve traddionallg unprotected speech, and hecause the regula-
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tmns are not concent neutral,b the regulations would fail under a
craditmnal time, place, and manner approach.

In 1983 the Court clarified its approach to these cases by
delineating the different kmdr of forums in which speech O C C U ~ S . ~
According to the Court, there are three rgpes of forums: traditional
public forums. designated public forums, and nan-public forums.
TIaditional public faruns are those that have been "by long t r a d i ~
tion or by government fiat . devoted to assembly and debate,"
such as streets and parksLaIn these "quintessent~alpublic forums."
content-based regulation must necessanl) be related to a compellmg state interest and must be drawn narrowly to achieve that end!'
The second categon 1s "property which the State has opened for
use by the public as a place for expressive actint?," or a designated
public forum.12Although not required to rreaie a forum in the first
place. or to retain Lts open character, once the state chooses to do
so it is bound by the same restrictions present in the traditional public
For example. aithough a school LS normally a non~public
forum, If the school was used for a palirical meeting. then the use
would result m designating that place 8s a public forum!? T n e . place,
and manner restrictions applied in either the public or designated
publlc forums must comply a i t h the abov-stated requirements's
Th? final category 1s the non-public forum. which may be reserved by the state "for Its intended purposes. communicative or other^
wise. as long as rhe regulation on speech IS reasonable and not an
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effort to suppress expression mere15 because public officials oppose
rhe speaker's i i e i i " 1 8 S o t r e that a non-public forum allous the
gmernment to exercise home content-based dainmmatmn hetween
expressive activnies. allmring some but restricting othera

Once it defined these three types of forums. the Court's approach
has been to consider the particular resmction that the governmenr
imposed in a case. t o determine which of the types of forums IS inv o k e d , and then to measure the restriction against the applicable
standard for chat farum Use of this system has led the Court to
uphold a ban on placing unstamped mailable material m mailboxes."
a refusal to sell bus advemsmg t o polmcal candidates?sa denial of
use of a schools internal mail ststem for a union rivaling the
deslmated bargaining repreaentative.le and a ban on posting leaflets
on utility poles.2nB) c m t m t . public forum analy515has led the Court
to strike down the ability of a city theater to refuse to permit the
performance of the musraI
and the ability of the federal
government to exclude expressive activity on the sidew-alk m front
of the Supreme Court Itself.22
The use of these categories haa been criticized b? many aa adding
little to rhe analys~sand prrdictabiliry of such first amendment que>tions.21Whether a forum IS public. temporarily public. or n o n - p u h l ~
is perhaps clear a t the extremes, but the Court ha5 been unclear COP
cerning the criteria for determming the type of forum m o l \ e d
Ongmally, the Court used a historm1 test for determining the statub
of a site 24 In the 1970 5 h w e i e r some members of the Court a p
peared t o adopt a compatibility test ' ? / Thua. even w e s not rredi-
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tionaiiy held to be public forums could not restrict speech that was
compatible with that forum's use In other cases. the Court seemed
to place emphasis on governmental efforts to maintain the closed
nature of a forum in determmmg the nature of the forum.z6Thus,
there IS confusion over what cntena to use m d e t e n m n g into which
category a forum fall^.^'
After determining the appropriate category of the applicable site,
there has been a tendency to ~ a o r all
e other considerations m determ i m g whether the restriction IS constitutional If a forum is deemed
to be public, v~rtuallyall speech LS protected. If a forum is deemed
to be nan-public, virtually all restrictions are upheld. In both eases,
the ovemmplification inherent in the public forum approach results
in a failure to expiore both the legitimate interests of government
and the free speech interests of the public m a gwen case.zB

For the military commander seeking to decide what groups may
participate m a n open house or for a staff judge advocate providing
advice to the commander. the public forum analysis has been completely unhelpful. It must be noted that military bases have been
viewed as the quintessential non-public forum.zs The authority of
military commanders to exclude the public from areas under their
control has been limited only by a requirement that the commander
not be arbitrary and capncious.30The Supreme Court clearly has
recognized a distinction between federal military reservations and
traditional public forums such 8s municipal streets and parks. In only one case, Flower e. United States.SL
involving a public street running down the middle of an Army mtallatmn, has the Supreme Court

'VCi Cornellusr NAACPLeSalDefen3e and Educmiond Fund 473 L S i68119851
(lack of government intent to open up to r i d e range of expreisl\e ~ c t l i - i f )determinative of non-public forum rfafurj
9 do not mean to suggest that the C o w has uniformly adopted any of these approaches at Bnrpomt m time Indeed II isfhe facffhafmdirldual Iusficesappmach
the 4uestion of the statu8 of the forum i i f h such diverlent crifena that contributes
t o the confusion

'bSee Farber and lloaak nie Misleodzng ,Valure g f h b i i c F o ~ r n d n a l y s ~Con
s
, ~ ~ A " ~ ~ 70 dVa L
~ Rev
~ 1219,
~ 1221(1984)
~ A ~ ~
"%ree~Y Spack. 124 U S 828. 836 (1976) In reaching this C O O C ~ U Q ~ Othe
~ Coun
seemed t o 'el? on the hratorlcalfeir for forum a n a l y s ~One ma, a~gue8s well that
B non-public forum categonratlon aauld result from a compatibility analwr "And
if IS c~niequenrlyrhe business of B military ln~tsllsfion
to l18in soldren not to
pmride a public forum' I d
'"CafefenaU'orkerri McElm, 367 US 886 (19611 Foaracommandersbarmenffmm
his or her in~tallatlonto be valid the arbitmry and capncious standard requires onl)
that the reason be rational and n m discriminatory As rhe coun said ' [a penon)
could not be kept out because she w&! a Democrat OT Methodlit Id at 806
"407 I S 197 (1972)
foll and Conies an F
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determined that part of a military mstallaaon 1s public. and that has
based on a determination that the mh1ai-y had ' abandoned any nght
to exclude rivilian vehicular and pedestrian traffic from the
aVenue:'32

Yet when the military opens the mstallatmn to the public during
an open house. the question of public forum 1s raised once again.
If as some argue. the open house activity creates a temporary public
forum. then content-based restrictions may be justified on$ bg using
the least i e s t r ~ t i v means
e
to achieve a compelling gaiernmental interest On the other hand. If the installation remains a nan-public
forum restrictions on speech are allowed based on content, unless
based on the w e n p a n t of the speaker
Typically the military open house cases hare involved anti-war
groups or other demonstrators who have desired to hand out leaflets
or man information booths during the open houses, in a fashion
similar to orher groups that have been allowed to participate as part
of the open house activities Installation commanders have sought
to de) perinission or to exclude these 50ups based on a stated desire
to avoid turning the open house into a forum for the discussion and
debate of political que~tions.'~
This IS not an issue thar can be ignored bg nulltar? officials or
resolved merely by refusing t o hold open houses. The open house
Lmportant part of the Air Force mission. particularly
to the maintenance of base-community relations Commanders are
specifically encouraged to hold open houses yearly,3' and significant
assets are dexoted to the events
IS I iewed as an
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At the same time. commanders who choose t o hold open houses
face a real threat that their ~ J S O U I C B S may be consumed and their
personnel threatened d they attempt to exclude politicall) oriented
groups from the open house actmdies. Probably the most serious m e
m\oh.ei Gliffiss Air Force Base. in which the wing commander, base
conunander an assistant sraff Judge advocate. and a Security pohceman face personal monetary liability as a result of Bwemss actions
arising out of the 1984 open house3*
Most troubling to the military commander and the staff Judge ad
vocate attempting to decide these questions is the lack of predictability of whether the courts will determine the open house to be
a public or non-public forum. Air Force open house cases decided
using the public forum categories have yielded wildly r a n m t e n t
results. In some instances. the courts have concluded that the open
houses were not public forums. and that exclusion of anti-war
demonstraton was permissible.40In others, the courts have concluded
that the Instaliation was a public forum during the open house and
that hrnitatmn of expressive actiTity by base officials was constitutionally impermissible absent a compelling governmental interest.
which the courts have rarely found.4'
Courts deciding that the open houses are not public forums have
viewed several factom as important They generally conclude that
an open house is supportive of and consstent n i t h the mihtaq mis~ m nAccordingly,
. ~ ~
the open house does not change the presumed
non-public forum s t a t u of the base. Second. they find that the Air
Force LSnot engaging ~nspeech subject to rebuttal by others because
it is speech in support of the mission that has been dictated by the
political branches of government 4 3 Rather than entering into debate
llBliens \ Six Lnknoan Yarned .Agenf~of Federal Bureau of Uarcoties 103 U S
388(1911)(eifablishingp~nonalcause of action agonslfede~emplageesnhoiialare
Plalnrlff P C O n S l l t Y f l O n a l rights)

689 F Supp 1045 (D Calo 1988)
\or 15 I[ likeli that such a compelling ifale interest aould be found, because the
courts habe geneialli beenrery relucranf~ofindinrerrrrsafthegoiernmenf naifrong
as t o deoriie indiridualr of a t h e n i r e recomired riihtr In addition uhere such d
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over the propriety of milaar) activities. the Air Force IS reporting
on how It is fulfilling Its assigned mission Finally. the COIITIS point
to the extenswe Control over the open house b) base officials to show
that, unlike Flower6' the militar? has not ahandoned c o n ~ r omer
l
the installation li
Each of these c o n c I u s ~ o have
~ ~ s heen rejected by other courtb With
respect to the consistent) of open houses with the merall milltar)
mission. courts ha\e instead concluded that an open house, x h i c h
disrupts normal misson activity is a significant departure fraiu the
traditional military missmn This 1s especiall) persuasre to th?
courts when the approved open house actinties include such dwerw
groups as chambers of commerce and chapel activities
A? to the element of gmernmental speech instead of agreeing that
Air Force "speech is not designed to enter into the debate mer the
course of American military power, the courts haie found that the
Air Forces stated purpose of seeking ID ass^ rhe Amencan people
in their understanding of
the need for continual research
development and modernization of Air Force systems"'. d e m a n ~
strates that the open house 1s an attempt to argue for continued sup^
port for a powerful military \Then the courts have v i e w d the Air
Force as presenting its side of the argument aver national defense
pohcy. Lt seems courts desire t o g r e the ' other nde" equal time out
of a sense of fairness
The third point raised hi rhose courts upholding The non-public
nature of open houses 1s that the military has continued t o exert control over the activities. thus demonstrating that the e\eiit is not a
public forum Although this 1s a logical argument It 1s a tiouhling
one from a first amendment wen. If the government is said t o have
maintamed the status of a non-pubhc forum h? controlling what
speech IS allowed. then rhe nght to public speech 15 a matter of
governmental discretion alone This posmon has resulted in courts
that are suspicious of even good faith efforts on the part of th?
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military to draw distinctions between groups allowed to participate
in the open houses, because 11 appears that government discretion
1% so unrestrained
The Supreme Court had an opportunity to determine the status
of military open houses in the 1985 case af Albertini 2. Lizited
That case invoived a conwctmn for entering the base during an open house. after the defendant previously was barred from
reenty by the base commander. The defendant claimed that the open
invitation of the base for the open house remmed the ability of the
commander to exclude him, a t least for that one da? Although the
Court decided the case on ocher
there was strong dicta
that military open houses are not public forums Exen if the Court
had reached a conclusion on the pubiic forum question. a later court
could question whether differing facts provide the basis for a different conclusion. As a result, strong uncertainty continues as to the
nght of groups to advocate their political causes and the nght of the
military to exclude politically oriented groups from open houses.

111. THE FOCUSED BALANCING APPROACH
In their article, The.Wzsleadi~g.Yalure ofPubiic Forum Analysis:
Content and Conlest i n F'irstAma,idmentAdjudication.'3 Professor?
Daniel A Farber and John E. Uowak propose an alternatre approach
to resolving cases of what they refer to as situational restraints, chose
instances of regulation that are not conrent neutral but appl) only
to particular speakers in particular physical contexts Under their
approach. "the government may regulate content in that emir on^
mental context only as long as Its goais are unrelated to censorship
and It does not restrict the flow of ideas in society as a whole.''<'
They term their approach "focused balancmg,"~m
The focused balancing approach seeks to give weight to first amendment values, while
at t h r same tim? recognizing legitimate governmental interests m
partiruiar contexts of speech
' r 4 i ? V S b75 (1986)
IIThe Court held that e\en 11the open house were a public forum the receipt by
the defendant of a bar letter 'dlsnnguahed him from the general pubhc Id at 6Rfi
IsThe c~nelumenof the Court of Appeals that Hickam was mer 8 public forum
is dubious \Idifar) baser generalli m e not public fora and Cree? expressly rejected
the ruggeltian that wheneLer memben of the public a x permitted freelv to visit
8 place auned or ap?rzted b\ the Government. then that place becomes a 'public
forum' for purparei of the Fmf Amendment
Id at 686 (rluofmg Gieer \ Spack
484 V S at R361
"Farher and U a x a k . supra note 26
~ V da i 1210
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Focused balancing employs a threp-step process of analysis The
first Step requires a court to examine the governmental goal of the
challenged restraint or regulation s6 To ensure that this IS not post
hoc formulation. the government. no1 the court, must clear]) ai^
tlculate the goal of the restriction at the time It imposes the restnction s. The goal must also applg to the kind of speech regulated as
It relates to the specific Context in which the speech OCCUIL This
first step 1s referred t o as the ' articulation requiremet
The second step is t o mqure into the permissibht) of the goal
Generally, goals are permas~blewhen they are viewpoint neutral hl'
Even here, however, exceptions exist 10 requiring strict rienpoint
neutrality.61At a minimum. the goal must be "unrelated to the 5 u p ~
p i e i s ~ o nof free expression ' O2
Third, the court must apply a balancrng of the goal sought b) the
government against the burdm that pursuit of the goal places on
speech 61 This focused balancing takes into account not an11 rhe
speech interest of the mdmdual challenging the regulation, but also
the interests of the entire class of speech previously identified b)
the government as that encumbered by the arriculated goal In addition. the court must weigh ~n the balance the "profound national
commitment" to free speech B4 In balancing the ~nterestsin\ alved,
the court must determine whether the regulation is reasonablg like
1y to attain the desired goal and whether the goal IS sufficientl) mi
portant to justify the means n 5
A balancing test 110weve~rigorous ~nIts required analgas 1s hardl)
a noiel approach to resolving conflicts between governmenr interests
and civil Iiberries. Moreaver. balancing tests are inhrrentlr depen
dent on the values held by indiridualjudges and Justices Yet when
the Constitution grants legitimacy to two competing xalues. such a s
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the ability of government to function and the public's nght to speak,
there must be a means of granting preference to one or the other
in a specific application

In balancing these competing values, care must be taken to avoid
identifying the values a t stake either too broadly or too narrowly
All too frequently, governmental issues are identified with the very
existence of our nation. If the court identifies the governmental interest as national security or military loyalty, discipline, and marale,
it 1s highly unlikely that any individual interest will be found to
outweigh such mterests.BbAtthe same t m e , individual interests often
are narrowly construed as the interests of only that particular individual. While that 1s certainly the interest a t stake in a particular
case, there is clearly a collective interest of all persons in the exercise of civil liberties such as speech.
The focused balancing approach avoids these dangen By requiring the goal of the government restriction to be articulated with
specific relation to the type of speech and the particular activity involved, invocation of broad interests such as national security are
avoided in favor of an explanation of how this particular activity
relates to that broader interest. Professors Farber and Bowak also
are adamant that the mterest m speech must not be limited t o the
particular litigant or the particular message, but must be viewed as
the interest of ail the public in s n i l a r speech.67
A further criticism of the balancing approach is its dependence
on the values of the judges or Justices determining the outcome of
the case. Farber and N m a k reply that value judgments are unavoidable in cases where competing interests hare legitimate claims to
enforcement O B It may also be argued that open articulation of this
balancing of values and the identification of the values themselves
is far more likely to give credibility to judicial determinations than
claims to objectivity consisting of applying labels such as pubhc forum
on unreveaied value judgments.
Although the focused balance analysis is designed to be applied
t o all situational restrictions, it has particular relevance to cases involving political speech at military open houses. The next part of
this article applies the approach to the open house cases.

T l Karemafsu L United Stales 323 I. S 214 (1944) Oucif,ing mlernrnent of
Japanese Amencans m Xooild W a I11
(Farber and Uawak, mpm note 28 at 1213
#&Id a t 1244
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IV. APPLYING FOCUSED BALANCING TO
MILITARY OPEN HOUSES
The fact situations in open house cases are fairly Cons1steiit Once
an open house IS scheduled, the base begma an extensive planning
process Planning includes security arrangements, selection of paltmpanta crolrd control, parking, and other issues involved m opening an area to as many as 100,000 visitors oyer the course of a day
In almost all situations, the open house is limited to a portion of o m
ly one day
Of particular importance to the f i n t amendment issue IS the selection of participants. These generally include base activities of an of^
ficiai nature. such as security police units and the chapel. and offtclally recognized private orgamzatms. such as model airplane
builders and squadron support actLvmes. They may also include
military resources external to the base. such as the Thunderbirds fl?ing demonstration team or military recruiters. and non-military activities. such as the Confederate Air Force. a group dedicated to
preserving and displaging vintage aircraft from previous wan Fin&
ly, groups involved i n military activities but not part of the milnary
organization, such as defense contractors. are Sometimes included
Partlclpatlon by the groups can take basically two farms If the
group E interested in recruiting or promoting its cause. It ma? operate
a booth or an area ~n nhich its members hand out brochures and
pamphlets or display their activity, such as flying radia~controlled
planes. Other groups ma? use the event as a fund-ralnng actlv1T)
operating refreshment booths 0 1 selling crafts or ~ouvenlritems.
It 1s at the point of selection of participating groups that the poren
tial for f m t amendment conflict arises In some cases. political gToup9
such as anti-war or disarmament groups have requested that the)
be included as a participating group in the open house acTi
If so. t h e installation commander 15 faced m r h the responsi
approving or disapprm mg the request
If no requesi is made far inclusion i n the actlrltlea. the other point
at 9hich the ~ssuearises 1s during the open house itself Indinduals
or members of a political group ma) seek to coniey their meziage
either bg a demonstration or by passing Out mformarlan on their
cause io Because This E unapproved actlilt) from the point of i l P w
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of the base officials. this usually results in an order to cease the act i m y If those involved in the actiwty do not obey the order, then
arrest, expulsion. or a seizure of the material used t o convey the
message is carried out by the security police Of course, compliance
with the order results in represaon of expressive activity. which can
be challenged in a later legal action
Regardless of the particular fact situation, the issue remains fair^
ly clear Does the installation commander have the authority to exclude some types of speech from the audience a t the open house
based on Lts content. or do individuals ~n the general public h m e
a nght to engage m speech unrestricted m e for content-neutraltime,
place and manner restrictions'

A . THE GOAL OF GOVERNMENT
RESTRICTIONS
The first Inquiry m the focused balancing approach 1s t o determme
the government's goal m imposing the restriction Once that s o d IS
articulated, the goal must then be examined to determme whether
it 1s related to the context and the content of the affected speech
In the open house cases, the mllitary has identified the goal of maintaining a poht~callyneutral military in both fact and perception. The
restnctmn intended to accomplish this goal is to prohibit "pohncal"
speech on military installations, including periods when the base has
been opened for She public's examination
The first challenge to the articulated goal m present cases IS that
"pohtical" speech has never been defined adequately, placing too
much discretion in the commander of the installation Fmber and
Niowak require that the government articulate "prec~selywhat
speech 15 permissible in the Context covered by the regulation."73
There IS some question as to whether the Alr Force has been s u c ~
cessful in bearing its burden of commumcatmg what tgpe of speech
i i rnpermmible. Probably the most forthright effort to communicate
the ILmm of prohibited expressive actiiity occurred a t Griffiss Air
Force Base in 1984. where per~onnelpassed out letten from the base
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commander to most visitors as they arnred.-i E ~ e there
n
however.
t h e letter'? reference to an) political activity and any action
detrimental to good order and disupline".' may be attacked as insufficiently specific to put the public on notice as to the parameters
of the restriction.
The definition of political speech IS to be found instead in the
underlying goal Itself. If the goal 1s to prevent the rniliiary from becoming entangled in ideological controversies. then some observations follow First. the goal would nor support restrictions on prnate
discussions between Individuals. even 11the subject was highl) con
troversial. Since t h e concern 1s over turning the mrtailatmn into a
forum for dPbate over political issues. private discussion pose3 little
danger to that interest Second, the prohibition would not apply to
what have been termed "clathmg" messages.T6such as slogans on
t-shns and buttons. In hoKh instances there may be a threat of riolent
reaction to the speech, but restrictions on either of these u o u l d be
unrelated to The governments goal in the context of an open house
of preventmg the mihtai-y mstallanon from being turned into a forum
for political debate
Instead, the category of political speech must be limited to an a p
peal by a person or group to the public on behalf af a cause that IS
normallg committed to those branches a i the government charged
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sine of the military budget the use of nuclear weapons, the propriety of abortion, provision of housing for the mdigent, and other issues
would he properly restricted The basis for this definition IS that
political policy-making is not properly within the prownce of the
mihtary. Instead, these questions are properly committed to those
portions of the executme. leaslative. and judiaai branches of government vested with authority to resolve such questions. It 1s the appeal to the public for support of ideological causes that LS the d e f i n ~
ing characteristic of such "pohtical speech '

\lareover, the goal of political neutrality of the mlhtary IS unquestionably related to the category of pohtical speech within the context of an open house. That groups consider a political message
presented m the context of an open house to be a powerful persuasive
tool 1s demonstrated by the efforts groups exert in seeking to gain
admission Moreover. political speech in the context of a day given
t o the public's examination of the activities af our armed forces may
be all the more forceful. because it IS not unlikely that the message
will be \iewed as possessing the imprimatur of government a p ~
p r ~ v a l . The
' ~ most efficient and arguably the oniy effective means
of pursuing that end is to ban all political speech.
The courts are prone It seems, to forget the true basis of the objection by the military to such speech actirities, and instead assume
they are concerned with the good order and discipline of the a c t w i ~
ty and the troops Far example, in his decision in Bmun L Polmer'e
the district court judge noted that "these actillties can be permitted without interference with the other open house activnies''soIn
reaching this conclusmn, the judge appeared to focus only on rhe
physical aspects of the expressive actmty. which of course are
perfectiy consistent with the open house. He failed to give sufficient
welght or thought to the effect of such activity on the political
neutralits of military mstallatmns or to the question of other politicai
groups that might seek future admission to advocate their causes.
Such a miscellany of groups espousing their political newpoints
would transform the nature of the open house completely and would
in all likelihood force the military to forego the open hause.81
'?The likelihood of goLernment approval being pieiumed l e grearer t o rhe exrent
that the group 1s identified in the public mind ivnh the interests of the Air Force
Thu,, a group from the \eferans of Foreign !Gars ad\acatmg a c ~ n ~ t i t u t ~amend
~nal
menf t o protect the flag E mole likely than an anti-nurlear power emup to be identifiedKifhfhe AIrForcemthemindofrhepublic and!?niarelikel! ragainapproval
from The goiernment Because the mtererr of oht tical neutralit) must be pursued
regardlePs of the ~ l e l i p n m tthis
. remain5 a releranr factor mjusI~fysuch restnctlons
F Supp 1045 (D Cola 1968)
doliiat 1062
slid at 1049 [Welch Declarauan)
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In sum, the goal of political neutrality on milltar) installations has
been clearly articulated h j the military and 1s specifically related
to the category of pohncal speech during the context of open houies
Hamng met the articulation requirement of the focused balancing
analysis, the discussion turns to the permissibilny of the goal itself

B. THE PERMZSSZBZLZTY OF THE GO.1L OF
POLITIC.ll. SEL.TRdLITI' OF THE JZIUTARY
The permissibilit) of the militar)'s goal m imposing speech restnctions during open houses or selectivel) banning certain speech must
be measured against the Constitution and the first amendment in
that the goal must be viewpoint neutral In the case of political
neutrality of the milmi). It ma>!be said that the goal is not merely
permissible. hut that It 1s obligatory. Because this 1s the central j u i tifiation for the proposed restrictions. the c a ~ for
e requiring political
neutrality bears examination
There IS no express proiisian in the Constitution for the political
neutralit) of the military The p n n c ~ p l eis best vlerved as a corollary
for another constitutional principle. that of civilian control over the
militav The mandate of civilian control of the milltap periades our
constitutional structure and stems from the deep distrust on the part
of the Founding Fathers of a standing army.83Such a discrust was
based on European and American experiences of great power w e l d ed by a permanent armed force
Despite the lack of an express constitutional provision providing
for political neutrality. t h e textual limitations on the military pro^
side strong support for the principle For example. it 1s Congress that
IS empowered to make rules for the government and regulation of
the land and naval forces.' In addition, Its appropriation power"
and the p o s e r to declare warii are designed to balance presidential
power as commander-in-chief of the Army and X a r p 8 ' Reliance on
a militia was thought to be a safeguard against a large standing a r ~
my.ba and the Bill of Rights also contains express proimons that
would limit the powers of a militar) force
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In addition t o COnStitutiOnal limitations, Congress and the E x ecutive have taken steps to limit the encroachment of the military
within the cwilian branches of government Various statutory prohibitions have been enacted to prevent miltary officers from assuming civil offices.80Presently, federal law prohibits miiitaly officers
from holding a civil office that 1s elected, that requires presidential
appamtment by and with the advice of the Senate. or that LSa position m the Executive
The history of congressional attempts to limit military officers from exercising power within the
civilian government 1s perhaps marked more by exception than conastency,g2 but the relatively small number of such attempts
demonscrates the strength of the principle of preventing the military
from influencmg the politicai process
The courts have uniformly recognized rhe principle of political
neutralicy as well, although with varied rationales for its existence
and source. In Grew c Spocke3 Justice Stewart relied on the
"Amencan constitutional tradition of a politically neutral military
establishment under civilian control
Justice Powell also gave great
weight to the principle, stating
Few concepts m our history have remained as free from
challenge 8 s this one But complete and effective civilian control could be compromised by partmpatmn of the mihtary qua
military in the political process. There IS also a legximate public
concern with the preservation of the appearance of political
neutrality and nonpartisanship. There must be public canfidence that civilan control remains unimpaired, and that undue military influence on the political process IS not even a
remote risk.g6

5

#OEg k t of March 30 1865, c.38. 3 140th Cong , 2d Sess). 15 Star 58 R 8 5
1223 (pmhibrtmg actlie and retired m h r w offlcen from holding diplomatic or con
wlar P O ~ ~ S kI . r of Jul) 16,1870, c 294
18 1411t Cong 2d Sess 1, 16 Stat 310. R S
5 1222 (prahrbimg Aimy officers from holding 'any ciW office")
L S C 5 973Ib1(2HA1 (1985)
8%
1950 President Truman asked Cong7esn to -8n.e lrmifafi~nsan the National
Security A d of 1947 Act of July 26. 1947 (80th Con8 1st Sess 1 61 Stat 485 which
pmhrbired the appointment of anyone a Secreran of Defense who had served on
actlie duty i i t h i n the ten )?am preeedmg the appointment Such a wamer WBQ
necessary to appoml George Marshall a~ Secretary of Defense Congreh agreed t o do
80 VIthouf debate m the Act of September 18. 1950 c 961 (81at Cong , 26 Seis ) 64

5

Stat 863

"'424 1 S 82s IlBi6!
"Id at 539
#Old at 846
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The Eighth Circun Court of Appeals held the principle of military
neutrality in high regard in its rationale for holding in Pmsmisjw
Free Speech nt SAC 1: C?rited Stoles ALI.ForceV6that an open house
was not B public forum Even courts that disagree with the exclusion of palirical speech at open houses do not disagree with the principle. but only with Its application
TVhile 11 1s clear that the goal of the political neurralq of the
military E a permissible goal what of the question of viewpoint, as
contrasted with content neutrahtf If political neutralit? 1s punued
by suppressing only those \ie\\s deemed hostile to the milltar?. such
a regulation of speech aould fail the test of Faarber and Nowak
Initiall!. one ma? question nhether the Court has actmil! required
\Leivpomt neurralitr m military contexts In the past. courts h a t e
sustained regulations of speech in the military, and indeed criminal
convictions, based largely upon rhe n e ~ ~ - p a moft the speech.
Although addressing the first amendment only with respect to an
overbreadth challenge. m the case of Rirker I: Levy" the Supreme
Court addressed first amendment protections in a military context
Thar case mvolred a review of the court-martial con\iction of an Army officer who urged blacks to refuse to fight in Vietnam because
it was a racist s a r In Its n n r r e n opinion. the Court cited the Courr
of Shlitary Appeals' "sensible" exposition of first amendment dortrines b) quoting from Diited States L. h i e ~ t m. which
~ ~
the Court
of hhlitary Appeals m t e d

In the armed forces some resInctmm exist for reasons that have
no counterparr in the civilian cornmunit! Disrespectful and
contemptuous speech. w e n advocacy of \LOICIII change, 1s
toleiable in the civilian community. far I t does nor direrti? affect the capacity of the Goiernment to discharge its reapansibillties unles~It both is directed to inciting imminent lair leas
action and IS likely to produce such action. in military hi?.
howerer, other considerations must be aeighed The armed
forces depend a n a command s t r ~ m u r ethar at times must com
mit men to combat, not only hazarding then Ines but ultimatel)
mvohmg rhe secuntr of the Satmn Itself. Speech thar 1s pro-
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tected in the civil population may nonetheless undermine the
effectiveness of response to command. If I t does. it IS constitutionall) unprotected loo
Other cases h m e also upheld first amendment restrictions in the
military context based for the most part on viewpoint
Although
~ ' the ability of a presithe most pressing issue in Greer v S p ~ e l i ~was
dential candidate to campaign on base, the Court also addressed the
requirement of prior approtal from the installation commander for
distributing leaflets. There the Court went so far as to allow the pnar
restraint of materials found by an installation commander to be "a
clear danger to loyalty, discipline, or morale, although not extending
to material which the commander doesn't like or critical of government policies or
Clearis this involves viewpoint discnmination on the part of the commander
Despite the extensive restrictions allowed on semice members the
Court quite clearly imposes a viewpoint neutrality requirement on
military officials when they seek to impose speech restrictions on
cinhana addressing other civilians or military personnel. Thus. a
threshold requirement far excluding political candidates from Fort
D u was that the commander ''objectively and evenhandedly applied" the restriction to all political candidates?04The Court also
upheid James Albertmi'i conviction for reentv during an open house
after being barred from the installation upon noting that the U.S.
Code provision under which Albertini was convicted was content
neutral The Court cited the O'Brcm106test approwngly, one renet
of which IS that the regulation of speech be unrelated to the suppression of free e ~ p r e s s m n Thus.
? ~ ~ whlle f m t amendmenr cares arismg m the military context have sometimes abandoned a viewpoint
neutrality requirement. those cases appear to be limited to regulations applying on15 to speech bg or addressed to m i h t a v memben.
It appears to be self-evident that the principle of pohticai neutrality
satisfies a viewpoint neutrality requirement, because by its terms
the principle excludes advocacy of all political causes regardless of
the expressed viewpoint Of course, the application of the principle
"'Lid at 5iO lclraflons omlffedl
'"'Cl Knifed States > Hone.37 C l f R 125 (CM 4 156il Cnlted States I Toameg,
35 C kl R 565 1.X F B R 1965)
'"'421 L S 828 (19761
""Id at 611
""Id at 640
""United Staler \ 0 Brie", 351 U S 367 11868)
" I d at 377
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of political neutralit) may be such as TO call into question the view.
point neutraliiy of military officials applying the principle. That a
princ~plemap be abused. h o w l e r . 1s not alone a basis far condemnIng ,t?OT

Of course. some groups argue that the objectire of the military 1s
not to promote neutrality. but to ensure that only the military d
message will be heard. The objection 1s based on the contention that
the military 1s itself e n g a w g m political speech m trying to convince
the public to support the militan budget This has been the strangest
basis for judicial concIusions that open houses were public forumsL"*
This objection LS closel? related to another, that allowing other groups
ro participate demonstrates that It IS only adversanal speech that
1s prohibited
Three types of speech are involved in most open houses The first
1s that of the military nself. either in the form of milltar) recruiteri
milirarx flight operations personnel. or milltar? organizations The
second is civilian defense contractors. who offer information about
the weapon sssrems that they provide to the military. The third 1s
the speech of officially sanctioned private organizations
4 s to the first argument. the fact that the milltar? 1s promoring
Itself. the efficienq of 1ts mission performance. or the excellence
of its people should not result in a corresponding forum for altern a t r e \iewpoints Such a position would prore too much. To pro
pose that whenever the gmernment speaks there arises a correspon
ding nght to propose the alternative Yiewpoint would make a
mockery of government attempts to communicate w t h the people.
If a congressman holds a press conference In the Capitol does It
thereby became a public forum? If the President makes a speech at
the White House urging the passage of a parocular bill, does thar
turn the \Vhm House into a public forum? Certaml) not Of course.
t h e Supreme Court has rejected such proposals on more than one
OCLaSIOll

r&um
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Perhaps a more compelling argument can he made that allowing
defense contractors to provide information about their weapon
systems results in a corresponding right to provide mformatmn about
their destructiveness and the disadvantages of spending large sums
of money on their procurement The dissentingjudges ~nthe Eighth
Circuit's Persons for Free Speech at S A P o case stressed this point.
They concluded that those contractors had an excellent opportunity to engage in "in~titutmnaiadvertising ' that would help influence
milnary and cinhan officials participating in procurement decisions
as well as consumers who would be influenced t o buy other products
soid b i the contractors.L1l The dissenters make far too much of this
m light of the actual displays of information that the contmctors provided &en if such a benefit were realistic, such a n institutional
benefit to the contractor would be only incidental to the overall purpose of communicating to the public the means by which the military
accomplishes its missmn. More accurately, the contraam is simply
providing mfomatian on behaif of the mihtary about current weapon
systems' capabiiities112If anyone should complain, it should be the
campetiton of the contractors The situation 1s far more similar to
the case of Perry Ed, Ass'n c Perry Local Ed Ass'n:l3 in which the
group allowed greater access achieved I t on the bass of Its status
as the current provider of a service to the government rather than
a substantne choice of the government to favor one group over
others

The strongest case can be made where the military has allawed
other groups, not part of the official military structure, to participate
in the open house actwities. There the military officials must ensure
that they make distinctions on iegitimare, articuiabie s o u n d s In mast
cases, however, the) have done so The vast mqority of groups
allowed TO convey their message to the public are groups that play
an integral part in the llfe of the base community. Such groups as
the boy scouts. model airplane clubs. officers' wives clubs, softball
and other sports groups, and others are essential to communicating
"who we are" to the community. Groups favorable to the military
but unrelated to the installation have been uniformly rejected for
participationLL4
The one possible exception to this occurred at Grif~

.. .

I

"

l
.
"
"
"
,

"dEg Gnffen, Griffrrr Air FoneBase Ua B X I - 3 6 5 I h D U i )(Affidavit of Staff
Judge 4diocare dawd .April 29 1985 1
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fiss Air Force Base when the Confederate Air Force participated in
the 1984 open house1" The Confederate Air Force 1s a non-profit
group that restores displays, and demonstrates early militarg air~ra1t.L
Although
~~
not part of t h e Air Farce. Its displag of the aircraft
IS certainly consistent with demonstrating the history of the Air
Force Attempts TO charactenme its actnity as "lauding the bombing
of Hiroshima and Sagasaki 'ILiare distortions of facts simply to sup
port a legal argument
Interestingly enough. in the case of B r o l ~t,i ~Palmer119where the
court found a public forum in an Air Force open house at Peterson
A n Force Base. Colorado, and held I t unconstitutional to prevent an
anti-war group from passing out literature at the open house. the
coun found it significant that religious hterature was passed out to
t h e visitors by t h e Peterson Air Force Base chapel.12" Whatever one
mag think about the constitutional propnet5 of military chapel and
c h a p l a m the chapel 1s part of the overail mission organization of
any mtallatian, and Its paniciparion m the open house E asjurtified
as that of a maintenance squadron explaining how efficiently It fixpi
planes12LThe court's rationale raises the disturbing possibility of a
base chapel becoming a public forum because religious serv~cesare
held there

Courts that have approached open house questions with an "equal
access'' mindset have lauded the virtue of a republican go, ernment's
commitment to "free and robust debate ' of government policies
Such a debate IS laudable but, like Justice Brennan's opinion in G v e r
1: Spock."2 there seems to be no apprecianon for the appropriate and
inappropriate sites of that debate It may be that the United States
has succeeded so well m preventing the military from becoming a
political force that ue have forgotten the lessons of hisrorp calling
for that prevention

"124 L 5 ac X h M *
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C. THE BALANCING REQUIREMENT
Finally, having articulated the goal af the government restriction
and finding that it is permssible, the interest of the government in
its goal must be shown to outweigh Its impact on speech. This requires scrutiny of the relationship between the regulation and the
governmental goal to determine whether the regulation is reasonably
likely to attain the goal and a determination of whether the goal 1s
sufficiently important to justify the means
The importance of the goal of political neutrality already has been
discussed. Such a long-standing and agreed upon goal should be entitled to great deference But it 1s not the goal of political neutrality
or civilian control of the military that is at question Rather, Lt is the
use of a ban on political speech in the context of an open house that
must be sufficiently related to the goal. Put more broadly, does a
ban on political speech and debate at military installations further
political neutrality'? This appears t o have been answered by the
? ~ ~it 1s important to note Justice
Supreme Court in Grew 2: S p o ~ k But
Brennan's counter argument in that case. He maintained that isolation of the military from exposure to alternative political influences
is a threat to neutrality, because the overall organization 1s "highly
susceptible of poimcmtmn."'24 Quite remarkably, he disapprovingly a t e d testimony of the commanding officer's representative that
the base would discriminate on the basis of whether one would urge
soldiers not to use illegal drugs versus, presumably, one who would
advocate their use?z6He appears to feel it is unfortunate that "the
probability of sustained internal agnation or even questioning of the
mllitaly system" would be unlikely afterVietnam128Hereiealsa total
misundentanding of the nation of political neutrahty. It 1s fundamental to the concept of a "on-political militan that military members
do not enter Lnto a debate over the propriety of accomplishing their
mission It is a desire not to turn the military instailation into a
marketplace of ideas concerning t h e n isdom of their cinhan leaders
that drives the goal of political neutrality. Justice Brennan, an the
other hand, would concern himself only with those actions tending
to turn the mihtary itself into a pohtml faction. He fails to recowm
that "sustamed internal agitation" within the mihtary. and particularly the debate over cinlian-directed defense p o k y , IS a logical
first step in the development of such a faction
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A further argumenr againsr the ban on political speech in mihtar)
open houses 1s that It is overbroad. Although this argument tends
t o follow a finding that the site 1s a public forum requiring the least
resrrictive means. it IS also r e i e ~ a n to
t the requirement tojustify the
means used as required by Farber and Kowak's approach. The oh^
jection 1s made that political neutrality could be maintained by ex^
cluding partisan speech but by not excludmg mer& ideological
speech.12' \Vith respect t o the means chosen to achieve the goal of
political neutrality. houeier. such discnmmatmn rests an a disrinc~
K ~ O "wirhout a difference. The goal of neutrality 16 not limited mere^
ly to ensuring that the military does not support one part> over the
other, but also to ensuring thar 11 does not Support one side of an
issue over another, at least where the debate concerns ISSUBS more
properly @"en to the other arms of the g w ernnient In the f i n t place.
ideological p o ~ i t m n are
s generaliy identified with political parties.
so That debate over one leads to an effect on rhe other Moreover,
t h e notion of a mhtarg that is involved w e n in non-partisan causes
should be repugnant to those who fear an encroachment of the
military within t h e government Just as I t 1s Inappropriate for an installation to host political candidates, n \iould be inappropriate for
the base to hosr those who espouse or appose certain political agendas That such advocacy of ideological causes would occur in the
midst of open house activities does not change that judgment.
Finally, under rhe focused halancmg approach one must examine
the extent of the iestnctions on free speech, bearing in mind the
obligation To consider not only the particular parties seeking to advacate their causes. but also the broader interest of rhe nation m
mainraining free speech against incremental restrictions It should
be clear thar sufficient alrernatwes exist for the type of speech in
uahed m these cases The chief advanrage thar rhe parties who x e k
the open house forum wouid obtain is exposure to a large number
of people hroughr there by no action of these parties Of course,
because the installation commander 1s under no c ~ r n p u l s i to
~ n pro^
vide this forum. these parties do not have a long-standing propnerar?
interest, such as LS the case for streets and parks"B It LS significant
as well that this forum 1s in place for only one day per year Of course.
the groups are not prohibited from taking advantage of the iarge collection of people tratellmg to and from the open house by passing
out leaflets or displajing signs along rhe streets leading to the base
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If there 1s an interest in communicating with this specific audience,
those means would be sufficient to allow that contact What should
be clear 1s that ample alternative means exist for groups to advocate
t h e x causes to the general populace without the need for injecting
themselves into open house actniities. Even after taking into account
the interest of all the public and our commitment to free speech principles, Lt would appear that the groups seeking admission have a very
small interest indeed What is sought by such groups is not access
to the public. but dramatic exposure to the media through staged
erents. such as holding a "Carnwal of Death' banner beneath the
display of a B-52?2nSuch publicity seeking may be consistent with
the first amendment. but it is not of sufficient merit to outweigh
the long-standmg principle of military neutralit?.

V. CONCLUSION
In summary restrictions on political speech within the open house
ContPxt are in full conmnance with first amendment principles The
goal articulated by military commanders 1s clear and related t o the
type of speech and context of expression involved. The goal of new
trality is permmihie, if nor mandatory for the military as an organization. Finally, the effect on free speech both far those involved and
for the general public cannot be said to outweigh the legitimate Interests of the government in these cases.
It IS clear that this is the conclusion to which the Supreme Court
decisions have pamted.'80The approach taken here would reduce the
uncertamty and risk of commanders and judge advocates -ked with
the responsibility of informing the public and maintaining the
political neutrality of military installations Rather than reliance on
categorization and labeiling. the articulation af interests and forthright balancing of interests b? courts under this approach would
enhance the credibility of decisions
One further point should be stressed It may be that courts.
dirtrustfui of military command discretion, will Continue to place
commanders in difficult positions or to gire little credence to rationales put forth for actions To the extent that u e in the military
community act consistently x i t h our stated principles. however, we
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will gain credibility and deference from the courts. It therefore falls
to us to ensure that decisions purpanedly based on neutnl principles
are principled. consistent. and not the result of bias againsr groups
hostile to the rnihtarg establishment and the current means of carrying out our national defense missmn or of fa\ oritism tonard thobe
groups perceived as friendly to the military
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BOOK REVIEW
ASSESSING THE PERFORMANCE
OF THE BURGER COURT:
THE ASCENT OF PRAGMATISM*
Reviewed by William S. Fields"
Bernard Schnartr, the Edwin D. \Yeebb Professor of Law at Iiew
York Unitervtg. is an internationally renowned constituaonal
historian whose multi-volume works on the United States Constnution and the Bill of Rights are regularlg used by students, scholars.
lawyers, and jurists. Professor Schwartz is, however, more than just
a legal scholar. He LSa n author m t h the ability to present a complex
subject, like Amencan constitutional iaw, in a way that i i understandable to the axerage educated indiiidual

In his recent work, The Ascmt ojpvagmatism. Professor Schwartz
reviews and analyzes the operation of the Supreme Court during the
seventeen years that W r r e n E. Burger served as Chief Justice.
Although he discusses the mqar rulings of the era in considerable
detail, his main focus 1s on the Supreme Court as a n institution and
the way in which it reached its decisions Professor Schwartz analogms the Court to a tapestry made up of strands that have been
interwoven into a pattern He purposely seeks to avoid separating
out strands and looking at them alone. This he sees as defacing the
tapestry as a whole and @ring a false value to the mdiwdual strands.
His analytical approach is intertwined with his view of the Court
as "primanly a political institution'' whose purpose 1s to "vindicate
individual rights. strike down l a w that are unconstitutional. and arbitrate between the states and the federal government and between
the different branches of the federal government.''
To accomphsh hi, objective. Professor Schwartz relies upon a
multitude of both oral and documentary sources HE oral sources
' Bernard bchaarfz nis Asbent oJF7aymntimn-nir
Burgn Court inAciion Nea
lark Addison iYerle) Publishing Campani, Inc I990 Wges x 182 Price S24 96
(hardcover1 Chronology, Yofei "able of Cares, and lnder
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include personal mtewiews of members of the Cauit former law
clerks. and other knowledgeable individuals His docurnentar!
sources (most of which have never been published) include conference notes. docket books, correspondence, notes. memoranda and
draft opinions. He makes reference to this vast quantit! of material
in a iva? that allows readers to understand and to examine for
themselves the underlying bases for the conclusions that he draxa
The end result 1s an interesting and inaghrful book that aids in
demystifying the inner workings of what 1s perhaps the mosi
enigmatic of our governmental mititutions

Professor Schwartz sees the Supreme Court under Chief dustice
Burger as having been divided into weak liberal and consei\atii'e
wings dominated by a pragmatic center composed of f n e Justices
His book chronicles the way in which this pragmatic center
moderated opposing forces and worked to\+ard the compromises
necessary to transact the burinera before the Court HE reriex of
its accomplishments leads h m to conclude that the Burger Coun was,
indeed. an "activist" Court that consolidated the work of ~ r b
predecessor. the U-arren Court The activism of the Burger Coun as
h o w w r the product of a fundamentally diffenngjudicml appraacli
To Professor Schwartr. the activism of the Warren Court had as ILL
basis t u o broad principles: nationalism ' anti "egalitanamsm Saaonahsm was the preference for national solutions to what the Coun
perceived as national problems and a inllmgness to tolerate a
substantiai growth in federal power. Egalitarianism was a comrnit~
ment to equality before the law and a fondness for the amorphous
concept of "fairness" as a guide tojudinal decamnmakmg Cornene11, Professor Schwanz characterlzes the a c t h i m of the Burger Court
as a ' rootless activism' produced bk- the exigenciei of the CLT
cumstances Its activism was a direct consequence of the division
between the Justices and was devoid of underlying ideals. Thus. Professor Schwanz sees the Burger yean as signaling an end to the great
conflict between judicial 'restraint" and 'activism" and as a beginning t o the conservative activism of the Rehnquist COUA. U-e ar?
all aCtlYLStS "Ow"
Regardiess of whether you a g e e with Professor Schwartz's r o n ~
clusmns. me Assent o f p m g m a t i s r a makes far interesting and informative reading. It LE a well-researched, thoughtful analysis by an eminent constitutional scholar. It examines the contributions of the
Burger Court m their broader historical context and is a useful
resource for both lawyem and nonlawyers seeking a better under^
standing of modern conslitutional law and process.
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